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Groups of second-growth Douglas-fir (Mirb.) Franco were excavated

in plots of two to six trees on two sites in the vicinity of Cowichan

Lake, Vancouver Is., British Columbia. Eleven excavation plots provided

36 trees which could be studied in pairs (a total of 50 pairs) in order

to ascertain the relation of root attributes and tree, stand and site

characteristics to the extent of root contact occurring between pairs of

trees.

Regression analysis was used to relate the combined root attributes

of two trees jointly occupying the same soil space to the number of root

contacts. Three contact types were recognized: tenuous (Type I), sub-

stantial (Type and apparent grafts (Type IV). Type I contacts

were found to be positively related to root length and negatively re-

lated to root volume. Type II-III contacts were positively related to

the number of roots. Type IV contacts were positively related to both

root number and cross-sectional area.



Discriminant analysis was employed to determine the relation of

various tree, stand and site factors to the probability of root contact.

Three contact groups were defined: 1) no contact, tree-pairs for which

no contacts occurred; 2) low contact incidence,tree-pairs with only Type

I contacts and 3) high contact incidence, tree -pairs having both Type I

and higher order root contacts. Inter-tree slope distance, DBH, effec-

tive rooting depth, soil gravel content and percent slope were all found

to be significant.

The results of the discriminant analysis were incorporated into a

model for spread of laminated root rot. The goal of the spread model is

to characterize the behavior of the system in order to evaluate the in-

fluence of silvicultural options and environmental constraints on the

ability of laminated root rot to spread from tree to tree.

The model consists of four submodels: tree growth and survival,

root contact, infection and spread. Twenty-seven simulation runs were

made to evaluate the effects of tree spacing, stand age and soil depth

on the cumulative distribution of earliest time to bole infection under

conditions of constant soil gravel content and percent slope. Three

principle areas are identified in the model where better or more com-

plete information is necessary before the model can be considered

adequately specified. These are: time to fungal growth cessation following

bole infection, the shape and location of the potential contact zone and

the distribution of contacts within this zone and certain features of

the spread behavior of Phellinus weirii. Numerical solutions for the

relation between the tree, stand and site factors and the cumulative

distribution of time to earliest bole infection were not attempted,



consequently. A qualitative analysis of the laminated root rot spread

system's behavior was undertaken, however. The salient features of this

analysis are:

1) the cumulative distribution function of earliest time to bole

infection is a composite function consisting of two functions,

one for each of two recognized phases in the distribution

function.

2) the phases of the composite function can be physically inter-

preted as two relatively distinct infection waves; the first

wave corresponds to primary infection from a source while the

second represents secondary infection from adjacent trees.

3) the functional form of the phase I relation is given by the

single process law while the form of phase II is given by a

simple exponential expression and

4) all of the initial conditions studied influence the shapes,

slopes and asymptotes of the two phases.
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FACTORS AFFECTING INTER-TREE ROOT CONTACT AND
THE TRANSMISSION OF PHELLINUS WEIRII IN YOUNG-GROWTH DOUGLAS-FIR

I. INTRODUCTION

The prospect of a broadening impact of root disease on young growth

timber management in the Pacific Northwest promises to create increasing

demands upon forest managers faced with dwindling timber supplies.

Though root disease has never taken on, and probably never will take on,

catastrophic proportions in the region, the need to deal effectively

with affected or threatened areas of timber production will continue to

grow as the resource becomes progressively scarcer. In Oregon and

Washington alone, it has been estimated that root rots account for an

annual loss of approximately 1.4 million cubic meters in Douglas-fir

(Childs and Shea 1967), 90 percent of this occurring in the westside

Douglas-fir subregion. Phellinus weirii (Murr.) Gilbertson, alone, is

responsible for an estimated annual loss of 0.90 million cubic meters

in the subregion. Losses due to Fomes annosus (Fr.) Cooke and Armillaria

meZZea (Fr.) Karst account for the majority of the difference. Moreover,

mortality and loss of growth potential in young-growth (2.25 million

cubic meters) far exceeds that found in old-growth timber (0.92 million

cubic meters) for all roots rots in the region.

Current understanding of the epidemiology of root diseases in gen-

eral has been derived from studies of the pathogens' biology. Little

attention has been given to host and environmental factors that affect

the spread of disease within a stand of trees. It has, however, been

clearly demonstrated for P. weirii (Wallis and Reynolds 1965) and F.
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annosus (Rishbeth 1950) that little or no mycelial growth away from roots

occurs. As a result, growth within the soil is limited to the inner

wood and bark surfaces of the host. This information has profound con-

sequences: it suggests that the distribution of roots within a stand

must exert a significant influence on the spread of root diseases. The

latter observation is of particular significance in the case of both F.

annosus and P. weirii by virtue of the apparent biological constraints

on free mycelial growth through soil. On the other hand, it is possible

that root distribution plays a less significant role in the epidemiology

of A. mellea inasmuch as the ability to spread via rhizomorphs must also

be taken into account.

This study has two major objectives: 1) to determine the types of

factors that influence the potential for spread of P. weirii in second

growth Douglas-fir and the manner in which they do so and; 2) to develop

a model for inter-tree spread of laminated root rot in young-growth

Douglas-fir.

The data which provided a basis for the analyses relevant to the

first objective were obtained by hydraulic root excavations. The first

objective is approached from two perspectives. First, the influence of

various root attributes (for instance, volume, length) on both

the numbers and types of contacts within a defined volume of soil is

examined. This information could he readily incorporated into a model

for inter-tree spread of laminated root rot. Such a model would take

into account the actual root distributions of trees. The second aspect

of the first objective concerns the influence of tree, stand and site

factors on the probability of inter-tree root contact. The results of
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the analyses related to this work constitude a contribution to the

second objective of the study.

The epidemiological model developed here is a model for inter-tree

spread of laminated root rot. This model represents a very simplified

and idealized system involving tree-tree and tree-fungus interactions.

The goal associated with this aspect of the study is to characterize

the behavior of the system for the purpose of evaluating how silvicul-

tural options and environmental constraints influence the propensity

for spread of laminated root rot. Though greatly simplified, the model-

ing effort required a simulation approach. The model and simulator are

covered in detail in RESULTS, part B.

The inter-tree spread model can easily be adapted for use as a

submodel in a stand model for laminated root rot impact. Dr. W. J.

Bloomberg (personal communication) has been developing such a stand

model.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Early Taxonomic Work

Phellinus weirii (Murr.) Gilbertson, the cause of laminated root

rot of Douglas fir, was originally described by Murrill (1914) as

Fomitoporia weirii Murrill from a western red cedar specimen collected

by Weir in 1912. In Murrill's 1914 publication, however, the fungus

was renamed Poria weirii Murrill. Gilbertson (1974) has placed P.

weirii in the genus Phellinus. Phellinus weirii was first described

in the Pacific Northwest at the Dominion Laboratory of Forest Pathology

in Victoria, B.C. from a specimen collected at the Lake Cowichan Forest
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Experiment Station in 1928 (Mounce et aZ. (1940)). Upon comparing their

own description to that of Murrill, the latter authors concluded that

this specimen was either a variety of P. weirii or a closely related

species. Cultural and decay characteristics were similar in many re-

spects. The most obvious differences related instead to habit. For

instance, the specimens described by Mounce et al. (1940) were found on

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga mengiesis) and western hemlock (Tsuga hetero-

phylla) and the sporophores were annual as opposed to perennial (as

described by Murrill).

Distribution of the Disease

Subsequent to its discovery in the vincinity of Lake Cowichan, P.

weirii was found throughout the southern half of Vancouver Island

(Mounce et aZ. 1940). Bier and Buckland (1947) reported the fungus to

be distributed ". . . as far north as the islands in Johnstone Strait,

east in the lower Fraser Valley to Yale and from the interior at

Revelstoke." Later work indicated that many stands in the Pacific

Northwest have at least some incidence of laminated root rot (Childs

1955; Johnson 1976). The present known geographic range within the re-

gion extends from Central British Columbia, south to northern California

and east to north Idaho (Childs 1970; Childs and Nelson 1971). Moreover,

P. weirii has been reported from Japan (Aoshima 1953).

Hosts

Most major timber species in the Pacific Northwest are infected to

some extent (Buckland and Wallis 1956; Shea 1968; Childs and Nelson 1971;

Hadfield and Johnson 1977). Those that are especially susceptible include
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silver fir (Abies amabilis), grand fir ( Abies grandis), moutain hemlock

(Tsuga mertensiana) and Douglas fir, while incense cedar (CaZocedrus

decurrens), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and western red cedar

(Thuja plicata) exhibit little or no susceptibility (Childs 1970,

Hadfield and Johnson 1977; Filip and Schmitt 1979). Western hemlock

is considered moderately susceptible.

Symptoms and Signs

The most prominent feature of stands infected by Phellinus weirii

is the occurrence of stand openings as a result of mortality within the

infection centers (Mounce et al. 1940, Childs 1960, 1970; Hadfield and

Johnson 1977). While often limited to a few hundred square feet, open-

ings may be up to an acre or more in extent (Wallis and Reynolds 1965;

Childs 1960, 1970; Childs and Nelson 1971). Within an infection center,

windthrown trees are a common feature. Typically they are in various

states of decay, indicating that damage within the area has been occur-

ring over an extended period. The direction of fall exhibits a

distinctly random pattern in contrast to the uniform pattern associated

with blowdown due to winter storms (Hadfield and Johnson 1977). Lean-

ing trees are common toward the margin of a center (Childs 1960; Shea

1968).

Individual trees vary considerably in their degree of symptom ex-

pression prior to blowdown (Buckland et al. 1952; Buckland and Wallis

1956; Childs 1955; Hadfield and Johnson 1977). Wallis (1957) has noted

that trees may remain apparently healthy and vigorous well into the

advanced stages of root decay. As an extreme example, he cites the case
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of a tree which, in 1955, had lost 100 percent of its live root system

due to infection by P. weirii in spite of which leader growth had been

33.5 inches and 24.0 inches for the 1953 and 1954 growing seasons, re-

spectively. The phenomenon was sufficiently common in the latter study

that the author concluded that trees generally do not exhibit recogni-

zable symptoms until at least 50 percent of the root system has been

killed. Accordingly, it is not unusual to find trees recently wind-

thrown or still standing whose root systems are severely infected yet

show little or no crown symptoms (Buckland et al. 1952; Childs 1970).

When observable, indicators of infection are first a reduction in

(leader and branch) growth followed by thinning and chlorosis of the

foliage which is sometimes accompanied by the production of distress

cone crops (Mounce et al. 1940; Bier and Buckland 1947; Childs 1960;

Hadfield and Johnson 1977; Shea 1968). Tree death usually follows within

a few years of such symptom expression; the foliage then turns a yellow

to reddish-brown color (Mounce et al. 1940; Buckland et al. 1952; Childs

1970). Regardless of symptom expression prior to blowdown, the disease

is readily diagnosed subsequently by the presence of root balls and the

characteristic decay.

Incipient decay appears as a reddish-brown crescent or ring of

stained wood in a transverse section through the bole or as a streak in

longitudinal section (Mounce et aZ. 1940, Bier and Buckland 1947; Childs

and Nelson 1971; Hadfield and Johnson 1977). Decay may extend up to 4

meters into the butt log of living trees. In later stages, the decay

causes the wood to separate along the annual rings, imparting a dis-

tinctly laminated appearance, and to turn a yellowish to brown color.
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Numerous small pockets are apparent in the decayed wood at this stage;

they measure 0.5 by 1.0 mm and may be empty or filled with white mycel-

ium. Brown, felt-like mycelial mats are often found between the lamina-

tions, in wood crevices or on the bark surface of roots. Using a 10 x

hand lens, the characteristic setal hyphae of P. weirii can also be

observed. Eventually the wood decomposes into a loose, stringy mass

and still later only a hollow butt may remain, leaving only branch bases

still more or less intact (Childs 1970).

Mounce et al. (1940) provide a detailed description of the sporo-

phore. These are found on the undersides of down trees, uprooted stumps

and rarely, on standing dead trees (Bier and Buckland 1947; Buckland et

al. 1952; Hadfield and Johnson 1977). They are not found until the wood

is well decayed and the tree has been dead for some time. Sporophores

appear from late summer to early fall. In the Pacific Northwest, they

are annual. Because they are only rarely produced, they are not consi-

dered a useful diagnostic tool (Childs 1960).

Susceptibility of and Damage to Douglas-fir.

Susceptibility of individual trees and the implications for fungal

survival.

The earliest reports in the region make it clear that trees of all

vigor classes are susceptible to laminated root rot (Mounce et al. Bier

and Buckland 1947; Buchanan 148). Buckland et al. (1952) concluded

that all Douglas-fir trees over the age of six years were, for all prac-

tical purposes, equally susceptible, though the period between initia-

tion of infection and death was quite variable among trees. Moreover,
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this variation could not be accounted for even when the position of the

initial infection (with respect to the bole) was taken into account. It

was noted, however, (Buckland et al. 1952; Buckland and Wallis 1956)

that variation in rate of symptom development might be related to degree

of host resistance. "Resistant" trees may exhibit little or no symptom

development due to: 1) confinement of P. weirii to the heartwood, 2)

production of adventitious roots and 3) protection from wind within an

intact stand. "Susceptible" trees, on the other hand, appeared to exhi-

bit symptoms more or less in direct proportion to the percentage of dead

sapwood.

Buckland et aZ. (1952) suggested that resistant trees could be ex-

pected to serve as an important source of inoculum in the next genera-

tion:

This waterproof, resin-soaked wood prevents the fungus
from being drowned, greatly impedes its growth, pro-
tects the wood from further saprophytic colonization,
and provides a habitat that enables the pathogen to
survive over extended periods of time. p. 75

Wallis and Reynolds (1965) proffered a similar opinion. Childs' (1963)

work suggested that, in half the cases studied, death could be ascribed

to physiological causes associated with encroachment by P. weirii on the

sapwood and that, in the remaining cases, the trees, though resistant,

are windthrown due to deterioration of the root heartwood. Estimation

of time of survival of the fungus in stumps range from 50 to 100 years

(Buckland et al. 1952; Buckland and Wallis 1956; Childs 1955, 1963,

1970; Childs and Nelson 1971; Hadfield and Johnson 1977; Hansen 1976,

1979; Wallis 1957).
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Trees lacking resistance, on the other hand, would be rapidly colo-

nized with little associated resin production. Decay would then proceed

rapidly, followed by rapid saprophytic displacement of P. weirii ( Buckland

et al. 1952). It must be emphasized, however, that the above was no

more than speculative, being based for the most part on circumstantial

evidence. Later, critical studies on inoculum survival are discussed in

section F.

Factors influencing degree of stand damage.

Buckland et al. (1952) have characterized the relationship between

stand development and the potential for disease transmission (and thus,

also, damage) in a general way. Minimal damage can be expected in stands

less than 20 years old since root system development is neither very in-

tensive nor extensive and inter-tree root contact is thus limited.

Later studies by McMinn (1963) on the root system structure of Douglas-

fir confirm this view. Greatest damage, it was felt, could be expected

in 20 to 60 year old stands. Subsequently, damage would begin to dimin-

ish as natural thinning reduced the frequency of root contact between

the remaining crop trees. The basic pattern of this scenario is gener-

ally accepted; however, as experience with the natural history of P.

weirii-infected stands accumulated, the upper limit for the period of

maximum stand damage has been set as high as 150 years (Wallis and

Reynolds 1967).

Of special interest to the current study is the following: "Fluxu-

ations in rate of spread of the disease (and, hence, damage) can be at-

tributed to the variation in number of root contacts." (Buckland et al.
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1965, p. 73). Intuitively, it seems reasonable to suppose that as a

stand develops (and so also the root systems of the trees that comprise

that stand) the potential for root contact will increase up to some

point. A quantitative understanding of how stand development influ-

ences this potential, and how soil and other site conditions act to

modify it, has been lacking (Childs and Nelson 1971; Shea 1968; Wallis

and Reynolds 1967). Stand age, stocking density, effective rooting

depth, slope and rock content of the soil have all been suggested as

factors that may be involved in determining the rate of disease spread

and stand damage.

Two studies suggest a general relationship between site factors and

disease development (Molnar et al. 1961; Schultz 1963). In both cases,

greater damage was associated with shallower, rockier soils. This may

be explainable in terms of McMinn's (1963) observations that:

On reaching an obstructing layer such as fragipan, bed-
rock or cobbles and boulders, taproots and other elements
of the deep-root system commonly proliferated into sev-
eral branches. Such branches frequently followed the
contour of the obstruction for several meters. (p. 117)

There is good reason to suppose that shallow, stony soils may enhance

inter-tree root contact and facilitate the spread of disease. In this

same study, McMinn also characterizes root system development as having

two recognizable stages: an early, pioneer phase in which the main,

structural roots grow rapidly outward and colonize the growing space

and; a later phase, during which much of the root elongation is con-

tributed by high order branches that more intensively colonize the site.

McMinn further noted that, although lateral extent of rooting was closely
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associated with crown width, overlap of rooting zones of adjacent trees

was common even in the more central rooting zone about a tree. Increase

in root contacts thus appears likely in the later stages of stand devel-

opment. Schultz's (1963) work dealt specifically with stand and site

factors influencing grafting among Douglas-fir trees. He found that

grafting incidence increased as the stand developed with decreasing

soil depth and with increasing stoniness and percent slope. It is

reasonable to suppose that root contact in general is increased under

the same circumstances and that the spread of disease is thus facili-

tated.

Red alder (Alnus rubra) assumes a controversial role as a possible

deterrent to the survival of P. weirii. As such, it deserves considera-

tion as an influence on damage to future stands of Douglas-fir. Its

role in this regard is discussed in connection with general aspects of

P. weirii's survival below.

Assessment of stand damage.

Though it is clear that P. weirii is a destructive disease agent,

the actual damage has proven difficult to assess. In part, the diffi-

culties are attributable to the variation in symptom expression. A

further unpredictable aspect of damage assessment which compounds the

problem is the possibility of rapid population build-ups of bark

beetles which may not only hasten the death of infected trees but

healthy neighbors as well (Buckland and Wallis, 1956; Childs 1963, 1970;

Childs and Nelson 1970; Wallis and Reynolds 1965).
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In spite of these handicaps, a number of "rules of thumb" and prin-

ciples have evolved which can aid in damage assessment. Childs (1955)

reported that SO percent of the trees within a half chain of an infected

tree could be expected to be infected and that only a few would be found

infected at a distance of a chain or more. A later study (Childs 1963),

essentially confirmed these earlier findings. In his 1955 paper, Childs

also suggested that: 1) when infection centers were common in small

Douglas-fir pole stands, losses would be severe before the stand reached

saw-timber size and 2) openings created by laminated root rot would not

be effective in obtaining release of trees on the margin since they

would be too heavily infected to take advantage of the increased availa-

bility of light and soil moisture, etc.

On the basis of stand reconstruction studies, Childs (1960) esti-

mated that damage in poles and young saw-timber could be expected to

double every 15 years. Along similar lines, Hadfield and Johnson (1977)

state that damage to the current rotation will be at least as heavy as

in the previous one. In general losses due to butt rot are small

(Childs and Nelson 1971; Hadfield and Johnson 1977), especially when

compared to losses due to mortality and reduced growth potential in

young stands.

Initiation, Spread and Persistence of Infection.

Initial infection from stumps.

Buchanan (1948) was the first worker to associate infected stumps

from the previous stand with the initiation of infection in the current

one. Numerous workers have subsequently confirmed this relationship
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(Buckland et al. 1952; Buckland and Wallis 1956; Childs 1955, 1963,

1970; Childs and Nelson 1971; Hadfield and Johnson 1977; Wallis 1957,

1962; Wallis and Reynolds 1965, 1967). A very recent study (Filip

1979) establishes some quantitative relationships between the fre-

quency of infected stumps and mortality.

Persistence of disease.

The role of zone lines. Garrett (1970) has characterized a zone

line as ". . . a boundary envelope of the fungal colony in the wood

(which) is formed by a tissue of dark-coloured, sclerotoid and inflated

fungal cells." (p. 167). Work by Hopp (1938) and Rishbeth (1951) in-

dicates that zone lines are formed in response to gradual desiccation

of the wood. A series of studies by Nelson (1964, 1967, 1969, 1973) on

the biological significance of zone line formation by P. weirii produced

the following conclusions:

1) Other conditions being favorable, zone lines do not form in

the absence of competition. (1973)

2) Zone lines serve a general protective function, though highly

competitive/antagonistic fungi can breach the barrier and dis-

place P. weirii. (1964, 1973)

3) Zone line formation is more rapid in wood with advanced decay,

but this does not contribute to the efficiency of the barrier.

(1967).

4) Survival of P. weirii in wood improves with depth.

Support for the second conclusion can also be found in the work of

Rishbeth (1951) on F. annosus and Bliss (1951) on A. mellea. With
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respect to the last conclusion, Rishbeth (1951) suggested that alter-

nate wetting and drying of wood promotes concomitant expansion and

contraction which in turn leads to mechanical disruption of the zone

line barrier. Thus the more constant environmental conditions at

greater soil depths may favor survival in addition to the possible in-

fluence of fewer antagonists (Nelson 1967). The retreat of F. annosus

down into a stump (Rishbeth 1951) and of P. weirii back into the stump

(Hansen 1979) is accompanied by the formation of a succession of zone

lines which Garrett (1970) has colorfully described as a "succession of

rearguard actions" (p. 168).

The role of red alder and effects of fertilization. The use of

red alder (Alnus rubra) in the Douglas-fir subregion either as an al-

ternate crop or in mixture with Douglas-fir has attracted interest

quite apart from any possible influence it may exert over P. weirii

Numerous studies point to favorable changes in understory composition

(greater diversity and abundance of species), soil nitrogen content,

foliar nitrogen content of associated crop trees, bulk density, organic

matter content, moisture holding capacity and, as a result, site pro-

ductivity (Franklin and Pechanec 1968, Tarrant et ca. 1951; Bollen and

Lu 1968; Tarrant 1961, 1968; Tarrant and Trappe 1961, 1971; Tarrant

and Miller 1963).

Considerable attention has focused on the question of whether red

alder's soil amending properties influence the survival of P. weirii

(Trappe 1970a, 1970b, 1971; Trappe et al. 1973; Nelson et al. 1978).

Changes in the soil microflora's composition have been clearly
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demonstrated (Lu et al. 1968; Neal et aZ. 1968; Wicklow et al. 1974).

In particular, species of both Streptomyces and Trichoderma, some of

which are antagonistic to P. weirii, have been found in greater abun-

dance under red alder stands. In spite of this, and soil biochemical

changes induced by red alder (Li et al. 1967a, 1967b, 1969, 1970, 1972;

Lu et aZ. 1968), evidence for a real effect of alder on the survival of

P. weirii is contradictory. Nelson has found both positive (1968) and

negative (1975b) effects on P. weirii's survival in wood blocks buried

under alder stands. Hansen (1975, 1976, 1979) found no evidence to

suggest that survival of P. weirii in stumps was significantly reduced

in the presence of alder. Similarly, the evidence for nitrogen ferti-

lization as a means of reducing the pathogen's survival time is contra-

dictory. Positive effects have been demonstrated by Nelson (1967, 1970,

1975a). Negative results have been obtained by Nelson (1970, 1975b)

and Wallis and Reynolds (1974).

Long-term survival in stumps and roots. Wallis and Reynolds (1965)

have examined the survival of P. weirii in roots. They found that roots

inoculated up to one year after felling differed only slightly from in-

oculated roots of newly fallen trees in their suitability as a substrate

for colonization. Survival in root segments, ranging in diameter from

less than two cm. to more than eight cm., was also examined; average

survival across all diameter'classes was greater than 98 percent for

the 8 year period. Similarly, in ten trees felled 11 years previously,

"Eighty-two percent, including roots as small as 1.5 cm in diameter

contained P. weirii mycelium . . ." (p. 6). Stump excavations by
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Hansen (1976, 1979) indicate that:

1) there is a ". . . progressive retreat of P. weirii from in-

fected roots toward the stump." (1979, p. 485)

2) little or no colonization of sound wood occurs subsequent

to harvest and

3) there is a progressive decrease in the occurrence of ecto-

trophic mycelium with time from harvest (at 50 years, only 3

percent of 371 roots had surface mycelium compared to 42 per-

cent of 489 roots after 20 years).

With respect to the first conclusion, it was found that "On sites re-

generated to Douglas-fir, P. weirii was alive in 96%, 59% and 26% of

the stumps after 20, 30, and 50 years, respectively." (p. 486)and that

the mortality rate of the fungus within individual roots was even more

pronounced. Hansen (1979) as well as Wallis and Reynolds (1965) sug-

gest that the ability of P. weirii to cause infection after extended

periods may be much less than the figures on fungal survival in the

wood may suggest.

Means of spread.

The role of basidiospores. Basidiospores play no recognizable

role in the spread of laminated root rot. Two extensive surveys

(Buckland, Foster and Nordin 1949; Wright and Isaac 1956) indicated

that almost no infection of 'stump surfaces or wounds occur as a result

of basidiospore infection. In the latter study, 448 trees with a total

of 1218 logging scars were examined. P. weirii was found in only four

instances. Moreover, it was not clearly established in these instances
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that the source of infection was not from below ground. Childs' work

(1963) on the spatial relations of clones provided further evidence

that the spread of laminated root rot was principally, if not entirely,

occurring vegetatively. Further, when freshly cut stump surfaces were

inoculated with P. weirii basidiospores, no stump infection was ob-

served subsequently (Nelson 1971). Inoculation trials on wood discs

in petri dishes were successful, however, (Nelson 1976b) and indicate

that the failure of P. weirii's basidiospores to act as effective dis-

persal agents may be attributable to a very low competitive ability.

Vegetative spread along roots. Mycelial growth of Phellinus weirii

through the soil is severely restricted (Buckland et aZ. 1952, Wallis,

1962, 1976), growth being almost wholly confined to heartwood (and sap-

wood to varying degrees) and the bark surface of roots. The transmis-

sion of laminated root rot is thus limited to points of root contact.

Wallis (1957) and Wallis and Buckland (1956) indicate that surface con-

tact between roots is sufficient; grafting is not a prerequisite for

transmission.

Ectotrophic growth of P. weirii is considerably faster than growth

of the fungus through the wood (Wallis, 1957, 1962, Wallis and Reynolds

1965) and hence might be viewed as the rate determining event of the

spread process. Ectotrophic growth was observed as much as two meters

in advance of wood colonization in Douglas-fir and one meter in western

hemlock. Ectotrophic growth in the distal direction is as great or

greater than proximal growth; the respective averages are 20-25 cm/year

and 10-20 cm/year on Douglas-fir (Wallis and Reynolds 1962). Several
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other facets of growth were also brought out in the latter study: 1)

death of the distal portion of an infected root was more common among

small roots; 2) the rate of growth during the winter months was as

great or greater than during summer months; 3) over a diameter range of

1 to 5 cm, size of the root had no apparent influence on rate of ecto-

trophic growth and; 4) penetration of large roots required a greater

time interval (this being attributable to greater bark thickness).

In the course of his 1957 study, Wallis had observed numerous

roots in relatively close proximity (20-50 mm) but saw no evidence for

spread of disease across such distances, confirming earlier observa-

tions. A later, more detailed, study re-examined the potential for

spread of laminated root rot over limited distances (Wallis 1976a).

When inoculum blocks were placed two cm. from a live, intact root col-

onization occurred in 40 percent of the trials. At five cm, coloniza-

tion fell to 20 percent while none occurred at a distance of 10 cm.

In only one instance in all the above trials did bark penetration take

place after 18 months, and this occurred in one of the two-cm distance

trials. The potential for transmission over various types of materials

was examined as well. Means of transmission, other than direct root to

root spread included: 1) transmission across "bridges" of heartwood or

bark (80% success after 24 months when the bridge joined a healthy root

to an inoculum block up to maximum test distance of 10 cm and 100% suc-

cess after 12 months when the bridge joined a healthy and diseased root

up to a maximum test distance of 30 cm); 2) transmission via root sur-

faces of minor vegetation (no instances of infection were observed,

though P. weirii had spread up to 15 cm along roots of salal and bracken
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fern) and; 3) transmission across rock surfaces (again, no instances of

infection but fungus observed growing up to five cm). Finally several

tree species commonly associated with Douglas-fir were evaluated for the

ability to transmit P. weirii. Ectotrophic growth on western hemlock

was found to be generally slower than on Douglas-fir (also, Wallis and

Reynolds 1965). Growth on western red cedar rarely exceeded a few

centimeters, while on lodgepole, white and ponderosa pines growth was

typically confined to the immediate site of inoculation 12 months after

treatment.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Description of Study Areas

The root excavation work was carried out at the British Columbia

Ministry of Forests Lake Cowichan Experiment Station, located approxi-

mately 58 km northwest of Victoria, B.C. (48° 49' N 124° 08' W) on

Vancouver Island. The experiment station is situated on the south arm

of Cowichan Lake, approximately two miles west of the village of Lake

Cowichan (fig. 1).

Thirteen plots were excavated in the immediate vicinity of the

lake. Plots 1 through 9 were located on the south side of the lake

(fig. 1) on the Mesachie Unit of the B.C. Forest Service Lake Cowichan

Experiment Station. The elevation for all plots is approximately175m.

The timber type is relatively uniform throughout the area and has been

characterized as a Pseudotsuga- Polysticum association (McMinn 1960).

Douglas-fir predominates in the overstory with scattered western red

cedar and western hemlock and rarely, grand fir. The understory and
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Figure 1. General locations of the excavation plots
on the north and south sides of the south
arm of Cowichan Lake.
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reproduction are a mix of western red cedar and western hemlock. The

shrub layer is dominated by sword fern but also includes Oregon grape

as a major component. Vanilla leaf is the dominant herb. Stand char-

acteristics for these plots, hereafter referred to collectively as the

"south side plots," are summarized in Table I. A profile description

based on Plot #9 and representative of all the south side is given in

Table II.

Plots 10 through 13 were located across the lake on the north side

of the south arm on B. C. Forest Products holdings (fig. 1) and will

hereafter be refered to collectively as the "north side plots." Here,

also, the timber type is uniform and corresponds to McMinn's (1960)

description of the Pseudotsuga-Gaultheria association. Douglas-fir is

the only tree species in the overstory, understory and reproduction

layers in the plots. The shrub layer is almost exclusively salal which

commonly attains a height of 1 m. The herb layer is extremely sparse

to non-existent. Stand and site characteristics are summarized for the

north side plots in Table III. A profile description for plot #12 is

given in Table IV and, again, is reasonably representative of all the

plots.

The two sites differ in productivity (Tables I and III). McMinn's

(1960) study of water relations and their effect on forest type distri-

bution indicated that the Pseudotsuga-Gaultheria association is charac-

terized by more xeric summer conditions and the soils of this type are

generally less fertile than those of the Pseudotsuga-Polysticum associ-

ation. The close proximity of the north and south side plots should

preclude any possibility of significant climatic differences between



TABLE I. SITE AND STAND CHARACTERISTICS FOR SOUTH SIDE PLOTS

No. of
Observations Mean S.E. of Mean Minimum Maximum

Tree height (m) 18 32.85 2.20 15.60 46.10

DBH (cm). 18 45.72 12.48 20.00 54.00

Age (years) 18 64.89 0.28 63.00 67.00

Gravel (cc/cu ft) 7 3094.14 136.05 2448.00 3617.00

Cobble (cc/cu ft) 7 741.86 142.32 370.00 1450.00

Soil depth (cm) 7 120.00 7.79 85.00 140.00

Slope (percent) 7 48.14 2.22 44.00 60.00



Horizon

TABLE II: SOIL PROFILE REPRESENTATIVE OF SOUTH SIDE PLOTS

Depth
(cm) Boundary Color Texture Structure

Moist/wet
Consistency

2.0-1.0 dark
brown

partially
decomposed

A
0
H 1.0-0.0 dark

brown
duff mull
felty mor

A
2

0-9 clear rich loam weak-medium friable
(roots common) smooth brown coarse to fine

subangular
blocky

slightly sticky
slightly plastic

B 9-37 abrupt red coarse weak, fine friable
(roots common) wavy brown sandy loam subangular

blocky
slightly sticky
slightly plastic

B 37-66 clear olive gravel very weak, fine very friable
(roots common) wavy brown sandy loam subangular

blocky
non-sticky
non-plastic

B 66-110 olive gravel structureless loose

(roots sparse-
absent)

brown sandy loam single gravel non-sticky
non-plastic



TABLE III. SITE AND STAND CHARACTERISTICS FOR NORTH SIDE PLOTS

No. of
Observations Mean S.E. of Mean Minimum Maximum,

Tree height (m) 18 24.56 1.56 10.50 33.20

DBH (cm) 18 26.19 1.85 9.70 38.60

Age (years) 18 45.39 0.26 43.60 48.00

Gravel (cc /cu ft) 4 2465.00 172.52 2180.00 2940.00

Cobble (cc/cu ft) 4 1445.50 236.95 893.00 1946.00

Soil depth (cm) 4 96.25 6.88 80.00 110.00

Slope (percent) 4 40.00 1.87 35.00 44.00



TABLE IV: SOIL PROFILE REPRESENTATIVE OF NORTH SIDE PLOTS

Horizon
Depth
(cm) Boundary Color Texture

A
0

F 1.5-1.0 dark
brown

AO H 1.0-0.0 dark
brown

felty mor.

A
2

(roots common)

0-8 clear
smooth

reddish
brown

gravely,
fine sandy
loam

B

(roots common)
8-16 clear

smooth
reddish
brown

gravely,
fine sandy
loam

B

(roots common)
16-36 abrupt

wavy
reddish
brown

gravely,
fine sandy
loam

B 36-96+ slightly (cobbly)
(roots sparse gleyed gravely,
to absent) fine sandy

loam

Structure
Wet/moist
Consistency

medium, weak
crumb

medium, weak
crumb

coarse, weak
crumb to fine
weak subangular
blocky

structureless
single gravel

very friable
slightly sticky

to

non-sticky
non-plastic

very friable
slightly sticky

to
non-sticky
non-plastic

very friable
slightly sticky

to

non-sticky
non-plastic

loose
non-sticky
non-plastic
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the two areas. It appears that it is the topographic and edaphic fea-

tures and aspect of the sites which are determining the timber types.

Moreover, comparing the profile descriptions in Tables II and IV, it

would appear that soil depth and stoniness account for most of the

differences in water holding capacity. Table V, from McMinn (1960),

provides a summary of climatic data for the area.

Description of Data Collection

Plot selection criteria

The hydraulic excavation of trees used in the study was performed

in the summer of 1979. Plots to be excavated were selected on the basis

of three criteria. Close proximity to a reliable water supply was the

primary concern. The vicinity of Lake Cowichan was selected (streams

on the island rapidly dry up in late spring due to the limited snow

pack). Another consideration of practical significance was slope.

A minimum slope and the extent of unimpeded drainage for soil move-

ment become particularly important in those instances where three or

more trees were excavated as a group. Under such circumstances, it was

necessary to move rather large volumes of soil. Overall, the plots

selected had an average slope of approximately 40 percent. Finally,

characteristics of individual trees were taken into account (Table I

and III) in an attempt to include a range of these characteristics.

Excavation procedure

The general method of excavation has been described by McMinn

(1963). The method employed in the current study differs from McMinn's



TABLE V: SUMMARY OF CLIMATIC DATAa

Mean annual precipitation

Mean summer precipitation

Mean summer maximum temperature

Mean summer range

Mean winter minimum temperature

Mean winter range

a
from McMinn (1960)

225 cm

13 cm

29°C

24°C

-8°C

17°C

27
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in some respects, however. Except in one instance, no support was pro-

vided for stumps since enough surrounding or underlying soil was left

in place to provide the necessary support. Additionally, the precise

position of roots was not maintained by wire guys since the principal

goal was to determine root contact and these could be noted and flagged

accordingly as the excavation work was in progress.

Prior to actually initiating the excavation, all brush and ground

cover was removed down to bare soil in the vicinity of the trees to be

excavated. A pathway was cleared down the slope as well to provide

free soil movement down slope.

The pump utilized for excavation was a Wajax Mark III which is a

high pressure centrifugal pump with a capacity to deliver 225 gallons

per minute at a nozzle pressure of 10 p.s.i. at 10 feet. Two members

of the crew handled the hoses. Hose pressure could be varied by an

adjustable nozzle. Generally, lower pressures were used to clear

soil away from the roots and higher pressures used to clear accumula-

tions of soil. The third crew member cleared large cobbles and stones

from the pit and insured the unimpeded flow of soil down slope. The

fourth member was engaged in observing the roots as they were uncovered

in order to locate points of contact as soon after soil removal as pos-

sible and flag these points with ribbon for future reference. Typical

excavations plots are depicted in Figures 2 and 3.

Root mapping procedure

Once all the plots had been excavated, the mapping was begun. The

general mapping procedure was developed by Dr. W. J. Bloomberg (Pacific
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Figure 3. Example of an exuavation plot.
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Forest Research Lab, Victoria, B.C.). The method utilizes a system of

root identification whereby roots are assigned to an order class deter-

mined by their point of origin. A root originating at the root collar,

for instance would be classified as a primary root; a root originating

at any point along the length of a primary would be assigned to the

secondary root class, etc. Four root order classes were used in all,

the highest order being a quaternary. Mapping proceeded in a hier-

archial manner: all measurements were made on a primary root; next,

the first secondary root would be measured; if present, the first

tertiary on the latter secondary root would be measured, etc. At all

measurement points, diameter, azimuth, horizontal distance and depth

were recorded. Measurements were made at the origin, terminus and all

intermediate points at which a significant change in any of the mea-

surements occurred. Measurements were also made at all points of root

contact whether these were inter- or intra-tree in nature.

Each contact was issued a code number to indicate tree of origin

and a serial number as it was encountered in data collection. Upon re-

encountering the later contact in the course of mapping another root,

this code was recorded for the new root at the point of contact. These

codes were converted into a new code to indicate the precise root with

which contact was being made prior to keypunching.

The type of each contact was also recorded. Contact types are

defined as follows:

Type 1 a "simple" contact in which the roots were either touch-

ing or at least in very close proximity but which showed

no physical indication of contact (Figure 4).
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Type 2 a contact evidenced by some deformation on at least one

of the roots, indicating a confirmable and more substan-

tial contact (Figure 5).

Type 3 - a contact in which either one root had grown around the

other or along it for some distance, providing a still

more substantial contact (Figure 5).

Type 4 - a graft, as determined by external evidence (Figure 6).

Roots were mapped out to minimum diameter of 0.6 cm. Roots with

a diameter less than 0.6 cm at their point of origin were not mapped,

but their frequency was recorded along each section of mapped root be-

tween measurement points. Hereafter, the word "roots" should be taken

to mean roots larger than 0.6 cm.

Other information recorded included the type of root termination.

Though no special use for this data was planned, it was deemed poten-

tially useful in delineating the extent of excavation and has been used

in this capacity in program ROOTMAP (see appendix B).

Plot data collection.

The most centrally located excavated tree was chosen as a refer-

ence tree and designated tree No. 1 on each excavation plot. The re-

maining excavated trees and all neighbors within 10 meters were num-

bered sequentially by starting at an azimuth aligned with the slope's

aspect and proceeding clockwise around the plot. For each tree, hori-

zontal and vertical distance and azimuth relative to tree No. 1 were

recorded. Species, DBH, tree height and crown width were recorded for

excavated trees. For neighboring, unexcavated trees, the species was

also recorded.
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Figure 4. A Type I contact.
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Figure 5. Contact Types II and III. The two smaller
roots flagged with ribbon form a Type II
contact. The larger of the latter roots
forms a Type III contact with the much lar-
ger root in the photograph. Note, parti-
cularly, the difference in the extent of
surface contact between the two contact
types.
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Analytical Methods and Programs

Preliminary data summarization was performed using two programs

developed by Dr. W. J. Bloomberg (Pacific Forest Research Centre,

Victoria, B.C.). Both programs report the number of roots, their length,

cross-sectional area, volume and number of contacts of each type within

specified unit volumes of soil. The first of the summarization pro-

grams reports the total quantities of the above root characteristics

for two or more trees' root systems. The sum of two trees' root num-

bers, etc. were reported for a soil volume of 0.5 cubic meters (1.0 m

wide x 1.0 m long x 0.5 m deep). Two auxiliary programs, SITEMAP

(Appendix A) and ROOTMAP (Appendix B), were prepared by the author to

facilitate the use of the data summarization program of Bloomberg.

Program SITEMAP 1) produces summary plot data tables, 2) calculates

inter-tree horizontal and vertical distances, 3) computes a crowding

coefficient for each excavated plot tree and 4) produces a map of the

excavation plot. Sample output is presented in Appendix A. Program

ROOTMAP (Appendix B) utilizes a graphic device to draw out the root

systems of all excavated plot trees. Sample output from plot No. 6

is presented in Figure 7.

Two types of analyses were used to study the effect of root char-

acteristics on root contact. First, a univariate regression approach

was used to determine the influence of total root number, total root

length, total root cross-sectional area and total root volume on the

total number of contacts in 0.5 cubic meter volumes of soil. The

second approach examined the influence of these factors on the number

of contacts by contact type. The SIPS (Rowe et al. 1978) interactive
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Figure 7. Map of the root systems of the trees on plot

number one. Tree numbers appear within the circle repre-

senting the root collar. Numbers for the primary roots

appear at the end of the root. Contact types are indica-

ted with following symbols: Type I, an asterisk; Type II,

a triangle; Type III, an open box and; Type IV, a box with

an "x" in the center: Root termination types are indica-

ted with the following symbols: normal termination, no

symbol; root measured to limits of excavation, an excla-

mation mark and; root measured to point of break, a down-

ward-directed arrow.
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data analysis package was used for these analyses.

The second data summarization program (Bloomberg, Pacific Forest

Research Centre) performs operations similar to the first but summari-

zes root characteristics for only a single tree. The latter program

provides greater detail in that the various root attributes are re-

ported by root order whereas in the former version the values reported

are summed for the two (or more) trees over all root orders. The data

derived from the individual-tree root attribute summarization was used

together with output from program SITEMAP to study the influence of the

tree, stand and site factors on the probability of inter-tree root con-

tact. Program BMDfl7 (Biomedical Computer Programs 1977) was used for

this analysis. The latter program performs a stepwise discriminant

analysis. Two additional programs were prepared by the author to aug-

ment the discriminant analysis. Program PLOTDIS (Appendix C) produces

a graphic device plot of the canonical variables generated by BMD07.

Program RESPONS (Appendix D) produces three-dimensional response sur-

face plots (the response being the probability of no contact) for two

to five predictor variables.

The results obtained from the discriminant analysis have been in-

corporated into a model for inter-tree spread of laminated root rot.

The model is presented in detail in the Results, part B. A simulation

program, SIMROT1, which is used to implement the model, is presented

in Appendix E.

Documentation on the use of all programs prepared by the author

is included in each appendix.
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IV. RESULTS PART A

Analysis of Root Contact Frequency as a Function of Root

Attributes

Regression analysis was used to develop predictive equations for

the number of contacts in a defined soil volume as a function of total

root length (dm), total root cross-sectional area (dm
2
), total root

volume (dm
3

) and total root number. The values for the above indepen-

dent variables were obtained by summing a given attribute over all root

orders of two trees within an 0.50 m
3
of soil (1.0 m x 1.0 m x 0.50 m).

For example, to obtain the total number of roots in a specific soil

volume, the numbers of primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary

roots occupying that soil volume were summed for both trees. Two ap-

proaches to the analysis were taken. In the first, the total number of

contacts served as the dependent variable in a univariate regression

model.

The univariate regression for the total number of contacts was

highly significant (a << 0.0001) for the single-variable model using

root number as the predictor. The correlation coefficient for this

model is r = 0.659. An analysis of variance for the model is presented

in Table VI. Regression coefficients and their standard errors and t-

statistics are given in Table VII. The tests reported in Table VII

(and Tables IX, XI and XIII) are two-sided. The significance level

is reported as the highest level at which the variable is still signi-

ficant without interpolating in the table. Root length, cross-sectional

area, and volume were not significant once the variation due to root
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Table VI. Analysis of variance for regression of total number of
contacts on root number.

degrees of mean F significance
source freedom square value level

total

regression

residual

278

1

277

6.385

770.195

3.628 212.29 << 0.0001

Table VII. Regression coefficients and related statistics for the
regression of total number of contacts on root number.

regression standard t significance
variable coefficient error value level

constant 0.5688 0.1862 3.055 0.01

number 0.0671 0.0046 14.571 << 0.0001
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number was taken into account.

In the second approach, the number of contacts of each type were

regressed on the same set of independent variables (length, cross-

sectional area, volume and number). Preliminary analyses (not re-

ported in detail here) indicated that none of the independent variables

were significant in the regression on Type III contacts. These results

led to a decision to combine the Type II and Type III contacts into a

new compound type which will hereafter be referred to as Type II-III

to emphasize its derivation from the original nomenclature. As a re-

sult only three contact types are used in the analyses that follow.

A test developed by Lawson (1940) was used to test for interdepen-

dence among the three contact types (I, II-III and IV). The nature of

the test is expressed in the null hypothesis: Ho: [P] = [I] where

[P] is the matrix of correlations among the three contact types and

[I] is the identity matrix. The test statistic is:

where:

x2 (2p

6

+ 5) r2.

i <j

N = the number of observations,

P = the number of dependent variables being tested,

th
)
th.

r. = the correlation coefficient of the i and
1)

variables.
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Table VIII. Analysis of variance for regression of the number of
Type I contacts on root length and volume.

source
degrees of mean r significance
freedom square value level

total

regression

residual

278

2

276

2.3169

61.0442

1.8913 32.38 < 0.0001

Table IX. Regression coefficients and related statistics for the
regression of the number of Type I contacts on root
length and volume.

variable
regression

coefficient
standard

error
t

value
significance

level

constant 0.5716 0.1385 4.128 < 0.0001

length 0.001277 0.000164 7.774 < 0.0001

volume -0.00001369 0.00000586 -2.337 0.02
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Table X. Analysis of variance for regression of the number of Type
II-III contacts on root number.

source
degrees of mean F significance
freedom square value level

total

regression

residual

278

1

277

2.1721

129.7080

1.7117 75.77 << 0.0001

Table XI. Regression coefficients and related statistics for the regres-
sion of the number of Type TI-III contacts on root number.

regression standard t significance

variable coefficient error value level

constant -0.0019 0.1279 -0.015 > 0.80

number 0.0275 0.0032 8.705 < 0.0001
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Table XII. Analysis of variance for regression of the number of Type
IV contacts on root cross-sectional area and number.

source
degrees of mean F significance
freedom square value level

total

regression

residual

278

2

276

0.6467

31.3887

0.4239 74.05 « 0.0001

Table XIII. Regression coefficients and related statistics for the
regression of the number of Type IV contacts on root
cross-sectional area and number.

variable
regression
coefficient

standard
error

t

value
significance

level

constant -0.061587 0.063737 -0.966 0.60

x-section 0.000358 0.000051 6.975 < 0.0001

number 0.007200 0.001990 3.617 0.001
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The calculated approximate chi-square statistic is 2.14 (df=4-p(p -1) =3)

which is not significant (P < 0.50). The test indicates that the cor-

relation matrix cannot be shown to be significantly different from the

identity matrix. In other words, the interdependence of the three de-

pendent variables (Types I, II-III and IV) is very low.

Analyses of variance for the models with Types I, II-III and IV

contacts as the dependent variables are given in Tables VIII, X and

XII, respectively. Corresponding summaries of the regression coeffi-

cients, and their standard errors and t-statistics appear in Tables

IX, XI and XIII. The results of these analyses can be summarized

briefly. Both root length and volume are significant in the regres-

sion for the number of Type I contacts. The regression is highly sig-

nificant (a < 0.001), with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.435. The

proportion of variation explained by length and volume is nonetheless

very modest (R
2
= 0.190). Note particularly that the coefficient of

volume is negative, indicating that Type I contacts are associated with

smaller roots.

Root number is the only significant variable in the regression for

Type II-III contacts (Tables X and XI). The regression is highly signi-

ficant (a << 0.0001), but again, the amount of variation explained is

rather modest (R 2
= 0.215).

The number of Type IV contacts is a function of both root cross-

sectional area and number (Tables XII and XIII). The regression is

highly significant (a << 0.0001). There is some improvement in pre-

dictive ability (R
2

= 0.349), though this is still modest.
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It should be pointed out that root number and length are highly cor-

related (r = 0.962) as are root volume and cross-sectional area (r =

0.941). The correlations are sufficiently high that the correlated

variables could readily be interchanged with little effect on the pro-

portion of variation that is explained in the appropriate models.

Analysis of Root Contact Probability

Whereas, in the previous analysis, attention was focused on root

characteristics that might influence root contact frequency in a defined

volume (0.5 m3 ) of soil, the analyses of this section deal with tree,

soil and site factors that determine the extent of contact between a

pair of trees. Attention focused on the variables shown in Table XIV,

after a preliminary screening of a larger set of possibilities. Com-

ments on units, etc. are included in the table. Two variables, how-

ever, require some explanation. The variable "angle" is the depar-

ture (in degrees) of a tree-pair from perfect alignment with the slope's

aspect. Thus, "angle" represents a measure of relative slope position.

The crowding index (referred to as "nearest neighbor coefficient" in

program SITEMAP) was obtained by establishing four quadrants about a

tree, selecting the nearest tree in each quadrant, dividing the square

of the latter's DBH by its distance from the tree in question and sum-

ming the resulting indices over the four quadrants.

Discriminant analysis was employed as a means of relating the

various tree stand and site factors to the probability of inter-tree

root contact. Several group breakdowns were experimented with. Only

the final version is presented. In the latter, three contact categories
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Table XIV. Independent variables used in inter-tree contact discrimin-
ant analysis.

Variable Comments

inter-tree slope distance (cm)

kn (DBH1 + DBH2) the natural log of the sum
of two trees' DBH

angle see text

soil depth (cm)

slope (percent)

gravel content (cc/cu. ft.)

cobble content (cc/cu. ft.)

total rock content (cc/cu. ft.)

crowding index see text

number of roots per unit for each root order: the sum

root volume of the number of roots of both
trees divided by the sum of the
volumes of both
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were established as a basis for grouping the data into contact groups:

1) no inter-tree contact (NOCON)

2) inter-tree contacts of Type I only (LOCON)

3) inter-tree contacts of Type I and higher orders (HICON)

A BMD (Biomedical Computer Programs 1977) stepwise discriminant

analysis program (BMD07) was used in the analysis. Data on 50 pairs of

trees was available as a basis for the anlaysis (Appendix F). The signi-

ficant variables were inter-tree slope distance (which, for brevity will

hereafter frequently be referred to simply as distance), in(DBH2 + DBH1),

effective rooting depth, gravel content of the soil and percent slope.

The F-values for removal of discriminant variables from the full model

are given in Table XV. The approximate F-statistic for overall model

significance is F = 4.84 (df = 10.86) which is significant at the 0.001

level. In Table XVI, a matrix for inter-group significance is given.

All contact types are significantly discriminated at the 0.05 level.

Coefficients of the discriminant functions are given in Table XVII. The

functions are used to compute the discriminant score, S.., for observa-

tion j with respect to group i. For details concerning the calculation

of the posterior probability of group membership, the reader should

refer to the BMD documentation.

The incidence of misclassification for each group is shown in Table

XVIII. The later table provides some insight into the distinctness of

each group. Note that the rate of misclassification is relatively low

for the two groups, NOCON and HICON, their respective rates being 0.143

and 0.250. The intermediate group, LOCON, is still significantly dif-
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Table XV. F-values for removal of significant variables from the
full, 3-groupb discriminant model.

variable F to remove significancea

distance 14.37 << 0.001

DBH 8.75 < 0.001

soil depth 3.49 0.05

gravel 4.99 0.025

slope 4.72 0.025

a
df = 2, 43

b
group definitions

1. NOCON - no inter-tree contact

2. LOCON - only type I contacts

3. HICON type I and higher contact orders

Table XVI. Significance
a

of group differencesb.

group group

NOCON LOCON

LOCON 0.005

HICON 0.001 0.05

a
df - 5, 43

brefer to (b) in Table XIV for group definitions
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ferent from both of the latter groups in spite of a rather high rate of

misclassification (0.555).

The canonical variables from the discriminant analysis are plotted

in Figure 8 using program PLOTDIS (Appendix C). One can see in this

figure the basis for the misclassifications shown in Table XVII. The

groups NOCON and HICON are well segregated on the first canonical axis.

The intermediate group LOCON is separated from the latter groups in the

second dimension. Note, however, that five of the nine observations

from the LOCON group are effectively "buried" in the transitional zone

between the NOCON and HICON groups.

As an aid in interpreting the influence of the significant varia-

bles and the nature of their interactions, Figures 9 through 14 present

the posterior probability of no contact as a function of the five dis-

criminant variables. The distance is held constant at 300 cm. in all

of the figures. Two variables are fixed at their respective mean values

while the remaining two (which appear on the X and Y axes) are allowed

to vary over the range of values shown in Table XIX.
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Table XVII. Coefficients of the discriminant functions for the
3-group model.

coefficient for: group

NOCON LOCON HICON

constant -175.66739 -208.94675 -196.08026

distance -0.06028 -0.07130 -0.07817

DBH 79.74764 87.02414 87.05154

soil depth 0.55168 0.59947 0.51809

gravel -0.03389 -0.03912 -0.03662

slope 2.31630 2.69519 2.50904

Table XVIII. Incidence of group misclassification for the 3-group
model.

group

NOCON

LOCON

HICON

number of cases classified into:

NOCON LOCON HICON

18 0 3

4 4 1

4 1 15
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-4.00 -3.00 -2.00 -1.00 .00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

Figure 8. Plot of canonical variablesa from 3-group discriminant
analysis.

a
Plotting code:

1 NOCON
2 LOCON
3 HICON
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Table XIX. Values of independent variables used in Figures 9 through
14.a

index DBH
b soil depth

(cm)

slope

(percent)
gravel content

(cc)

1 3.500 80.0 30.0 2000.0

2 3.625 85.0 33.0 2200.0

3 3.750 90.0 36.0 2400.0

4 3.875 95.0 39.0 2600.0

5 4.000 100.0 42.0 2800.0

6 4.125 105.0 45.0 3000.0

7 4.250 110.0 48.0 3200.0

8 4.375 115.0 51.0 3400.0

9 4.500 120.0 54.0 3600.0

mean 4.000 100.0 42.0 2800.0

a
The index value in the table corresponds to the index used in labeling

the axes.

bDBH is defined to be kn(DBHI + DBH2) where DBH1 and DBH2 are the actual
DBH's (cm.) measured for the two trees.
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Figure 9. Posterior probability of no contact plotted over DBH and
soil depth.

a
See text for explanation of plotting procedure.
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Figure 10. Posterior probability of no contact plotted over gravel
content and soil depth.a

a
See text for explanation of plotting procedure.
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Figure 11. Posterior probability of no contact plotted over gravel
content and DBH.a

a
See text for explanation of plotting procedure.
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SOLDEP X SLOPE

Figure 12. Posterior probability of no contact plotted over percent
slope and soil depth.a

See text for explanation of plotting procedure.
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Figure 13. Posterior probability of no contact plotted over gravel
content and percent slope.a

a
See text for explanation of plotting procedure.
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Figure 14. Posterior probability of no contact plotted over percent
slope and DBH.a

`'See text for explanation of plotting procedure.
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V. RESULTS PART B

A Model for Inter-tree Spread of Phellinus weirii

The objective of the model is to characterize the spread behavior of

laminated root rot in terms of those tree, stand and site factors that are

relevant to inter-tree root contact and, thus, also to spread of the dis-

ease. The goal associated with this objective is to provide a means for

determining how silvicultural options and environmental constraints in-

fluence the spread of disease. The inter-tree spread model is, moreover,

a submodel of a stand model for P. weirii-impact which has the broader

goal of determining how these same tree, stand and site factors influence

laminated root rot's impact on the timber yield of a site (Bloomberg,

Pacific Forest Research Centre, Victoria, B.C.).

The basic, hypothetic structure for the inter-tree spread model is

presented in Figure 15. The perspective is relative to the infection

ability of an infected tree (or trees). The principle quantities associ-

ated with the model are differentiated into inputs and outputs and state

variables. The space-time resolutions for the principle quantities are

given in Table XX. It should be noted that the inputs represent perman-

ent attributes of the system and are not subject to modification via a

system-environment interaction.

The complexity of the model required a simulation approach. Certain

of the input quantities have been fixed in order to limit the number of

simulation runs required; the model deals specifically with the spread

behavior of laminated root rot in a young-growth stand of site index
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time
distance
percent slope
gravel content
rooting depth

GROWTH

diameter

SPREADb
spatial

istribution

CONTACT
number and
location of
contacts

INFECTION

POTENTIAL

arliest time
to bole

infection
of tree 3

Figure 15. Hypothetic structure of the inter-tree spread model.a

a
Subsystems are represented by the small circles and are identified by
upper case letter. 'The principal state variable associated with each
subsystem is identified with lower case letter. Input to the system
consists of fixed environmental attributes. See Table XX for defini-
tion of time-space resolutions.

b
See Figure 16.
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Table XX. Time-space resolution of state variables, environmental
attributes and system output.

variable type time-space resolution

tree diameter
(dbh)

state
variable in
GROWTH sub-
model

number of state
contacts variable in

CONTACT
submodel

0.001 cm

integer

spatial state 0.01 cm
distribution variable in
of infection SPREAD

submodel

infection state positive
condition of variable in or
"targets" INFECTION negative

POTENTIAL
submodel

inter-tree environmental 0.01 cm
slope distance attribute

percent slope environmental 1%

attribute

gravel content environmental 1.0 cc/cu ft
of soil attribute

effective environmental 1.0 cm
rooting depth attribute

time environmental 1.0 years
attribute

earliest time to system output 1.0 years
bole infection
of a "target" tree
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Figure 16. Numbering convention and arrangement of trees in program
SIMROT2 (and possible infection pathwaysa).

a
Arrows in the figure illustrate possible pathways of fungal spread
from tree 1 to tree 3.

1) solid arrows indicate paths that involve bole infection of
trees 2 and 4

2) dashed arrows indicate paths that involve trees 2 and 4, but
do not require spread from the bole of these trees
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200 Douglas-fir; the percent slope and gravel content of the soil are set

to 45 percent and 2500 cc./cu. ft., respectively. The simulation problem

is thus reduced to finding a numerical solution for the relation between

a limited set of input quantities (inter-tree slope distance, initial DBFI,

and soil depth) and the output quantities.

The contact subsystem (Figure 15) is further subdivided into an ele-

ment that computes the probability of contact and an element that deter-

mines the number of contacts between a particular pair of trees. The

behavior of both these elements is stochastic. The output of the model,

in consequence, is not uniquely determined for a specific set of initial

conditions: the time to initial root infection and the time to earliest

bole infection are both expressed as cumulative distribution functions;

the latter output is also presented as a density.

The simulation program, SIMROT2, is presented in Appendix E to-

gether with documentation on its use and a sample simulation run.

The basic algorithm is described below in order to characterize the

nature of the spread model's submodels and draw attention to the latters'

respective external quantities that provide a basis for subsystem coup-

lings.

It is imperative that the reader bear in mind the very tentative

nature of the model as described below. Several simplifications are

introduced. Simplification, in some instances, is both intentional

and desirable as a means of obtaining computational tractability. On

the other hand, the process of system structural development has drawn

the author's attention to significant information gaps with respect to
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specifications of particular subsystems. It is, in fact, an important

activity of the modeling process to explicitly identify these gaps in

knowledge as a means of directing research along pathways fruitful to

better understanding. Attention will therefore be drawn (in the DIS-

CUSSION) to those model specifications for which better or more complete

information is necessary. Simplifying assumptions have been supplied as

necessary in order to produce a functional simulation model. The quan-

titative behavior of the model is certainly affected by these assump-

tions; however, it is still valid to qualitatively assess system behav-

ior. That is, the general relation between input and output quantities

can be deduced as well as the manner in which the input variables enter

the relation.

Four trees, arranged equidistantly on the vertices of a diamond,

are used in SIMROT2. It must be emphasized that the trees are equidis-

tant on the slope and not on a horizontal projection from the slope.

Refer to subroutine PLOTYPE for details of establishing the X and Y

coordinates of a tree's geographic center. Figure 16 illustrates the

numbering convention and arrangement of trees in SIMROT2. Note that,

although four trees are used in the simulation program, the output

(i.e., earliest time to bole infection) is strictly with respect to

tree 3. Trees 2 and 4 are included only to provide alternate pathways

of spread from tree 1 (Figure 16).

Tree 1 is infected at the bole when simulation is initiated. The

probability of contact between tree 1 and trees 2 through 4 is calcula-

ted at each time step until contact is established for a particular

tree-pair (subroutine CONPROB). The algorithm for calculating the
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probability of contact utilizes the results of the tree-group discrimin-

ant analysis of Results, Part A. The probability is computed as: 1.0 -

(probability of no inter-tree contact). Subroutine CONPROB is by-passed

in subsequent time steps once contact is established for a particular

pair of trees. A uniform random deviate is compared to the calculated

probability of contact (subroutine PICKCON). Contact is established if

the random deviate fails to exceed the probability of contact.

A zone of potential root contact is defined in subroutine CONTACT

once contact has been established for a given pair of trees (lines 38

through 44). This zone represents that soil area between a pair of trees

that contains the majority of inter-tree root contacts. The contact zone

is defined to be a circular area whose origin lies at the midpoint of

the line determined by the geographic centers of the root collars of the

pair of trees in contact. The radius of the zone is a function of the

trees' DBH. If, at time t = 0, the DBH is equal to that of a 20 year

old stand, then the radius is 200.0 cm and increases to a maximum of

300.0 cm at time t = 20 (line 43). The radius of the contact zone is

initially set equal to 300.0 cm and remains constant throughout the

simulation if the trees' initial DBH is that of at least a 40 year old

stand.

The number of contacts and their spatial location is also deter-

mined in subroutine CONTACT. A suitable expression for the total number

of contacts between a pair of trees was obtained by discarding extreme

observations from the discriminant analysis data (Appendix F). The re-

sulting equation for total number of contacts (TNC) is:
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TNC = 2.3544 + 0.2386*exp((DBH1*DBH2)*SLOPE*GRAVEL)/

((DIST**2.0)*SOLDEP*10.0))

CON = the total number of contacts for a specific tree-pair

DBH
1
= diameter breast height of the first tree

DBH
2
= diameter breast height of the second tree

SLOPE = percent slope

GRAVEL = cc. gravel/cu. ft. soil

DIST = inter-tree slope distance and

SOLDEP = effective rooting depth of the soil.

The determination of the number of contacts at a specific time step

is performed in a two-stage process. The calculated number of contacts

is a real number. Both the real number and its corresponding truncated

integer are used in subsequent steps to determine when and how many new

contacts should be added at a specific time step. Only the integer por-

tion of the number is utilized, however, for purposes of creating new

contacts. As an example, let the current number of contacts be 3. The

calculated number could be any value in the interval [3.0, 4.0]. Now

suppose that at time t, a tree-pair has 3 contacts and the actual cal-

culated number is 3.41. At time t + 1, a new value is calculated to be

3.91. A uniform random deviate with range [0.0, 1.0] is compared to the

difference in the calculated number of contacts at time t and time t + 1.

In this example, the difference is 0.50; if the uniform random deviate

fails to exceed the difference, then a new contact may be added. If the
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deviate exceeds the calculated difference of 0.50, there is no possibility

of a new contact. In the current example, suppose the first condition

for adding a new contact is met: the deviate fails to exceed the differ-

ence. The value 3.91 is truncated to the integer value 3 and this number

is compared to the integer value obtained at time t. If the integer

value of the number of contacts at time t + 1 exceeds that for time t, a

new contact will be added. In the example, this is not the case and no

new contact is added. If, at time t + 2, the calculated number of con-

tacts were 4.21 and the deviate again failed to exceed the difference

(which is now 4.21 3.41 = 0.80), then, upon truncation, the number of

contacts would be 4 and the number of contacts for the pair of trees

would be incremented. The value 4.21 is now retained as the last cal-

culated number of contacts and is used in subsequent time steps to ob-

tain the calculated difference.

The number of contacts added at time t = 1, and those added subse-

quently by the above process, are randomly located within the potential

contact zone. The probability of selecting any particular point in the

zone is equally likely (lines 41 through 50).

The spread of disease from a bole-infected tree progresses radi-

ally outward from the bole at a constant distal rate (subroutine SPREAD,

lines 20 through 24). Prior to incrementing the extent of radial spread,

the infection status of the bole-infected tree is evaluated. Extent of

spread after bole infection is presumed to be a function of the infected

tree's DBH at the present time step and the number of years since bole

infection occurred (Table XXI). If the elapsed time since bole infec-

tion is greater than or equal to the specified value for the infected
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Table XXI. Derivation of the coefficients for the spread decrement
equations

diameter
class (cm)

spread time

after bole
infection (yrs)

max. radial
spread
(cm)

coefficient
a

coefficient
be

dbh < 5.0 2 60 12.48 0.0167

5.0 < dbh < 10.0 5 150 10.46 0.0067

10.0 < dbh < 20.0 7 210 8.84 0.0048

20.0 < dbh < 40.0 10 300 8.09 0.0033

40.0 < dbh 15 450 9.60 0.0022

a
decrement = a*exp(-b*dt)

bmaximum radial spread is determined by spread time after bole infection
and the distal rate of spread which, here, was assumed to be 30 cm/year

c
the coefficient "b" equals the multiplicative inverse of the maximum
radial spread
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tree's diameter class, tree growth and fungal spread are arrested.

(Table XXI and lines 121 through 129 of the main program).

Once fungal spread is arrested, the infection zone begins to con-

tract (subroutine SPREAD). The annual decrement to the radial extent

of infection is presumed to be a negative exponential function of the

general form:

where:

decrement = a*exp(-b*dt)

dt = number of years since arrest of spread and

"a" and "b" are determined by the diameter

class of the tree

The coefficient "b" is simply the multiplicative inverse of the maximum

radial spread. The coefficient "a" (Table XXI) is obtained by integrat-

ing the spread decrement function over the time interval required for

the infection to die back to the bole and then solving for "a" (see

also lines 55 through 72 of subroutine spread for details of the algor-

ithm). Each time the radial spread is decremented, the radius of the

infection zone is evaluated. The tree is no longer considered infectious

when the latter radius falls to or below zero.

Infection of a healthy tree by a bole-infected tree is ascertained

by computing the distance between each of the former's contact points

with the bole-infected tree and the geographic center of the latter's

root crown. Each such computed distance is compared to the radial ex-

tent of infection from the bole-infected tree. If the radius of the
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infection zone encompasses a contact point, that point is now considered

to be infected (subroutine INFECT, lines 61 through 91). If tree 2 and/

or tree 4 is infected through this process, that tree is now designated

as a new source of infection. As new points of infection are acquired

on tree's 2, 3 and 4, each is evaluated with respect to the time required

for the new infection to reach the bole. Note particularly that tree 1

can infect any or all of the other trees by the process of radial spread

described. This capability is diagrammed in Figure 16, the solid arrows

indicating infection pathways from a bole-infected tree. Figure 16 also

indicates that trees 2 and 4 can become bole-infected and subsequently

infect tree 3 via the mechanism of radial spread described. Thus, tree

3 can become infected via three pathways that involve bole-infected

sources of infection.

Two additional pathways, indicated by dashed arrows are also shown

in Figure 16. These pathways represent an infection process that leads

to the infection of tree 3 through trees 2 and 4 but does not require

bole infections in the latter two trees. Prior to the establishement

of a bole infection on either tree 2 or tree 4, the disease is presumed

to spread in a linear fashion. Disease spread in this situation occurs

along a line formed by the infected contact point and the geographic

center of tree 2 or 4, as the case may be. The linear mode of growth

is intended to represent spread of infection along an idealized radial

root system. The proximal and distal rates of spread are specified by

the user (direction is relative to the hole of the infected tree). The

linear extent of infection is incremented annually. An infectious zone

about this line is defined to be that area within 30.0 cm of any point
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on the line (refer to lines 64 through 76 of subroutine INFECT). Spread

of infection may occur along several such lines on a given tree simul-

taneously.

Outward radial spread from the bole of tree 2 or 4 is initiated

when one of the elongating "root" infections reaches the geographic cen-

ter of the infected tree's root crown. Thereafter the spread of disease

continues in two modes: both linearly as before, and now, also, radially

outward. Whereas the limit of radial spread is predetermined by the dia-

meter of the tree at the time of hole infection, no such constraint is

automatically applied to distal, linear spread. A maximum distance for

the latter form of spread must be input as a separate constraint by the

user.

The simulation outputs (time to initial root infection and earliest

time to bole infection of tree 3) constitute distribution functions in

view of the stochastic nature of the contact submodel. The simulator

is run 50 times for a specific set of initial conditions in order to

generate these distributions.

The Simulations

Representative output from the simulator is presented in Appendix

E, following the program listing for the model.

The distribution of earliest time to hole infection is presented

both graphically and in tabular form for all initial conditions in

Appendix G. It is important to note that the time scale of the abscissa

in the graphs of Appendix G does not correspond exactly to the range of

times shown in the corresponding tables. The values on the abscissa are
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equal to the tabular values minus ten years. This rescaling was per-

formed to increase the axis scale for improved viewing and to simplify

some exploratory analyses (the rescaling of time to zero allowed the

elimination of a translation parameter in a nonlinear regression analy-

sis).

It was noted in the previous section that it was not feasible to con-

sider the influence of all of the possible factors that might affect the

distribution of earliest time to bole infection. The simulations consi-

der the influence of inter-tree slope distance, the trees' diameter and

effective rooting depth. Each of the latter variables represents an

initial condition for the system; three levels of each variable are

evaluated, thus twenty-seven simulation runs were required to study all

possible combinations. The initial conditions for each simulation run

are shown in Table XXII.

The reader should also recall that soil gravel content and percent

slope are fixed at 2500 cc/cu. ft. and 45%, respectively.

A detailed analysis of the system's behavior and the influence of

the initial conditions on this behavior is taken up in the discussion.
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Table XXII. Initial conditions used in the simulations of SIMROT2.

Simulation
number

Distance
(cm) (cm)

effective
rooting depth

(cm)

1 300.0 21.59 80.0

2 300.0 21.59 100.0

3 300.0 21.59 120.0

4 300.0 32.36 80.0

5 300.0 32.36 100.0

6 300.0 32.36 120.0

7 300.0 46.23 80.0

8 300.0 46.23 100.0

9 300.0 46.23 120.0

10 400.0 21.59 80.0

11 400.0 21.59 100.0

12 400.0 21.59 120.0

13 400.0 32.26 80.0

14 400.0 32.26 100.0

15 400.0 32.26 120.0

16 400.0 46.23 80.0

17 400.0 46.23 100.0

18 400.0 46.23 120.0

19 500.0 21.59 80.0

20 500.0 21.59 100.0

21 500.0 21.59 120.0

22 500.0 32.36 80.0

23 500.0 32.36 100.0

24 500.0 32.36 120.0

25 500.0 46.23 80.0

26 500.0 46.23 100.0

27 500.0 46.23 120.0
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V. DISCUSSION

Interpreting the Root Contact Analyses Dealing with Contact Frequency in

Specific Soil Volumes

The regression analyses of Results, Part A, are considered in this

section. Discussion relevant to the discriminant analyses of Part A

is taken up in the next section.

In the first analysis, the total number of contacts in 0.5 m
3
of

soil was regressed against the sums of all roots' attributes for each

pair of trees whose roots occupied that volume of soil. The results of

the analysis were very clearcut: only the number of roots was signifi-

cant (Tables VI and VII). Why only root number should appear as a

significant variable is not immediately apparent.

One approach to the problem is to consider the role that root num-

ber plays in the separate regressions of the three contact types (I, II-

III and IV) on the root attributes. First, recall that: 1) Type I

contacts are a function of root length and volume (Tables VIII and IX),

2) Type II-III contacts are a function of root number (Tables X and XI)

and; 3) Type IV contacts are a function of root number and cross-sectional

area (Tables XII and XIII). It will greatly simplify the discussion to

note, moreover, that root number and length are highly correlated (r =

0.926) as are root cross sectional area and volume (r = 0.9412). The

correlations of the latter variable-pairs are sufficiently great that

the two members of each pair can be thought of as interchangeable. Con-

sequently, the proportion of variation due to root number will be quite

comparable to that for root length. Similar conclusions apply to
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interchanging variables in the regressions for Type II-III and Type IV

contacts.

The foregoing conclusions are reflected in Table XXIII in which

the variable-pairs length/number and cross-sectional area/volume are

designated as "number" and "volume," respectively. The table shows

the proportion of explainable variation (R2
) due to root "number" or

"volume" in the regression equation for each contact type. R
2

, for

the first variable to enter the model, is defined as:

R
2

reduced

R2 full

and for the second variable as:

(R
2

full) - (R
2

reduced)

(R2 full)

An asterisk following a table entry indicates that the variable was, for

instance, actually root length instead of root number. It is clear from

Table XXIII that root "number" figures vary prominantly in the predic-

tion of Type I and Type II-III contacts. If we further consider the

proportion of contacts that are eithe'r Types I or the prominance

of root number becomes even more apparent. The means of the root attri-

butes were used to compute the number of contacts of each type in order

to address this point. The means are:

length 795.38 dm/0.5 m3 soil

cross-sectional area . . 690.62 dm2/0.5 m3 soil

volume 11992.20 dm3/0.5 m3 soil

number 31.96
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Table XXIII. Proportion of explainable variation (R)a due to root
"number"b and "volume"c in the regression of each
contact type.

proportion of explainable
model variation due to:

"number"
b

"volume"c

Type I 0.9151* 0.0849

Type II-III 1.0000 0.0000

Type IV 0.0820 0.9180*

a
See text for definition of R 2

b"Number" indicates root number or, almost equivalent, length.
An asterisk indicates that the calculated value of R2 is actually
based on length.

c
Analogous to (b) above, but for volume and cross-sectional area.
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The predicted number of contacts of each type was obtained by use of

the regression coefficients in Tables IX, XI and XIII. The predicted

values for each type are:

Type I 1.4242

Type II-III 0.8770

Type IV 0.4158

the sum of which is 2.7170. Thus, Types I and II-III contacts make up

85% of the total number of contacts. It is to be expected that fac-

tors which predominate in the equations for each of these contact types

will also figure very prominantly in the equation for the total number

of contacts. It has been shown that root number (at least by inference

in the case of Type I contacts) does, indeed, assume an important role

in both the equation for Type I contacts and Type II-III contacts as

seen in the values for R
2

.

p

It is also of interest to compare the predicted total number of

contacts (2.7133, from the model for total number of contacts) with

the sum of the predicted numbers of contacts of each contact type

(2.7170). The two results compare remarkably well.

The independent variables in each of the equations for prediction

of the number of contacts of each type also deserve some consideration.

It has been noted that Type I contacts are a function of root length

(or number) and volume. Recall (Materials and Methods) that Type I

contacts were characterized as being tenuous in the sense that they

were defined for roots that were at least in close proximity if not

actually in physical contact. This type of contact was most notice-

ably associated with small roots (roots less than approximately 2.0
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cm). Moreover, the relation between root volume (or cross-sectional

area) and root length (or number) is relatively poor (R
2
= approximately

0.30). A plausible explanation for this fact is that even large numbers

of small roots do not contribute much root volume to a soil volume com-

pared to a few large roots. It is suggested, therfore, that it is small

roots (which are more numerous and contribute to the total root length

in a cell in disproportion to their volume) which contribute most to the

number of Type I contacts. Note that the coefficient is negative for

root volume. The smaller the root volume in a certain volume of soil,

the more the number of Type I contacts becomes strictly a function of

root length. Conversely, if greater root length (or number) is associ-

ated with larger root volumes, the number of Type I contacts is less.

Type II-III contacts are solely a function of root number. While

it is not clear why root number should be the sole predictive variable,

it can be noted that Type II-III contacts occupy a transitional zone,

in a physical sense, between Types I and IV; Type I contacts are ten-

uous, Type II-III contacts are more substantial, while Type IV contacts

(grafts, or apparent grafts) represent the "ultimate" contact. Corres-

ponding with this, note that volume exerts a negative effect on the

Type I end of this physical spectrum (Table IX) and a positive effect

on the Type IV end (Table XIII). In the transitional zone of contact

status (the Type II-III range of the spectrum), volume exerts no influ-

ence on the number of contacts (Table XI). Thus, there seems to be a

clear correspondence.

Finally, one point requires comment in connection with Type I and

Type IV contacts. It has been noted that Type I contacts are a function
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of root number (positive relation) and root volume (negative relation).

In contrast, the influence of both root number and volume on the number

of Type IV contacts is positive. Thus, the influence of root number and

volume in the regression for Type IV contacts is not strictly the con-

verse of that seen in the regression for Type I contacts. Note, how-

ever, that the independent variables play contrasting roles in the two

equations when one considers the contribution each makes to the total

explainable variation in each model (Table XXIII).

A further question arises concerning which set of regression analy-

ses is most relevant to the study of laminated root rot transmission.

The predicted number of total contacts was shown to be nearly identical

to the sum of the number of contacts of each type. There seems to be

little advantage in the choice of model from the point of view of pre-

dicting the total number of contacts. Another point is worthy of con-

sideration, however. Wallis (1957) and Wallis and Buckland (1956) have

indicated that root contact is sufficient for disease transmission;

grafting is not required. One may conclude from that that contact

Types and IV are probably functionally equivalent in terms of

their ability to transmit laminated root rot. Type I contacts, in con-

trast, are distinct from the other types because of the tenuous aspect

of this type of contact. Consequently, disease transmission should

not be considered assured with Type I contacts. Wallis' (1976a) work

on disease transmission across short soil distances suggests that the

probability of transmission across Type I contacts might conservatively

be estimated to be 0.50.
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It becomes necessary to speak of effective contacts, if one takes

the view that disease transmission is not assured in the case of Type

I contacts. It is then advantageous to make use of the regression

equations for the number of contacts for each type. It is possible,

using the latter equations, to calculate the total number of effective

contacts. The number of effective contacts, below, was computed using

the mean values of the independent variables as before and assuming a

transmission failure probability of 0.50 as suggested above:

effective Type I

Type II-III

Type IV

the sum of which is 2.0049 effective contacts.

0 7121

0 8770

0 4158

Factors Affecting Root Contact and Their Relation to Site Hazard

The results of the discriminant analysis indicate that the probabi-

lity of inter-tree root contact: 1) increases with increasing DBH, per-

cent slope and soil gravel content and; 2) decreases with increasing

inter-tree slope distance and effective rooting depth. An important

consideration, in view of these results, is whether or not the probab-

ility of inter-tree contact can be interpreted as an index of laminated

root rot site hazard.

The analysis, of course, did not deal explicitly with the transmis-

sability of Phellinus weirii and its spread behavior needs to he con-

sidered. Wallis (1976a) has demonstrated that P. weirii does not grow

through the soil to any appreciable extent, Moreover, dispersal via

basidiospores is apparently non-existent (Nelson 197]). These obser-
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vations indicate that spread is necessarily through root contacts (or

is limited to small distances through the soil) and the latter are

thus of paramount importance to the spread of laminated root rot.

Wallis (personal communication) has indicated a belief that, given

contact, transmission of disease between structural roots is extremely

likely if not, in fact, wholly assured. The above discussion clearly

lends support to the proposition that root contact potential may serve

as a direct measure of spread potential.

Further support for the latter proposition can be found in some

of the site hazard studies that deal with Fomes annosus. Kuhlman

(1963) observed:

The findings suggest that less frequent root
contact and failure of the fungus to colonize
the tree root results in reduced losses on low

hazard sites.

Kuhlman (1974) later asserted that frequency of root contact was the

greatest single factor contributing to differences in annosus root rot

site hazard. Factors that specifically increase root contact are: 1)

shorter inter-tree distances (Hodges 1974); 2) limited effective root-

ing depth (Alexander and Skelly 1974; Alexander et al. 1975); 3) larger

tree diameter (Grieg 1962) and 4) steeper slopes (Powers and Hodges

1970). Effective rooting depth may be limited by very sandy soil

(Alexander and Skelly 1974) or simply a shallow profile development as

often occurs on steep slopes. In the present study, there is reason

to believe that steep slopes exert a further influence by an effect on

the spatial distribution of the roots. It was observed in the course

of the root excavations (but never quantified) that root systems tend
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to become more asymmetrical on steeper slopes: roots tended to be more

concentrated in the up- and downhill directions instead of evenly dis-

tributed about the bole (also McMinn 1963). This being the case, one

might anticipate that relative slope position (Materials and Methods)

would also influence the number of inter-tree root contacts. In fact, in

preliminary discriminant analyses, relative slope position did appear as

a significant variable: as the angle two trees made with the slope's

aspect increased the probability of contact diminished.

The influence of soil gravel content might be interpreted as an

effect on "effective rooting volume," analogous to effective rooting

depth. In both instances, root systems have less volume available for

root occupation and the chances of root contact would increase accord-

ingly. Studies dealing specifically with the influence of soil charac-

teristics on root form suggest another effect: increased stoniness

seems to promote limited lateral root elongation accompanied by more

profuse branching (Haasis 1921; Faulkner and Malcolm 1972). The dis-

cussion of the previous section brought out the significant influence

of either root number or length on the number of Type I and Type II-III

contacts. One can infer from this that soil gravel content will exert

its greatest influence on the frequency of Types I and II-III contacts.

One variable which the present study did not deal with was soil

texture for the simple reason that no significant variation in texture

occurred among the study plots. The annosus root rot site hazard stu-

dies provide some insight into ways in which soil texture may affect

site hazard. It is useful to consider these in relation to laminated

root rot site hazard. Very sandy soils, it has already been noted,
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limit the effective rooting depth, promoting shallow and extensive
4

rooting (Alexander and Skelly 1974) and thus are associated with a

higher incidence of root contact. At least in the Douglas-fir sub-

region of the Pacific Northwest, soils of sufficiently high sand con-

tent to produce an effect on rooting form are neither extensive nor

common. It is the author's opinion that the soil textural variation

that does occur in the subregion is, in general, not of sufficient

magnitude to produce significant changes in root form and thus, also,

root contact. The findings of Faulkner and Malcolm (1972) also support

this contention.

Several of the annosus root rot studies have either suggested or

demonstrated a further way in which soil texture may influence site

hazard: sandy soils allow more effective spore percolation from the

surface and increase the hazard of direct root infection (Kuhlman

1969; Alexander and Skelly 1974; Alexander et al. 1975; Froelich et al.

1965; and Froelich et al. 1966). This influence on laminated root rot site

hazard would seem to be irrelevant. In addition, it has yet to be

demonstrated that the natural variation in soil texture, pH, base sat-

uration or even microflora has any tangible effect on either the spread

or survival of P. weirii.

The probability of inter-tree root contact may be considered as

one of three components of laminated root rot site hazard. A site

hazard formula should include not only the probability of inter-tree

root contact, but also a factor representing fungal spread potential

and a factor expressing inoculum distribution. A study, already in

progress, is examining the influence of isolate variation in Phetlinus
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weirii and site on the potential for spread along roots (Hansen, personal

communication). Bloomberg (personal communication) has developed survey

methods for evaluation of disease distribution.

Before the results of the present study can be incorporated into a

site hazard rating system, it must be demonstrated that the coefficients

of the discriminant functions are applicable throughout the Douglas-fir

subregion. This could be accomplished most expeditiously by excavating

trees on a number of additional sites, determining their contact groups

and evaluating the frequency with which the current model correctly

classifies the observations. If the success rate proves acceptable,

the newly acquired data may be added to that provided in this study

with the potential for improving the current model. Failure of the

model to adequately classify the new observations into the appropriate

contact groups would demonstrate the need to develop separate models

for partitions of the subregion. The latter possibility seems unlikely

however, given the general form of the model.

Implications and Assumptions of the Laminated Root Rot Inter-Tree

Spread Model

It is important to understand the limitations and assumptions of

the inter-tree spread model before taking up a discussion of the spread

behavior revealed in the analysis of the model.

The pattern of spread was described in RESULTS, Part B. Spread

from a bole infected tree is presumed to be radial in all directions

outward from the bole whereas spread from a contact on a non-bole in-

fected tree was assumed to be linear (the line being defined by the
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location of the infected contact point and the center of the bole of the

newly infected trees). Recall also that the model allows for differen-

tial rates of spread proximal and distal to the bole of an infected

tree as well as a maximum growth mode. These simplifications of fungal

spread behavior seem desirable and reasonable.

Closely related to spread behavior is the matter of time to ces-

sation of radial spread following bole infection. No information con-

cerning this facet of fungal behavior is available in the literature

so the author provided what seemed to be a reasonable relation between

DBH and time to cessation of fungal growth (Table XXI). Several points

must be made in connection with these assumptions. First, annual DBH

increment is presumed to be unaffected by the proportion of the root

system that is infected. It is reasonable to hypothesize that the

latter increment is some function of the proportion of infected root

system and, in fact, work regarding this hypothesis is presently

underway (Bloomberg, personal communication). Wallis' (1957) earlier

work on the influence of infection on height growth demonstrated the

marked insensitivity of height growth to the level of infection. Re-

call that at least half the root system was found to be infected prior

to a noticeable influence on height growth. DBH is probably more sen-

sitive than height growth, however. Nonetheless, in the context of

this model, it would probably be sufficient to limit the influence of

level of infection on DBH to that period following bole infection since,

in the cases of trees 2 and 4, they are only being infected from a sin-

gle source (tree 1) and it is likely that less than half, and perhaps

much less than half, of their root systems are affected prior to bole
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infection. Thus, an influence of level of colinization on DBH incre-

ment could be introduced to the model's algorithm to improve its real-

ism. Moreover, it is convenient and probably reasonable to use the time

of bole infection as a reference point. DBH increment at time t + 1

could then be expressed as a function of DBH at time t, the normal DBH

increment at time t and the present level of infection (i.e., - years

since bole infection).

Another problem of concern is the prescribed behavior of fungal

spread. It is assumed in the model that proximal and distal spread

proceed at constant rates, which, in the simulations, were both set to

30.0 cm per year. These rates exceed those reported by Wallis and

Reynolds (1962). When rates of spread comparable to those reported

by the latter were used, however, the rate of disease spread appeared

to be unreasonably slow. One possible explanation is that these re-

ported rates are not representative of all possible spread behavior.

Wallis (1961) in connection with the latter proposition, observed that

Fomes annosus grew much more rapidly along the hark surface (and within

the wood) of severed, as opposed to intact, pine roots. Similarly

Hodges (1974) found that on several susceptible pine species F. annosus

grew at a rate of approximately 35 cm per year on living roots, but

that on roots that had been recently killed, distal growth often was

as much as 100 cm per year.

If, as the author suspects, the ectotrophic growth behavior of P.

weirii is similar to that of F. annosus, then using the proximal and

distal rates reported by Wallis and Reynolds (1962) would not reason-

ably reproduce the fungus spread behavior; its average rate of spread
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would be considerably faster. Moreover, one might anticipate that the

average rate of spread would differ among stands of different age clas-

ses.

There is an important connection between the time of fungal growth

cessation following bole infection and the average rate of fungal spread

discussed above. Small trees exhibit minimal fungal spread following

bole infection (i.e., two year spread after bole infection in the

case of trees with a diameter less than 5.0 cm). The extent of distal

spread that would occur assuming an average rate of spread 30.0 cm per

year would be roughly 60.0 cm at the time of growth cessation. If, on

the other hand, we assumed that the fungus grew at a distal rate of

20.0 to 25.0 cm per year (as the data of Wallis and Reynolds suggest)

and that at the time of root girdling a flush of distal fungal growth

on the order of 100.0 cm occurred, then the total distal spread, assum-

ing the latter growth flush was limited to a single year, would be

approximately 140.0 to 150.0 cm. The average distal spread rate for

the three year period would then be roughly 50.0 cm per year. Notice

that in computing this average an extra year allowed for spread. In

order to allow for the full 150 cm of spread, it would be necessary

to either allow for an extra year of spread or account for the total

spread in the two year period. The above example indicates that the

average rate of fungal spread in a very young stand would be profoundly

affected by avariation in assumed fungal behavior. The rate of spread

of 30.0 cm per year used in the simulations of this study would ser-

iously underestimate the rate of tree-to-tree spread if, in fact, fun-

gal growth flushes accompanied death of the distal portion of a root.
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The stands used in the simulations of this study were all at least

20 years old. If one examines the assumptions presented in Table

XXI that deal with time to fungal growth cessation following bole infec-

tion, it will be seen that the minimum time is 10 years for the stands

used in the simulations. Now, assume again that distal growth rate

is 20.0 to 25.0 cm per year. At the end of ten years' time the fungus

will have spread approximately 200.0 to 250.0 cm from the bole. If we

now take into account a fungal growth flush of 100.0 cm and average the

extra growth over the previous ten year period the average growth rate

will be 30.0 to 35.0 cm per year.

Similar calculations can be performed for 20, 40 and 60 year old

stands as used in the simulations of this study. These calculations are

not carried out here. One can see, however, based on the assumed times to fungal

growth cessation for the different diameter classes in Table XXI that when

the fungal growth flush is distributed over the time to growth cessation

that the impact of a flush on the annual distal spread increment be-

comes progressively smaller. Therefore, the rate of 30.0 cm per year

was used throughout the simulations.

The basis for the spread behavior described above applies equally

well to the concept of the infection zone that surrounds the pathogen's

linear growth path during the interval between initial infection and

bole infection. Recall that in the linear mode of spread, the model

allows for an infection zone which encompasses that area within 30.0 cm

of the distal and proximal limits of spread (and any intervening point).

Now, imagine the path of spread as representing growth along a primary
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root. As the fungus progresses along that root, it encounters and col-

onizes smaller lateral roots. The latter can probably be girdled rap-

idly due to their relatively small diameter. The distal portion of the

root would then also die rapidly and the fungus could quickly colonize

the distal portion. In the model this process is represented as an

instantaneous event in effect. That is, it is assumed that, when in-

fection has spread to some point "s" on the primary root, it has also

spread to all root surfaces within 30.0 cm of that point. The concept

of the infection zone about the linear path of fungal spread is a

reasonable approximation to the extent that rapid colonization of dead,

distal, lateral root surfaces is a reality.

The representation of the contact zone as a circular area whose

center lies at the midpoint of the line joining the boles of two trees

is also an oversimplification. Insufficient data were obtained in the

present study to specify its parameters more accurately, however. Study

of the root maps produced by program ROOTMAP (Appendix B) suggests that

the location, size and shape of the contact zone are affected by all

of the factors associated with the probability of inter-tree root con-

tact. The following general functional forms are hypothesized:

location = f(tree distance, DBH, slope)

size = f(tree distance DBH, effective rooting depth,

gravel. content) and

shape = f(DBH, slope) .

The simple influence of tree distance on the location of the zone's cen-

ter is apparent in the definition of the zone (above): the center is
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located at the midpoint of the line joining the two trees' boles. DBH

and slope can be expected to affect location as well. As DBH of the

source tree increases relative to the target tree, the location of the

zone's center should shift toward the target tree. As slope increases

(and therefore, also, root asymmetry) the location of the zone will

move downslope.

The influence of all tree, stand and site factors on contact zone

size is apparent.

Finally, DBH and slope should influence contact zone shape in a

manner analogous to their effects on the location of the zone.

Within the contact zone it has been assumed that the distribution

of contacts is random. Here, too, it is possible to hypothesize a gen-

eral functional form for the distribution which would more realistically

represent actual conditions:

f(x,y ) = g(DBH, slope

This expression implies that the distribution of contacts is, in some

way, related to the shape of the contact zone and relative sizes of the

trees. Intuitively, this relation seems appropriate. Examination of

the root maps lends further support to this view.

Explication of System Behavior

A system is defined, from one perspective, in terms of its inputs,

outputs and state variables and the relations between them (Klir 1969).

The motivating hypothesis for study of the inter-tree disease spread
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system is that the cumulative distribution of the earliest time to hole

infection of an uninfected tree (that stands adjacent to an infected

one) is functionally related to several tree, stand and site factors.

In RESULTS, Part A, several factors were specifically identified which

affect the probability of inter-tree root contact. The nature of di-

sease spread in the case of laminated root rot suggests that these

same factors will he an important influence in determining the rate of

disease spread. Thus, the trees' diameters, inter-tree slope distance,

the effective rooting depth, gravel content of the soil and the percent

slope are all hypothesized to affect the cumulative distribution of

earliest time to the infection. The influence of the first three fac-

tors on system behavior are considered here.

It is appropriate to first consider the general properties of the

system as illustrated in the twenty-seven graphs of Appendix G, before

considering the influence of each factor in detail. A careful study

of each simulation plot suggests that the functional relation between

the cumulative distribution of earliest time to hole infection and time

is actually composed of two distinct functions. Simulation run 1 can he

taken as a typical example. It can be seen in the graph (Appendix G

and Figure 18) that the distribution curve up to year (actual time is

30 years) can be expressed by a general logistic function:

CDF = b
1

0 1 exp(bi + b2t + b3t2)

where: b0 = 0.30 (the asymptote) and bp b2 and b3 represent

shape parameters.
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The portion of of the curve from year 21 to year 26 could be described by

a simpler relation:

CDF = 1 - b
1

e
b2t

If we examine other curves, however, (for instance, those of simulation

runs 7, 8 and 9) it becomes apparent that the former function does not

adequately represent all possible behavior in the lower region of the

curve. The curve appears to take on a distinctly exponential character

under some conditions. The lower portion of the distribution function,

which for brevity will be referred to simply as phase I, requires a

more general functional form such as that for the single process law:

b4
CDF = b

1
+ b

2
(t - b

3
b
4

)

This functional relation would encompass all the forms of behavior evi-

denced in phase I of the graphs of Appendix G.

It is equally apparent from study of the graphs (Appendix G and

Figures 17, 18 and 19) that the upper portion of the distribution func-

tion (phase II) can be adequately represented in all cases by the func-

tional relation described for simulation run 1: that is, a simple

exponential expression.

The composite function appears to be a fundamental property of the

system. That it is a reasonable property to expect, can be concluded

from a reexamination of Figure 16. During the early stages of the spread

process, only tree 1 is infected. Only the primary infection path to

tree 3 is available at the beginning of this period. Trees 2 and 4 are

becoming infected in addition to tree 3, however, and it is probable that
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they are contributing to the infection of tree 3 via the indirect path-

ways of spread (shown with dashed arrows) in the latter part of this

period. Note that, in the model specifications, fungal growth on tree 1 is

arrested at year 10 (or year 0 in the plots of Appendix G and Figures 17, 18

and 19) when the initial DBH is 21.59 cm. The extent of tree l's influence

either directly or indirectly on the distribution function of earliest time to

bole infection is thus probably limited to phase I. As already noted,

trees 2 and 4 have been infected in the meantime and these trees are

responsible for a secondary wave of infection. Which wave predominates

in a given simulation will depend, moreover, upon how rapidly the

disease is spreading and this is determined by the initial conditions.

Exploratory non-linear regression were performed on a few of the

simulation run results. Severe problems were encountered when trying to

fit a curve with three or more parameters to only a few data points.

The problem could be easily remedied by making several additional simu-

lation runs for each set of initial conditions. There seems, however,

little or no compelling reason to do so at the present time. The pre-

vious discussion on the limitations of the model make it clear that

several aspects of the system's behavior require more accurate specifi-

cation (such as the rates of proximal and distal spread, the size and

location of the potential contact zone, and the distribution of contacts

within the latter zone). Given these limitations, it seems appropriate

to postpone the costly and time-consuming analyses required to accurately

specify the system's behavior until improvements in the simulator can

be made.
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It is still reasonable to consider the general influence of the

initial conditions on system behavior, limitations notwithstanding.

Refinements incorporated into the model will certainly alter the dis-

tribution of time to bole infection, but should not materially alter

the basic behavior as deduced from the general shapes of the curves

in Appendix G.

The reader should refer back to Table XXII to reacquaint himself

with the pattern of variation in the initial conditions of the system.

The influence of soil depth on system behavior can he seen by examining

the simulation run plots in triplets. For instance, runs 1 through 3

(Appendix G) have effective rooting depth of 80.0, 100.0 and 120.0 cm.,

respectively while, for all three plots distance and DBH are constant

(3.0 m and 21.59 cm., respectively). Similarly, triplets of every third

plot can be examined to discern effects of changes in DBH. The first

such triplet would consist of plots 1, 4 and 7 representing initial

DBH's of 21.59, 32.36 and 46.23 cm., respectively.. Finally, triplets

of every ninth plot can be examined to evaluate the influence of inter-

tree slope distance (or, simply, distance) on the system's behavior,

other conditions being equal.

Each factor will be treated separately in the following discussion

to simplify the analysis. The general pattern of analysis will be to

consider some appropriate triplet of simulation runs for a factor in

detail and to subsequently generalize the conclusions obtained such that

they are valid for all simulation run triplets.

The influence of effective rooting depth. The earlier discussion

on the general properties of the system has already drawn attention to
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one aspect of the influence of effective rooting depth: the shape and,

to a lesser extent, the asymptote of the distribution function in phase

I is influenced by depth. In simulation run 1, the shape of the curve

in phase I is basically sigmoid in character. The same region of the

curve in run 2 assumes a more obviously sigmoid character. There is a

reduction in both the slope and the asymptote proceeding from run 1 to

2. The latter statement is also valid for a comparison of phase II

between those two runs. If we next compare run 2 with run 3, it seems

there is no practical difference in the behavior of the system as effec-

tive rooting depth increases past 100.0 cm.

Characterizing the general influence of effective rooting depth is

considerably more difficult. It may be noted that the observations made

concerning the triplet 1-2-3 apply equally well to the next two succeed-

ing triplets [4-5-6 (distance = 3.0 m, DBH = 32.26, Figure 17) and 7-8-9

(distance = 3.0 m, DBH = 46.23)]. Although in the case of the triplet

7-8-9, phase I completely dominates the distribution function and asymp-

totes are equal to 1.0. It is apparent, however, when we examine runs

10 through 18 (distance = 4.0 m) that only in phase I is there a consis-

tent effect of rooting depth and that as before their effect is only

apparent in the first two runs of a triplet. There is essentially no

difference in the phase II portions of the curves of each triplet in

the sequence 10 through 18. Further, if we must examine runs 19 through

27, it can be seen that the influence of rooting depth disappears en-

tirely. Clearly, the influence of rooting depth is conditional upon

(distance = 3.0 m) effective rooting depth affects the asymptote,

slope and shape of both phases of the CDF; 2) in runs 10 through 18
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Figure 17. Influence of change in effective rooting depth on
CDF for earliest time to bole infection.

Inter-tree distance = 300.0 cm.
Initial DBII = 32.36 cm.

Soil depths for simulation runs 4, 5 and 6 are 80.0, 100.0 and
120.0 cm., respectively.
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(distance = 4.0 m) the same influences are seen only in phase I and

3) the runs 19 through 27 (distance = 5.0 m) an effect due to rooting

depth is no longer evident.

The influence of initial stand DBH. The simple effects in increas-

ing initial DBH can be seen in the triplets 1-4-7, 2-5-8, etc. We will

start, again, by considering the specific effects seen in the 1-4-7

triplet (Figure 18). First, it can be noted that, in runs 1 and 4 of

this triplet, phase I of each simulation run can be represented by the

general logistic function. In the same triplet set, it can be seen also

that the slope of the function in phase I increases sharply as one pro-

gresses from run 1 to 4 to 7. Further the asymptote of phase I in-

creases dramatically as initial DBH increases. The asymptotes of phase

I for runs 1, 4 and 7 are 0.30, 0.64 and 1.00, respectively. Similar

trends are also seen in the triplets 2-5-8 and 3-6-9. Note, however,

that a new phenomenon appears in run 7 (Figure 18) as well as runs 8 and

9. The composite function has been replaced by a single exponential one.

The explanation becomes clear if we examine the trend in phase I asymp-

tote changes due to increasing initial DBH: phase I assumes a progres-

sively dominant role in the composite function as DBH increases. In

view of the earlier discussion on the origin of the composite function,

a shift to primary infection as the principle source of infection seems

the most plausible explanation for the change in form of the cumulative

distribution function of earliest time to bole infection. It is this

interpretation which makes it necessary to replace the general logistic

function with the single process function in phase I.
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Figure 18. Influence of change in initial DBH on CDF for
earliest time to bole infection.
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Inter-tree distance = 300.0 cm.
Effective rooting depth = 80.0 cm.
Initial DBH's for simulation runs 1, 4 and 7 are 21.59,
32.36 and 46.23 cm., respectively.
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The same basic pattern of DBH influence is visible in the triplets

10-13-16, 11-14-17 and 12-15-18. In these nine simulations, two addi-

tional observation can be made. First, in contrast with runs 1 through

9, phase I is characterized by a more strongly sigmoid function. The

observations pertaining to change in slope and asymptote of the phase I

curve remain valid nonetheless. Second, at the greater inter-tree slope

distances, the asymptote of the phase II function is often less than 1.0

and an influence of DBH on this parameter is apparent: the asymptote

increases with increasing DBH.

The influence of DBH on the cumulative distribution functions of

runs 19 through 27 is anamolous. Examination of the appropriate trip-

lets in this group will indicate that, in the phase I portion of the

curves, the probability does not consistently increase but, rather,

drops from the first in the set and then increases again in the third

member of the triplet, returning to the approximate level at which it

started in the first member of the set. No logical explanation pre-

sents itself to account for this model behavior. It would seem, how-

ever, that the departure from the expected pattern of influence is a

result of a DBH x distance interaction. The pattern of influence of

DBH on the phase II portion of runs 19 through 27 is, however, consis-

tent with those described for the earlier cases.

The influence of distance. The influence of distance on the cumu-

lative distribution of earliest time to bole infection can be studied

by examining triplets of every ninth simulation run. Runs 7,16 and 25

(Figure 19) constitute one such triplet, as an example. Increasing
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Figure 19. Influence of change in inter-tree distance on CDF
of earliest time to bole infection.

Initial DBH = 46.23 cm.
Effective rooting depth = 80.0 cm.
Inter-tree distances for simulation runs 7, 16 and 25 are 300.0,
400.0 and 500.0 cm., respectively.
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distance exerts an influence similar to increasing effective rooting

depth. The magnitude of this effect is far stronger however.

Section summary. A detailed qualitative analysis of the influence

of three initial conditions on system behavior has been presented. The

salient features of this analysis are briefly summarized here:

1) the cumulative distribution function of earliest time to

hole infection is actually a composite function consisting

of two functions, one for each of the recognized phases,

2) the functional form of the phase I relation is given in the

single process law while the form of phase II is given in a

simple exponential expression,

3) the phases of the composite function can he physically inter-

preted as two relatively distinct infection waves; the first

wave represents primary infection from a source, while the

second represents secondary infection from adjacent trees

and

4) all of the initial conditions can influence the shapes, slopes

and asymptotes of each phase although the effect of rooting

depth is strongly influenced by inter-tree distance.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Relations Between the Number of Root Contacts in a Specific Soil Volume

and Root Attributes in that Soil Volume

The number of root contacts between two trees that jointly occupy

the same 0.5 m3 of soil can be functionally related to the total root

attributes of both trees in that volume of soil. The total number of

contacts (TNC) is a simple function of the total number of roots

(Tables VI and VII):

TNC = 0.5688 + 0.0671 (number).

The number of contacts of each type can also be related to the root at-

tributes. Type I contacts are a function of both root length and volume

(Tables VIII and IX):

Type I = 0.5716 + 0.001277 (length) 0.00001369 (volume).

Type II-III contacts are a function of root number (Tables X and XI):

Type II-III = -0.0019 + 0.075 (number).

Type IV contacts are a function of root number and root cross-sectional

area (Tables XII and XIII):

Type IV = -0.061587.+ 0.0072 (number) + 0.000358 (x-section).

It was pointed out in the discussion that whether the total number of

contacts was being predicted from the first of the above four equations

or the total was obtained as the sum of the number of each contact type,
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comparable answers would be obtained.

That the equation for total number of contact between two trees'

roots in 0.5 m
3
of soil is properly a function of root number alone was

demonstrated, in part, by a consideration of this factors contribution to the

prediction of each contact type. It was seen that, since 1) root num-

ber and length are highly correlated (r = 0.962) and 2) root number

accounts for a major proportion of the explainable variation in Type I

contacts and all the explainable variations in Type II-III contacts and

3) Types I and II-III contacts represent 85.0 percent of the contacts

in an "average" soil volume, the dependence of the total number of con-

tacts on root number alone was a reasonable result.

The appropriateness of the relation for each contact type was also

considered. Field observations made it obvious that Type I contacts were

most commonly associated with the smaller, more numerous roots. This

observation is plainly reflected in the equation for Type I contacts.

The latter are a function of root length (and, hence, almost equivalently,

root number) and volume. Root length was positively and volume negatively

related to the number of Type I contacts. Type IV contacts were, to a

great extent, a function of cross-sectional area (and, again, almost

equivalently, root volume) and, to a much lesser extent, root number.

It was quite apparent in the field that Type IV contacts were generally

associated with larger roots, hence the significance of cross-sectional

area to the relation. Finally, Type II-III contacts were portrayed as

representing the "middle ground" in a physical continuum of contact as-

sociations where Type I and Type IV contacts represented the physical

extremes. The appropriateness of the dependence of Type II-III contacts
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on root number alone was inferred from this fact.

The Relation of Tree, Stand and Site Factors to the Probability of

Inter-Tree Root Contact

The discriminant analysis on root contact probability revealed that

it was possible to distinguish between the three contact categories

NOCON, LOCON and HICON (described in RESULTS, Part A) on the basis of

several attributes (Tables XVand XVI). Specifically, the probability of

contact was seen to increase with increasing DBH, soil gravel content

and percent slope and to decrease with increasing inter-tree slope

distance and effective rooting depth.

The probability of contact may be incorporated into a site haz-

ard index with a 0.0 to 1.0 scale. Few quantitative site hazard studies

on forest pathogens are available for comparison. Those on Fomes annosus,

however, indicate that tree size, inter-tree distance, effective root-

ing depth and percent slope are important factors in the spread of

annosus root rot. Further, the latter factors appear to exert this in-

fluence via an affect on the probability of root contact. Factors such as soil

stone content may not have been considered in the annosus root rot stu-

dies due to a lack of appreciable variation in these factors. Soil tex-

ture was not examined in the present study for this reason. The effects

on site hazard due to soil texture or the presence of surface organic

layers were related to an influence on spore percolation which, though

meaningful to annosus root rot hazard, at the present time, appears

irrelevant to the spread of laminated root rot.
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A site hazard rating system should certainly include such factors

as inter-tree root contact potential and intra-tree fungal spread poten-

tial which together could be used as an indication of inter-tree spread

potential.

Moreover, inoculum distribution has a strong influence on future

yield losses in stands of Douglas-fir affected by laminated root rot.

A hazard index of practical use to the forest manager should incorporate

data on the size and distribution of infection centers in addition to

the potential for tree to tree spread from those centers.

Current Status of the Laminated Root Rot Spread Model

The laminated root rot spread model must be treated as hypothetical.

Several important areas have been identified where data is lacking or

incomplete.

Fungal spread time following bole infection was simply guessed at

since no data were available on the subject (Table XXI). If or when in-

formation on spread times does become available, it will be necessary

to modify the coefficients of the fungal spread decrement equation

(Table XXI) which are based on these assumed times.

Insufficient data were available in the study to allow a precise

specification of certain features in the contact submodel. The poten-

tial root contact zone is assumed to be circular and situated at the

midpoint of a line defined by the geographic centers of the root col-

lars of two trees. It is further assumed that the zone has a radius of

200.0 cm at age 20 and that the radius increases linearly to a maximum

of 300.0 cm by age 40. Contacts are assumed to be randomly distributed
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within the zone. All of the above assumptions are simply first approxi-

mations and more appropriate functional forms were discussed.

Finally, the rate of spread of Phellinus weirii along the roots

was approximated as an average rate that takes into account fungal

growth flushes that accompany death of the distal portion of a root

following girdling by the fungus. The work of Hodges (1974) and Wallis

(1961) on Fomes annosus suggests that this is reasonable.

The Relation of Tree, Stand and Site Factors to System Behavior as Re-

vealed in the Simulations of SIMROT2

The ultimate modeling objective is to characterize the behavior of

the system in a functional expression that relates rate of inter-tree

disease spread to the several tree, stand and site factors. Practical

reasons for not doing so at the present time have been offered. The

latter arise from the hypothetical status of the simulation model.

Informational gaps notwithstanding, it has been possible to describe

the fundamental properties of the system and the manner in which the var-

ious factors (inter-tree slope distance, initial DBII and effective rooting

depth) influence behavior more specifically. The following points emerge

from a consideration of the plots presented in Appendix G:

1) the cumulative distribution function of earliest time to bole

infection is a composite function consisting of two functions,

one for each of two recognized phases in the distribution

function.

2) the phases of the composite function can be physically inter-

preted as two relatively distinct infection waves; the first
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wave corresponds to primary infection from a source while the

second represents secondary infection from adjacent trees,

3) the functional form of the phase I relation is given by the

single process law while the form of phase II is given by a

simple exponential expression and

4) all of the initial conditions studied influence the shapes,

slopes and asymptotes of the two phases although the effect

of rooting depth is strongly conditioned by inter-tree dis-

tance.
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APPENDIX A

Documentation for the use of program SITEMAP and
program listing with sample output
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Program Use

Program SITEMAP performs several functions: 1) general plot in-

formation is summarized; 2) inter-tree distances and angles are com-

puted; 3) crowding coefficients are computed and; 4) a map of the plot

is produced. Multiple plots can be produced in a single run.

Data Input

The general form of the input is: 1) a control card that specifies

the number of plots to be summarized and plotted; 2) a plot description

card that provides general plot information and the number of tree data

cards to read and; 3) individual tree data cards. The input format for

each card is presented in Table IA.

The algorithm of the program requires that tree #1 have horizontal

and vertical distances of 0.0. All other plot trees are located rela-

tive to tree number 1 by providing the horizontal distances and compass

bearing from tree #1.

Program Output

Sample output follows the program listing. With the exception of

the nearest neighbor coefficient, all output quantities should be self-

explanatory. The former, also referred to in the text as the crowding

index, is obtained by establishing four quadrants about a given plot

tree, selecting the nearest tree in each quadrant, dividing the square

of the latter's DBH by its distance from the given plot tree and sum-

ming the resulting indices over the four quadrants.
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CARD

TABLE IA. Input format for data

VARIABLE FORMATa

CONTROL no. of plots 12

PLOT plot number 12

no. plot trees 12

aspect of slope F4.0

percent slope 12

soil typeb

soil depth 13

vegetation type
b

TREE tree number 12

tree speciesc Al

DBH F5.1

height 14

crown width 14

horizontal distanced 14

vertical distance d
14

azimuthd 13

age 13

a
the complete card format is as follows:

CONTROL (12)

PLOT (212, 2X, F4.0, 2X, 12, 2X, Il, 2X, 13, 2X, II)
TREE (14X, 12, 1X, Al, 1X, F5.1, 4(1X, 14), 2(1X, I3))

b
user's arbitrary integer code

c
refer to format 103 of subroutine MAPRIN for letter codes to species

d
relative to tree number one



C
PROL.F.A4 S:Tc4AP(PiPtJT.OUTPUT, TAPii,, TAPE; )
):116.1,sIoN pi:rt73,97) ,A (2o), yc2o) ,v(zo) ,.;...x.sr (2o, 103HVEC(20)
COMMON IPICT,..PLIST

C INTEGER. SPEC,SPLIST

lEAJ(5.1.00/ ITOTAL
100 FORMAT(I2)

SET-UP LOOP F C 1 1 1 1 3 T A L U M E IEROF E.-S-113 3E PLETEi
C

. MMs.LICTAL
DO 10 I=1.11
REAO(50.01) NSITEOTREESIA:iPECT.IS1.OPE,:.iLTYP,IS6DEPtIVGTYP

101 FGPm4T(212,2A.F.0,2X,I2.2X,i1.24.1.3,2A,IL)

119

WFITE MAP TITLE ANO SUmMAPY OF PLOT DATA
C-

C

wRITE(6.1C2) ASITEOTREEZ,ASPECT,ISLOPE.ISLTTF,ISLLEPII/GTyo
102 F.RMAT(iISITE_NUMJERttl4x,I2/x. NUMER._ .;F PLOT TRiESA14X.I2.5x,$

1(1F TREE IS IN PLOT, MAPPED wiTk AN ASTEIRIS)x/s ASPECTA,17X.F5.0.
15X x (TOP jF MAF ALIGNED wiTH ASPECT)I/t !..t;7,E4T SLOPEs,12)44/41._

WRITE TITLE =OR DATA SUMMARY

OG 30 J=1,5
m.111E16.11171

30 CONTINUE
107 FuriMAT(/)

otTE(6,1)3)
103 FoRmAT(x0x,10X.sTREE NO.A,3X.xSPEOIESA,5(,*ACE*15X,$03k$OX,XHE/

15MTx.3)(.*CROwN wIOTHAOA,sMORIZ. CI.iT.t,3X,LAZI.1x0A.x4ERT. DIST.:
113X.xXMAPx.3)(--ixTMAPtT"

C PLCIT_RU

CALL CLEAR

C SET UP INNER LDOP TO FEAO IN ONE TREEtS DATA
C

KNTEES
30 20 J=1.1

READ15..1341.NTREitSPECIAA.m.IMIJICRAiOtIMRDISILdrICISAIIAZIMIIAGE__.104 FORMA7(14X,I2.1X,A1,1X,F.1,4(1x,14),2(lx,/3)1
mT=FLCAT(IkT)
4PDMIG2FLCAT(ICSWID)
HORO.S=FLCAT(INPCIS)
VERJIS=FLOAT(IVKCIS)
AZIM=FLCAT(/ALIMI
AGE=FLOAT(IAGE)

a
CALCULATION OF ADJUSTED AZIMUTH (REFERRED TJ ANG,E)
ThIs AOJUSTMENT PROCUOES MAP WITH ASPECT ORIENTED TOwARO
TOP OF 1Aa-

ANGLE=AS'ECT-(AZIM-90.0)

ACO.AU ANC y:c,oFio ARE FUNCTIONS.
fiX__kNO J LV JED 3Y it 0f.QRAPCAL E

r C
ANG=ANGLE/57.1
X4J1-YOGORJ(kCROIS.ANG)
Y(.1)=YCCORJ(HORDIS,ANG)
V(J)=VERDIS

4x=IFIXY(X(J)
NY=IFIX(IY(J) 0.5)4'0.04)
0C(J)03I

( SPLIST(J)=SPEC

WFITE (ó,1O) NTREE,SPEC,AGE.0311,MT.:F.U.IIDOORDIS,AZIM,VEROIS.
X(JkiY(J)

105 FLR1AT(t :,13A,12.9X,A103X.F3.0o.A,F5.1.5X,=5.0.EX,F5.0.1.0X,F5
.

FO1i4T IS SUSROJTINE 10 CONVERT X AN) Y :OURCINATES INTO INDICES
C FLR THE MAPPING 2. AV IPICT

CALL POI1T(NX.NY,SPEO)
20 CONTINUE

2 LT OUT._ T1. FAA_ TA LE_DE.hOKILA_LAL_OISI N: ES _3 EDIEEN
ALL EXCAVATED TREE PAIRS.



C

C
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00 40 J=1,5
.).EITE(6.1074

40 CONTINUE
wKITE(6,105)

106 F.A;$14T4A4TA;(.E OF INTEE! T;,EE
1 Nu AZIMUTH t/x0$15.4,$T2EE DAIfts,3X1*).ORIZ. OI
1 ST.:13X,zVERT. OIST.*.3X,AAZ:N.K)

SU3,(OUTINE DISTAN COMPUTES u,' PRINTS A6OVE DISTANCES

CMLL. OISTA40400/0)
OD 50 J=1.5

4"
50 cuNrit,±u_v

SUSZOtTEr31,t3".(:pi
5pl;STIpmyEC.A1-2EE4.N.SITE)
mouIF.c:: CONTENTS OF :P.;7 TO JORCEP-

ac.,No MAF.-
.

C.44.6 3Ck0ER

MARK-IN IS ACTUA._ kkPPINC g4ikC-JTINi

C

CALL 4AP0.14
10 CONT.:NUE

STOP
ENO
5u9mtJTINE ,;_EAR

CLEAkS IF:C- 4499:t4G RkAr_

COMMON /PICTT73.97/
UATA (16'.;ANK/t-tt

00 10 1=1.73
DO 20 J=1,97
IPIL,T(I,J)=NJLANK

10 SONTINUE
RETURN
END

1.7uNC.T.ION XCO.PJ(FICROIStANUO__.
.

C C.CMi,.UTATION OF X COORCINATES FOR ALL TREES
PiL).TI4i TO 1 iEi-44.7.

4
XCOuR(.,=M0kOISCOS(ANG)
RETURN
ENO

FUNwTION TGO3kJ(MtA0IS.ANG)
TCOURO=HORDISSIN(ANG)
RET4
END

SU9kOUTINE POLITINX-0TiCR-EC1

THIS OTERi 4 SitiGLE POLTiT___C.04.1.CULATEI_FROM A AV) T
COOkCiNATES INTO :PICT.

:34.14644 iFICT(73,97)
INTCGER SPEC

C
(

TEST wmETrfER-POINT IS IW-RANIA.

IF Li 4CT_GO TO 93
( IF(.A6S(Nr) .6T. 36) GO TO 99

C
, !

K ANC r CuORO:NATES CONVEKTEO TO :P/CT FORM.

IPL:T(Nr4.37.Mx49)=SPF.0
RETJRN

99 wRITE(6,101) K,NY
101 FL2mAT(KmIN4A6.12, PCINT****.2I12)

RETURN
-Na

SUBk(JUTINE 30ROER
C-
C PLAi.ES iCRJER APcoN0 MAP.

TR.E.e....NO. 1 .5 UENTEREC ON (0.0).
PLUS SIGNS MASK T00 INTE:),VALS.
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COMMON IPIST(73,37)
aArA. NPL1.W;+t/

NOOT/;.;/
I=1

IF(L .NE. 1) GO
4=1

TO 1

1

FIN=A.
SwITCh=1.0
GO TO 5
IFT6 .NE. 2) GO
N=7s
544I1Ch-1.0

TO 2

3

NN=i
GC TO 5
IF(L .NE. 3) GO TO
N=I
NN=1.
SwITCH=0.0
GO TO 5

3-

5

6
7

NN=i7
SwITCH=0.0
:CNTINUz
IF(6 .LE. 2) GO
MENG=73
GO TO 7
MENO=97
CBMitJE

TO 6

9
3

CC 20 1=10E40
IF(TSH .EQ.
IFISWITSm .EQ.
IF(L .L.E. 2) GO
NEN.:=3
SO TO 3
NE4o=4
IF

0.C)
1.13)--NN=,
IC

N=I

3

iTE4T=I/4.
ITE4T=ITEST*4

t3-IFtITEST
IFIGT(N,NN)=4JOT
GO IC 20

12 ITEST=1/3
ITE4T=ITEST*3
-0 TO 13

11 IPICT(N,NN)=IPLUS
20 CCNTINLE
10 CONTINUE

ETuRN
ENO

SU9KOLJTINE MAFRIN

C PRINTS MAP F3R THE NTH SITE

-C-CRMON /PIOTt73417r
wFITE(6,101)

1.11_,FCP.AATI;1;)
30 20 1=1,73
11 7'.-I

102 FORMAT(7 7,157,37A1)
20 CCNTINUE

NRITE(6,103)
103 FORHAT(707,207.7M4P SCALE) 4 H)R. iNIT5=1.3 4ETERS7,

1/7 7,31)(973 VET UNITS=1.0 4ETERS7,/,
170$,2GA,sEtCA/ATEL TREES MAiPEO will ASTEKISK:,/,
17 7,207,70THE,2 TREES JESIGNATE3 AS F..),,-J6S17,/,
17 7,254,7C3UCLAS-FI" at,/,
it *,25X,*NESTEN HEMLOCK... H7,/,
it 7,25A,7RE3 ALOE At,/,

t,251rituA40 rIP
it $9250,,: .iiGEAF mAPLE
1; *.25X.:w. O CLOAF C;)
=ETuRN
END

SUONOUTINE DISTAN(X,T.V.m)

C COMPUTATION OF mOFIZCNTAL ANO 4EPTICAL DISTANCES F3F ALL
C EXCAvATED TREE PAIRS .-.NC 714IR CJIRESPONCI40 AZiNuTHAL DEPART. COSINES.

DIMENSION HOR:2120),*(20).Yi21/0/(21),VERT(20)



DIMENSION-SnINEt2014:FI-LEt2114JF:LET221045LEt20Y
COMMON IPICT(73,97) .',,PLIST(20)

SPTEST....PLIST.
DATA SPTEST/Px/
K=1

DU 20 J=101
IFtSPLIST(I1 .NE. SPTEST .0R. SPLISTCJI .4E. SPTESTI GO TO 20IFti .GE. 71-GO-73'2T

_COMPUTATIa3 OF HC I2CNTAL DiaTAHC',i_..3ETNEEN TREE I At4D _TREE

HORIZ(K)=SORTt(Xt:1-X(J)12.J r Mil-W/0'2.J/

122

COMPUTATION OF VERTICAL DISTANCE F'OR SAME PAIR.

VEPTOCJ24AZY-vuJI-

OCMPUTATICN OF. AZIMUTNAL...OEP.RT_ORE GO3IN:5 4:4 OEGAES) FOR_THE_SAME..

CJSINE(K)=4.3(Y(I)-r(J1) /m0;;,200
C.CLEtK)-,=-O,itCOSIME4.0)
IFILECK1=:
JFI-E(K)=J
K=K1

20 CONTINUE
..10 COATINUE.

K=K - 1
4,414-14.-i46-T-144

101 FCRmATt:0:.7X,I21:.s.I2.6X.F10.2,4A,F10.2,5K.F7.21
RETURN
ENO
SU3RCUTINE COEFFIxoffSPLIST.OHliEGOTREE3OSITE1
0..AL14SION At201.Y1201.SPLIOT1201.01mliECI.201
JImCN:,/0t. MrsT;-:.c.(20)
INT:.GER SPLIST,S0TEST4QUACm

C NEAREST NEIGH3Ok ;OEFF. COMPUTEJ 45 THE SUM (J312./HOHCISI
.C SUM-IS-ultcR THE NLAREZT TREE Itt _ACM -OF TH FIrJz :A2TEIAN QuAORANTs4--

wFITE(6.102) N4ITE
102 -.P.mAT( :3NEAREST f4EIGN3CR JOEFFI:IE4S F02TREE1 ON PLOTtliX,I2/

OC 10 I=1,472EES
IFt4PLIST(I1 .NE. SPTEST) GO TO 11

SET UP J'NNEi LOOP TO ALLOW SELECTION OF NEAREST NEI3/43012 IN EACH QUAD.

4UmNt4=0.0
DO 20 II=1.44

L-0
OtJA0m=1
00 30 J=1.4TREES
--IFt/-.EQ. J)-Ge-TO 30

.EO. 4) GO TO 2
IFtIi c1, 31 Qa TO 3

:o

IFt14 .EQ. 2) GO TO 4

IFtXtJ1 r(J) rW) TO is
5

_LE_ ,IU:1 _OR_
TOIST1=SOKTUxiI1-AtJ112.
Lzt. 1
IFtt. .44m. if GO-TO- t
TOIST2=TOI'ST1
QUAC4 =J
GO TO 30

_Lc_
MI1-1f(J)/2.1

1 IF(TJIGTI .OT. TOIST2)
TOIST2-T3IST1

GO TO 30

i;IUAGm=J
GJ TO 30

2- IFAX(J1 .GT. Xtl) .LT ft.I11 50 73 30
GO TO 5

3 ALI) 1(J) .GE. Yt1)1 GO I.; 30

4
,O TO 5,

;FI*4.J1 .LT. Atli .Cr. Yt.J1 .GT. yt:11 GO TO 30

30 CONTINUE

IFtQUADm ..EO. 11 GO TO
SUmm4=SJINN (03m4ECCOuAJM))*2./TO/ST2

6
-20

NNTREEtID=QUADM
CONTINUE



(c'

10/TE(61103) I.SUMNNI(NNTEE(K),K21,4)
FURHATAt_t_41-3k9_12._/XLEIL..243A...4.131

LO CONTINUE
RETURN

4
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SITE NUHDEP 1

NUm3E2 OF PLOT (FEES 13
ASPECT 351.
PERCENT SLOPE 46
SGIL TYpE 0
SOIL DEPTH -126
VEGETATIOa TYPE 1

11F TicE 15 IN PLOT, YAPPED NITM AN ASYtRISK)
STOP OF MAP ALIG4E0 WITH ASPECT)

TAEL NJ. SPECIES AG_ USM MEISiT CROWN WIDTH MOFIZ. DIST. AIIM VERT. DIST. XnAP YIAP
1 6*. 26.0 2250. 0. O. O. O. 0.00

436.612 ii O. 15.5
29.8

O. 0. 496. 54. -97.
0.00

235.35
A 8 0. O. 0. 600.- - ii. -97. - - - -- -633.06 27i.41
4 A 0. 29.2 O. 0. 505. 63. -52. 476.63

1027.77 Alt:1;s A 0. . 34. 115.
338.64 -122.176 L6. 1: 102. 19.

7 I 0.
23.3 2170.

0.
1560.

'IN:
770. 116. 77. 639.22 -424.30

8 63. 20.0
0.

190. 28. 34. 132.16 - 136.51
9 0 O. 26.8 O. 0. 680. 176. 131. -48.52 -678.27

10 A O. 26.1
2040.

O. 220. 62. - 237.22 ..211.78
IA 4; 20.7 0. 249.- -- - -- 245.--- - - -26. ---.238.53 -.41.44
12 0 O. 20.7 O. S. bib. 210. -21. -510.45
11 A O. 33.4 0. e. 366. 271. -16. -363.04 MN

FAdLE OF .VIER-146E HURIZONTAL ANj VEA,TILAL 0151ANt;ES A NO A/INUTH

-------1460 P4IR--- Nak44. -GI --ST,- -44i.r. U141.-- 4404.

1, 6 360.00 -19.03 1.22

1, 8 190.00 -34.03 .77

1,11 249.00 -20.00 1.2e

6, 8 24o.97--- .15.00- 1.50

6,11 579.39 -7.00 1.48

8,11 376.36 6.00 1..3

NEAREST Nc16H40k C7QFF1CIEN1S FW, i,ii'.. CA P.JT 1

1 .,EE ND. COEFF. wr...i-..1 1It:1.i
1 7.34 1 5 11 13
6 9.19 4 1 i 1

6 10.03 0 7 13 1

11 13.72 1 10 0 13
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APPENDIX B

Documentation for the use of program
ROOTMAP and program listing
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Program Use

Program ROOTMAP utilizes the COMPLOT (Milne Computer Center, O.S.U.

1979) plotting library to produce a map of the root system of one or

more trees. The program produces a two dimensional drawing that in-

dicates: 1) the spatial distribution of the roots; 2) the type of root

(normal versus adventitious); 3) the location of inter-tree root con-

tacts, designated by type (see Materials and Methods) and; 4) the man-

ner in which a root terminates.

Program Input

All input is read from TAPE 1. The run control variables are des-

cribed briefly in Table IB where they are listed by the appropriate read

format and by the order in which they are read. The variables, with one

or two exceptions, are specific to COMPLOT and the reader should refer

to the COMPLOT manual for more detailed information.

Program Output

Each tree's root system is mapped in its entirety. The primary

roots are numbered at their endpoints, but all higher order roots are

unidentified. Adventitious roots are distinguished as a class by plot-

ting them with a dashed line instead of a solid one (Table Bl, note h).

Map symbols for contact type and root termination type are given in

notes (j) and (k) respectively in Table BI.



TABLE BI. Run control variables for Program ROOTMAP

STATEMENT VARIABLE FORMAT COMMENTS

1
a

ICODE 12 specifies the type of
Plotting device

ICODEG 12 if ICODE = 3, the device
used is a Gerber plotter.
ICODEG specifies which Gerber
("BIG" or "little") is to be
used

MODEL

128

14 if ICODE = 1, the device used
is a TEKTERMINAL. MODEL speci-
fies which type of terminal is
being used.

3
b

XLENMM F10.2 length of the X and

YLENMM F10.2 Y axes in mm

XLENUN F10.2 length of the X and

YLENUN F10.2 Y axes in user's units

XBIAS F10.2 width of lower map

YBIAS F10.2 border and left map border,
respectively (in mm).

Sc NCHAR 12 number of characters in the
map title

MITTLE 3A10 map title is limited to 30
characters

6
d

NCHAR 12 number of characters in the
note at bottom of map

NOTE 2A10 NOTE has been used to indicate
the scale of the map

7
e

ASPECT F10.2 the compass bearing of the plot's
aspect. The plot is produced so
that the aspect is always oriented
toward the top of the map. North
is indicated in the map's lower
right corner.
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Table BI. (continued)

STATEMENT VARIABLE FORMAT COMMENTS

9
f

NTREE A10 the tree number

DIAM F10.2 the tree's diameter

12g

AORG F10.2 X-coordinate of the tree's
geographic center

BORG F10.2 Y-coordinate of the tree's
geographic center

ASPECT F10.2 this is the same value as in
statement #7

NTREE A2 the tree number

NPRIME A2 root numbers
NSEC A2 for each root
NTERT A2 type
NQUAT A2

DIST F3.2 horizontal distance to a mea-
surement point, "p" on a
given root

ANGLE F3.0

IRTYP
h

NCONTYP3 Ii

NTRTYP A2

NTERM
k

Ll

a
format for statement #1 is (212,14)

b
format for statement #3 is (6 F10.2)

compass bearing to point "p"

a value of 1 inidcates the
root is adventitious

the contact type at point "p"

the termination type of a root

c
format for statement #5 is (12, 8X, 3A10)

dformat for statement #6 is (12, 8X, 2A10)

e
format for statement #7 is (F10.2)
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Table BI. (continued)

(format for statement #9 is (A10, 4 F10.2)

gformat for statement #12 is (2X, 5A2, 2(1X, F3.0), 13X, Il, 4X, Il, 1X,
A2, 9X, II.)

h
The designation for an adventitious root must appear in the first line
of data for a given root. It need not be repeated thereafter.

The contact types are defined in Materials and Methods. The following
symbols are used to indicate contact types:

TYPE I an asterick
TYPE II a triangle
TYPE III - an open box
TYPE IV - a box with an "x" inside

k
NTERM contains a root termination code. The code number, their mean-
ings and the corresponding map symbols are given below:

CODE DESCRIPTION MAP SYMBOL

0 root measured to minimum diameter no symbol
2 root measured to limit of excavation exclamation mark
3 root measured to point of break downward arrow
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PROGRAM RuOlmAP(.NPUT9OUTPUT,TAFE1=INPUT,TAPE1C=3GTPUT)
EIMEN.,I01. MTITE(25), NOTE(251, NVOUNT(23), NITERM(a)
CIMr.NLION NOhLP(2C)
COMmCk/DATAl/VOIST(2C),4ANG_EI2C)
CoMPILN/OATAc/^)-,GT(2..6),YP-07(20)
G-MNON/GATA3/4AzELS(5),N3LANK
,AT. NC4Th/N=,
CAT, N3LANK/4 4/
CATA NGLEST/4+4/
C.T. NEXCLAP/4v4/

R.EAG RUN CGNTRCL INFORMATION.
LFECIFIES THE GER3EcG iCOGEG SPECIFIES THE LITTLE OR BIG.

'5CCC CEAJ(1,1) ILCCE,ICODEG9MUCEL
1 FORmAT(21.2,14)

IF(ICF(1) .NE. C.:) GO TO 1004
CALL FLOTYRE(ICGOE)
IF(.CCOE .EO. 1) GO TO 8
IFLCCDEG .EQ. 2) GJ TO 2
CAL,. GTYPE(6HLITTLE)
G. TO 4

2 CAL_ GTYPE(3h3IG)
GC TO 4

E TKTYPE(0GJLL)
CAL, ERASE

4 CALL METKIC
0
C ALENmM IS LENGTH CF X AXIS IN MM.
C A,ENUN .S NL. OF LNITS UN A Ax."..

5:'1.1L;IR THE V PARAMETERS.
C xFAC7 YFA',7J ARE r PARAMETER,

Rs:A,A:,3) 4..E;4mm,Y,ENHM,XLENJNOLENUN,X3IAS,Y5IAS
3 RC.RmAT(6F1G.Z)

C
C GOMPoTE ThE A MNU Y SALE FACTOR.

N:STH=XLENMH4.A3,AS
H'_;.,4'=YLEN4 Z.2*Y5IAS
CAL- SILE(4IGTHOIEIGHT)
x4AOT=XLENM7'JXLEUN
YFA,,T=YLLN14/rL=NUN
A.U4=-X,ENUN/2.1.
YLO4=-YLENUN/2.0

:.CALE(XFACT ,YFACT TLD

DR44 AN ^ ANC Y AA:1 AND PLACE iORDER APOthiJ THE MAP.

XHIGH=431 (AL0))
YrIGH=A30(YLCN)
AORG=ALOW
YCCG=YLO)N

CAL- AXISL(ALLo,AHIGH,X0R69YLOW,YhIGH,YORG912:.C10.).0,10,1091,19

CALL PLO1(XL0),OhIGH.C,C)
LAC_ i-LOTIAHIGH,YmIGHtlfUl
CALL iLuT(AHIGH,Y,j)i,l,C)

C A ANC YiITL4 APE USER UNIT CGORJ. OF LOwER LEFT C0CNER oF FIRST LETTER Ik A
C JEGREES IS ANGLE TO PRINT MESSAGE AT.. LA3__S HJLJS MESGAiE.
C

C

;EAG):95) NChAR,(MTITLE(I),I=1,3)
5 FCRMAT(1205X93A1C)

CAL. CLEARL5

X=ALCh
Y=YmIGH + 25.0
CC a I=10

L4i!ELS(.)=MTITLE(/)
2C CCNiINU:-..

CAL.. 0,YMBUL(X,Y,C.0,15.:00HAR0.43ELS)

CAL- CLEARLS

AG(19E) NGHAR,(NOTE(I),I=1,2)
5 FORmAT(12,8X9ZA10)

:.=XLC),
- 5C;.0

CC J. 1=192
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LASELS(I)=N0TE(I1
3C CONTINUE

C
CAL- SYMBOLCX,Y,C.3,15.C,NCHALA3ELS)

C INDICATE NURTH AT 3,TTOM CF THE MAP.

X=XHIGH - 50.0
Y=YLO), - 5G.0
CALL FLOTCX,Y,010,
Y=Y,Ow - 1C0.0
CALL HLOT(A,Y,1,3)

C ACJi;j; ANw &C W AkE CONVEP.TE3 70 PHYSacAL MAP UNITS 4414/ TO LOCATi
C THE Ckit,IN FOr. SLJSEGUENT KOTATI0ed.

A0kG=AXFACT ALENMM/2.0 X3IAS
9CRu=C.5C13IAS
CAL- CRIL,IN(A0tiu,30F.G)
1'.EA041.7) A.2PEOT

7 FCRICT1F17..21
CEGmELS=ASPEC1
LAL, KOTATE(DEGPEES)
X=L.0
Y=0.0
CAL,- FLOT(X,T*O+0)

Y=22.0
CA_L PLOT(A0911G)

CALL SYM60,iX.Ysti.at6.0.1,NJkTHI
C
START z.ACING TREE DATA.

C
CAL- ALPHAS

160O HEA0(1,9) NTREE,DIAM,AURG13UkG,ASPECT
CALL VE:TCPJ

9 FOPH,(41C,4F10.2)
; ;HECK F.F. AN EN:d OF FILE. IF YES GAL, PLOT ENC .

C. NEXT CHECK FCF. JCudLE EOF AT ENJ TU ..No:.6,ATE -AST P,OT.

IF(ECF(1) .NE. C.5) GO TO 5i

TFEE CO6RuINATES ARE GIVEN IN ULEk uNITS. THESE MJST BE TkANSLATED INTO
C PHYSICAL MAP UNITE IC LOCATE OkIGIN.

A0kG=AUmGAFAOT XLENMM /2.0 A3IAS
-3,Or,G=60kuYF407 1%.ENIMM/2..: YdIAS

CAL- OKIGIN(ALR6,30)

6 THE STUMF CENTER IS NOW LOCATED ANJ mOIATION 600CL OkIG/N PROPERLY
C OkIENTE0.
L.
C 3R4). A LIP6CLE IC KEPkESENT THE STUMP
C
C

C
NOk 1HE PHYSICAL MAP UNITS APE CUNVERIED SACK TO uSEi UNITS.

C

C

XRAU=DIAM/2.

ORL7=1:,.O
150Ru:C.0

SACKOEG=-LEGREE:1
CALL CIRCLE( ACk.G,80PG,O.C,3641.C.ARAD,XRAJ,C.10)

X=A0FG
Y=96/PC
CALL SYM6LL(X.Y,SACKOEG,6.0.1G.NTNEE)

3EGIN REELING ROOT TYPES AND PJLkk CCCRD.
C
1[1,1 H=1

NSETVEC=C
mEIGHT=IC.0
CALL MA:Kh(HEIGHT)
CAL, ALPHA;
FEA0(i,12) 4,TPEEOPFIMEINSEC.NTEKTOQUAT,CIST,ANG-E,ikTYP,
1NCO,ITIFOJR1YFoNTERm

12 FORMAT(2A,3A2,2(1A9F3.0)913A111,4A1I1,1A,A2,9X,I1)
NSETVEC=II-J4P
CAL, vE;TCR;
--TRLE=NTREE
IF(:R'YP .EC. 1) ;ALL DASHES
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IFP,,ME=NP4-7.IME
ISEL=NEEC
TENT=NTEFT
ILO4T=NUUAT
VCIJT(1)=OIET
VAN6LE(1)=-(ANG-E - 93.0)
NVCJNI(1)=NCONTYF
NVTLRN(1)=N1644

NORDF(1I=NTATYP
10E2 r=M +

CALL 4LPHAS
clAu(1,12) NDEE.NPRINE,NSEC,NTERT,NQUATIOIST.ANGLE.IRTYP,
1NCOWTYP,NTRTYPO7ERM
O446 YE:TCRS
IF(NSETVEC .EQ. 1) CALL DASHES

IF(NTFEE .EL. NeLANKI GU TO 54
.NE. GO Ti ICE3

iF(NFmI4E .NE. ,r.,,IME) GO TO 1003
IFONEEC .1.6. :36C) GO TO 1303
IF(NTERJ .NE. ITETI GO TO 1043
IF(.IGUAT .NE. IQUAT) GO TO 1C ..3
VOI,T(M)=CIET
VANuLE(4)=-(ANGLE - 9C.01
NVCoNTIM)=NCONTYP
NWTEKN(v.)=NTE4.4
N:..icLF(M)=NTr:TYP
Gu TO 1002

10C3 OACNSFACE 1
L-L_ rEGTANG(M)
)=KrLCT(1)
Y=YFLOT(1)

4.1. AT Th.: POINT ARE THE COORO. OF STAFT OF 4 R.ii. SEIES CF $IFSF Ful
SETTING TO Cu .J.:. L;uhiAGT PCiNTS LS FOLLOWS

mCL.T GKAFT 80A AITH A INIDE
c).TENEIV= OPEN BOX

C MLGESATE TRIANGLE
U4.:UAL 4ETERISK

C

C

IMAmK=C
IF(NI)EE .EQ. 4DKCP(1)) GJ TO 59
IF(NVCONT(1) .6Q. C) GO TO 59
IF(NYCCNT(1) .6Q. 4114LRK=25
:FliLCNT11) .LQ. 3)INARK=17
IF(NYCONT(1) .EG. 2)IMAP.K=19
IF(NVCONT(1) 1).1.MAEK=21

59 C4LL PLOT(A,Y.0,IMARK)
LU oC ,=201
.:NAKK=C
IF(NIREE .Eu. NLJ40P(I)) GO TO 600
IF(NVLON7(11 .EQ. C) GO TO 000
IF(VCONT(I) .EU. 4)ImARK=25
:Flio./LONT(I) .EU. 3)IrARK=17
IF(NVCUNT(I) .EQ. 2)IHARK=19
IF(NYCONT(1) .Ew. 1)IMAr;K=21

6CC X=XrLCT(I)
)=YrLUT(I)
CAL_ rLOT(X,Y,11IMAK)

6C CONTINUE
L.

G SEEIES OF :IFS; IS USES TO E=LECT A TErilIN.j:0',1 CHARACTER FO+i RO,TS.
CODING FCR NTERMI STAR FOF BROKEN riuCT. ARwOw FOR OJT OF PLOT

IF(..YTEIr,M(M) .EQ. 3) CALL SYMOL(A.Y15ACKJEG,O.C.1,ADOEST)
IF(NVTERM(1) .LC. a) GALL ..irm3L)L(X,Y,3ACKDES,6.3,10,ExCLAM)

X=X 5.0
Y=Y 5.0
IFLEEC .N6. NBLANK) GC TO 5o
NROLI=IFA,ME
ACKLEC=-IjEGREEE
CALL EYMBO..(A.Y.64CKDEG.6.0,2tNROOT)

56 IF(NT;C66 .EQ. NOLANK) Gu TO 103C
GO TO 1001

50 CALL FLCTENE
C4L, ENOFILE

Gu IC 5CGC
1CC4 ETOr

ENO
SU3mOUTiNE 4LEArL3
LOMmON/j4TA3/LADELS(5),NBLANK
CC IL 1=1,5
LABELS(i)=N2LANK
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10 CCNTINUE
miTuFF,
END

SU6nCUTINE f;ECTANG(!.1)
CIMENEluN RVANGLE(20)
LCMmUN/DATAl/w0..CT(ICI,VANGii(2C)
CCM4GN/OtTA2/APLOTUC)OTLOT(23)
M =M - 1
DO IC 1=10
IFIVANL,LE(I) .EU. 0.:1 VANG-E(11=36:.0
kliAhGLE(I)=wANC,Eli)/57.29O
A.--1-vT(1)=VOISTC./*CLIkJANGEGI))
YPLCT(I)=VOIST(1)SIN(RVANG...EGII)

2G CONTINUE
RETukN
ENO
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APPENDIX C

Documentation for use of program
PLOTDIS and program listing
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Program Use

Program PLOTDIS utilizes the COMPLOT graphics library (Milne

Computer Center, O.S.U. 1979) to produce two-dimensional plots of the

canonical variables generated by a discriminant analysis program. The

plots may be produced on a TEKTERMINAL and/or a Gerber plotting de-

vice.

Program Input

Run control variables are supplied conversationally. The plot data

are read from TAPE 1. The run control variables are described briefly

in Table CI. The latter variables are specific to COMPLOT; the

reader should refer to the COMPLOT manual for more detailed information.

The structure of the program requires that the canonical scores, corres-

ponding to a particular discriminant group, be listed together as a

group. The X and Y coordinates of the canonical variables are read with

the following format: (2 F10.2).

Program Output

The program produces a plot measuring five inches on a side (Figure

8 in Results, part B). No legend is produced in the program, however,

so the user must keep track of how each group is identified.
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TABLE CI. Run control variables for Program PLOTDIS

VARIABLE FORMAT COMMENTS

ICODE integer (free) Specifies the plotting device.
Refer to COMPLOT user's manual
for code values.

NGROUPS integer (free) the number of groups (from the
discriminant analysis) to be
plotted

ID(I) integer (free) the numeric code that will be
used to identify the Ith group
on the plot

NQUANT(I) integer (free) the number of canonical scores
to be plotted for the Ith group

HEIGHT real (free) the height of the group identi-
fication characters that will be
plotted



PL7DGRAH PLDTDIS(I( 4PUT.CUTPUT,TADEI,TAPE10=OLTPUT)
OIHEASION I3(4)0,GUANT(4).X(50).Y(50)
PRINT *.xwHAT IS THE VALUE. FOR ICDOE*.
REAn .icooE
PAINT ',:HOW 'ANY GROUPS DO YOU HANT TO PLOTS.

----READ ,PvNGROUDS
DC 10 I=1,NSRCUPS
PRINT ,twHAT IS THE ID CODE FOR GRCUPi.I.
READ 4,ID(I)
PRINT ',CHOW m..NY OPSERVATIONS FOR GROUP*.I,

10 READ ',,NGUANT(I)
C
C IrITIALI7E THE PLOTTER AND DRAW AXES
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CALL PLOTYPE(ICODE)
IF(IcorE .E3. 1) GO TO 1
CALL GTYPE(SHLITTLE)
IF(ICODE .NE. ') GO TO 2

1 CALL IKTYPE(4010)
2 CALL ERASE

CALL SI7E(9.0,11.0)
CALL SCALE(3.6P5.0.625,2.5.3.0.-4.0,-14.0)--
CALL AxISL(-4.00..0,-4.09-4.0,4.0.-4.0,1.0.1.0,10,10.1,1.1.0,1.0

1,0.25.0)
(.ALL PLOT (- 4.0.4.0,0.01
CALL PLOT(4.G0..d.1.0)
CALL PLOT(4.0,-4.0,1,0)
CALL ALP1,AS
P;I!4T .xwjw RIG DO YOU WANT THE 1ATA HARKSx.
.7FAn 4,HET6HT
CALL POI,,JS
CALL HAPKH(HEI;;HT)
3D 20 I=I.N;ROUPS

114:.!K=TD(I)
m=NCJUANT(I)
READ(1.100) (X(J).Y(J), J=10)

100 FOR1AT(2F10.4)
GALL LINE(x0iI4A-RK,4)

20 CONTINUE
CALL PLCTEND
STDP
END
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APPENDIX D

Documentation for use of program
RESPONS and program listing
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Program Use

Program RESPONS utilizes the PLOTLIB (Milne Computer Center, O.S.U.

1979) and COMPLOT (Milne Computer Center, O.S.U. 1979) libraries to

produce three-dimensional plots. The dependent variable may be either

the posterior probability of group membership derived from a discrimi-

nant analysis, or some dependent variable, Y, from a regression problem.

In the case of plots involving the posterior probability of group mem-

bership, only the probability of belonging to one of the groups is ac-

tually plotted. The number of groups which the program can accommodate

is limited to five. In the regression mode, the program will plot

either a single dependent variable or up to five dependent variables

whose values are functions of the same set of predictors (i.e., - a

multivariate application).

Program Input

Data input to the program is supplied both conversationally and

from TAPE 1. The run control information is supplied conversationally;

the variables used are described in Table DI. These variables, with

the exception of NGROUPS, are specific to PLOTLIB; therefore, the user

should consult the PLOTLIB manual for detailed explanation of each

variable. Note, particularly, that NGROUPS (Table DI) has two distinct

meanings depending upon the context in which it is used. When using

program RESPONS in the discriminant analysis mode, NGROUPS refers to

the number of discriminant groups and thus indicates the number of sets

of discriminant function coefficients that need to be read (one function
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per group). In the regression mode, NGROUPS refers to the number of

sets of regression coefficients that need to be read (one function per

dependent variable).

TAPE 1 contains the following: 1) an "m" by 9 array of predictor

values at which the functions are to be evaluated ("m" being the num-

ber of predictor variables; "m" can be 2 to 4); 2) a set of "n" func-

tions corresponding to either "n" discriminant groups or "n" dependent

variables, Y ("n" must be at least 2 for the discriminant application

and in either case must be no greater than 5) and; 3) a set of labels

for the plots (the label is limited to 10 characters). The following

points should also be noted regarding the contents of TAPE 1: 1) each

of the "m" predictor variables must have 9 values that increase by con-

stant increments from element (m, 1) to (m, 9); 2) in the discriminant

analysis application, the prior probability of group membership is

listed as the last variable in the set of discriminant function coef-

ficients (refer to format statement 1000). The formats for predictor

values, function coefficients and plot labels are given in Table DII.

Program Output

The program has been designed to produce a set of plots so that one

may examine how pairs of predictor variables interact to influence the

response variable. The number of plots required is a simple problem of

combinations in the discriminant analysis application: if only two pre-

dictor variables are used, a single plot is produced; if three predictor

variables are used, three plots are required (three items taken two

at a time) and; if four predictors are used, six plots are required.
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In order to look at the interaction of any two variables, the balance

must be held constant. In RESPONS, the nonvarying predictors for a

specific plot are set to their mean values (the mean being the 5
th

ele-

ment of the "m" by 9 data matrix). In the case of a five-variable

model, the value of the fifth predictor must be supplied conversation-

ally and thus is always treated as a constant. The five-variable model

produces six plots instead of ten since the fifth variable is treated

as a constant. The number of plots produced in the regression applica-

tion is equal to nC2 where "m" and "n" are defined as above. Thus,

four regression functions with three independent variables would require

12 plots.

There is no provision in the program for labeling axes, though, as

noted, the plot itself can be labeled. The convention for assignment

of axes is given in Table DIII.
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TABLE DI. Conversational variables used in
program RESPONS.

VARIABLE TYPE COMMENTS

ICODE integer selects the appropraite graphics
device

WIDTH real sets the size of the plot
HEIGHT real (in inches)

PROBTYP integer specifies mode: if PROBTYP = 1,
problem is a regression type

ZMIN real the minimum and
ZMAX real maximum values, respectively on

the Z axis (the dependent varia-
ble is plotted on the Z axis)

NGROUPS

NEWSHOT

X5BAR

M

MODEL

integer

integer

real

integer

integer

the number of discriminant groups
or the number of regression func-
tions

a flag used to indicate that the
user wants to redo the last plot

the value will only be requested
if 5 predictor variables are used
in the function(s)

an index to select the appropriate
variable pairs for each plot (see
Table DIII)

model number of TEKTERMINAL if used
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TABLE DII. Variables read from TAPE 1.

VARIABLE FORMAT

X(m, 9) 4 F10.2
a

C(n, J) 7 F10.5
a

P (n)

NCHAR

LABELS

I2b

A10
b

COMMENTS

m x 9 array of values of m
predictors

C(n, J) is an array of function
coefficients where n equals the
number of functions and J = m + 1

if a constant appears in the func-
tions. P(n) is an array of prior
probabilities which is only used
in the discriminant analysis mode.
Note that in the latter mode,
P(n) follows the last function co-
efficient (see format statement
1000).

number of characters in label
for plot

plot title

a
ithis is the complete format statement

b
the complete format statement for NCHAR and LABELS is: (12, 8X, A10)
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TABLE DIII. Axis assignemnt by plot number
for program RESPONS.

PLOT NUMBER VARIABLES
a

VALUE OF M
b

1 1 (x)

2 (y)

2 1 (x) 2

3 (y)

3 2 (x) 3

3 (y)

4 1 (x) 4

4 (y)

5 2 (x) 5

4 (y)

6 3 (x) 6
4 (y)

a
axis assignment is indicated in parentheses

b"M" is the index that appears in Table XVIII



PROL,FAm FESPONStINPUTIOUTPUT.TAREi,TAPE21
INTr.GER PPO3TYP

;0mmcw)ATAidx3AR(4).0(5iAE.NvAkoG2cups,RF03Typ,LopLor _COMHON/OATA2/x(i.41,04,0r,02,2mIN.144.4
GOMHON/OATA3/PRO6(9,9)1PRC3H-N(/),P203MAX(4);004cNi3ATA,--ic4-5,6).-'t5),Y(3.-)
COMmON/DATA5/GEP(9,9),CEPmIN(9).0IPMAX(i)
COMMON/PLT/ICOOE.NIDTH,HEIGHT,NDHAR.LA3ELS(8),IJOE6,1kATE,LUN
NPLJT=0
NEXTRY=1
ITEsT=0
',.UN=10
IRATE- 2',
MODEL=0
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INPUT RUN CONTRG'.. INFGRHATIOM

.PRINT ws7WHAT :5 THE. VALUE_ FOR ICOJEt,REA. w,LCOJE
IF(,COOL HE 1 ANG. ICOGE .NE. .) GO IQ 21

TLANAVINAL tI.,4CCEL
21 PRINT ,tilHAT ARE THE w/OTH AND HEIGHT*,-READ ,w/CTH,HEIGHT

;

PRINT *,;IF THIS IS A REGFESSION PROiLEM TYPE 4 it,RM. ,),FOgTYF
IF(PRJiTYF .mE. 1) GO TO g
PkIN4-A-T4
REAJ 4,ZmIM.ZmAA

9 PRINT ,tHOR HANY GROUPS ARE THERE'S,READ eINGPODPS
PRINT `(ANY vAPIA3LES ARE 3EIVG JSEOt,_.REAL 1mVAR
IF(NVAR .GT. .1 GO TO 6
4=NvAR
:C

6 4=4
5 CO 10 1=1,4

I0 -2EAJt1,100)-Cx(Ii-11 iJ=t1Mr-
100 FO2mAT(4F10.2)

IF(N .EQ...2) GO TO 7
CO e0 I=1,N

20 A3AR(i)=4(5,1.)

:F THIS IS 4 0IS:RIM:NANT FUNCTION PR4B_Ems
REAJ :N THE CONSTANTS FOR THE O:S:R/m. suN;T:J41. Ti_ FIRST SET ARE FURTHE CONTACT GROuP. xPr:S-THE kESPE:TIVE-0R104t PRO8AiILITY.IF THIS IS A REGRESSION PRO2LEm. READ THE NUMiER OF REGRESSICN FUNCTIONS.ii

7 NN=Nw/AR 1
)0 1000 I=1,NGRCUPS

1000 A44..11,1-0E1 EZ1Z,44, 4-11-111.11,P1I1105 FORmAT(7F13.5)
/F(ITEST .EU. 0) GO TO 2

1 PRINT ,ICONTINUE if OR N)*,
READ ti,ANSL

i9 FC2HAT(A1)
IFtANsI .EJ. tNI) GO TO 4

READ 18,NEHSHGT
18 FORmAT(All

IFtNENSHCT ttEX1 f)Y-=-1--
2 PRINT ,tv4HAT ARE THE VALUES FOR 04.0Y,02=,_ REAJ ox,ar,oz
IF(NVAR .E.J. 51 PRINT ,twHAT IS THE VALUE FOS 1(53AR*,IF(NvA2 .EQ. 5) READ ,X53AR
IFiNiA4A4 ,i4, 11 GO TC 3

AH* INDICATES THE NUMSER COm6INATIO4 REQUIRED). FOR T147 VARIABLE-MOCELS.
C FOR THREE VAR:A3LE mCCE..5 m=1,2,4

_ g.FOR_FOUk,Ck FiqE VAK:A3LE_400E44, 1=1.T1 6._

C

pRiNT,#,twHAT IS THE VALUE FJP

READ (1.101) 4DHAS.LA3ELS(1)
C 101 FODMAIII2,dx,A101

G SURFACg CALCULATES THE POSTER:Cr; P20c43ILITY 0= 4,4 36SEFvATION HAVuNGG COME FROM THE G'OmYACT GROUP. THE V46uE tPR73t IS P:OTTED OVER
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riia OF THE VAFTA3LES riHTLE-THE ?EST.-IRE HELD CONSTANT-.

1-CAL4- ERASE.
IF(NEATRY .Ea. 1) GO TO 8
IF(PF03TYP .NE. 1) GO TO 8
IF(i.fLor .GT. il CO TO 11
NPLuT=NPLOT 4. 1
GO TO 8

11 PRINT- 10,ATHE LACT-PLOT WAS FlOF FUNCTIONAtNPLUT
PR/NT 6,$ARE YOU rEAOY TO INOEMENT FUNCTION INDEX (V OR N)t,REAL: 17!ANSI-

17 FORMAT(.1)
IF(ANSI .E. :NA) GO TO 8

vi
8 CONTINUE

CALL .-JURFACE(M)
.4EXTRY=0
GI. TO 1

_ _4 STOP.
ENO

5.4014mG0-1-NE '--
INTLOE; PPJ3TIP
COMMCN/DATAl/A34,;.(4).A.58Ar;.11.44.12.7JP3,P'7.33TY=e.selePLOT
00/4MCN/DAT12/X(9i4),0X.07,0Zy21:4,2"AA
COMMON/CATA3/PiO(3,9),F.ROMIN(9),PR,i3MAA(9)
30MMOh/C04TA4/.:(5.6).P(5),Y(9,4)
301MUN/OATAS/CEP(9,9)13EPMIN(91,0EPHAg(9)
00MML.N/LATA6/NN

:NITIAL.2E THE AiRAY DEPC_
00 70 1=10
DO 80

OEF(I,J)=0.0
80 C..,NTIyOt.
70 C,44,44.

IF(NVAR .GT. 4) GO TO 17
NN=NVAK
GO TO 18

17.NN=4

THE IF xriz STATEMENTS THAT POLLLoW AE UESISNED T) SE-ECT THE APPRUPRZATE4ARE4otc COmiiIMATIONS F0-7 EACM CRAP0)
C

18 IF(1 GO TO 2
L=0

1 L=L 1
00 10 1=1,3

Y(1,1)=X(L,1)
Y(I,2)=X(I.2)

I.F.4444R 2) GC TO ta
Y(I,3)=XSAR(3)

IF(NVAR .c.O. 31 GO TO 10
TtIe41=X3A2(4)

10 CONTINUE
GO 1.0_12

( 2 IF(?) eGT. 2) GO TO 4
L=0
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00 20 1=1.9
Y(I,1)=X(L,1)
T(1.2)=X3At2t-
Y(I,3)=X(I.3)

IF(NVAR .E1. 3) GO TO 20
Y(I,4)=X3AR(4)

20 CONTINUE

4 IF(M .GT. 3) GO TO 6
L=0
L=A- 1
00 30 1=1,9

Y(111)=A3AR(1)
V(,2) X(...,2)

3) CO TO 30
Y(I14)=X3AR(4)

30 CONTINUE
GO TO 12

6 iF(M .GTe 4) GO TO 8
L=0

7 6.=L 1



DO 417 I=lig
Yli.1)=X(L.1)

_

11(I,31=X3AR(3)
r(I,4)=X(I.4)
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GO TO 12

-8-rFtm-;CT-.
L=0

3_ L=L_
DO 50 I=113

1,(1,11=x3AR(1)
1.(I.2)-x(L,2)
y(I,3)=X3.k(3)
Y(I.4)=X(I,4)

50 CONTINUE
GO TO 12

101_L=0
11 L=L 4 1

DO 60 I=1.3
r41,1e-x3.1,R(1)
r(I,21=X34 ;(2)
Y(I13)=X(L,31
Y(I.4)=X(I.4)

50 CONTINUE

9
NSW 3EGiN THE :ONPUTATION FoP THE RESPONSE JA4IA3,E.

i-4-r--4E44-74,$540N., :4-LL. REGRESS
4 IF DIS:MIMINANT =UNCTION. :ALL DIS:RIN.

12 IF(;RCOTYP .46. 1) GO TO 19
CALL qEGFESS
GO TO 21

_ 19 CALL...CIS-CR:A

21 IF(L .Ea. 3) GO TO 13
IF04 1) .J TO 1
IF(m .E.1. 2) GO TO 3
IF(M .EQ. 3) GO TO 5
IFtm .E1. 41 GO TO 7
IF(m .EU. 5) GO TO 9
GO TO 11

13 IF(FROEITYP .EO. 11 GO TO 22

C4"1.. 4W
GC TO 23

22 CALL. SUFFAC3(CEP.0.0,,.3.990.094.30,2MiN,ZMAX.Dx0YOZI
23 mR/TE(2.1021-L13ELSt1t
102 FORmATtiOt,/,:mINiMA AND MAXIMA FOR THE X VARIA36E IN$92X.A10.2X.t

1INTERADTIONt)
mikITE(2.1031

103 FORmAittOX ELEMENT*.5x,xmIN. vALUE$,5AttMA4. vALJE$1

IF(PPOdTYP .E0. 11 GO TO 24
NRITE(2,104) (I.PRC3MIN(I),PRO3MAX(I),I=1,9)
GO TO 25

24 0RITE(29.104) (I.OEPMIN(I1,0EPmxx(I),I=1,91
25 CONTINUt

104 FuRNAT((sOst#X.I2.4k,2-7W12. -6,51))
mETuRN
ENO
SU3ROUTINE
DINLNSION S(3,10)
DOMmONtOATAitx3AR(4)-tx53AR-04Lk-.NGKOJPS,PRO9TY4Nft0T
COmmON/OATA2/g (9,41 tJX,DY,OZ,ZMIN,ZIAK
CCMMON/UAT*13/P.7,L3 (90) t PRC3MiN(9) pPRJ3MAA (91
COMION/GATA4/C (9,61,?151 Y 0,4/
00MNUN/34TA5/CEP(9,91,0EPMIN(91,0EPIAX(9)
COMACNiC4TA5/1441
COMNON/PLT/i:OUE,NIOTH.HEIOHTOCMAR,L43ELS(3),433E61ImATE,LUN
SU4=0.0
00 70 I=10G1.uP5
OU 10 J=t0

OC 30 l<=1,3
90 S(I,J,K1=0.0
110 :CNTImUE
70 CONTINUE

DO 110 K=1.9
30 120 N=1,NGRGuPS

: DO.130 41:11NN
130 S(N.Lo()=S(N.L,K) C(N,I..11"111m9.)



C

StNiL(Ni:,K)-1. C,1)
IF(NVAR .EO. 5) SIN,L,K)=5(N,..,(1+C4N,3)X59AR

120 SUM=SUM_+_.:AFAS(N.L.9K)1PIN)
PR09(L,K)=P(1)*(EXP(S(1,L,K)))/3U4

0
C NOW FIND THE MIN .*.m0 THE 4.60 FOR EACH VALUE OF (.
C

IF(K .EQ. 1) GO TO 14
IFIPROM,KI FROSMAXILTT

14 PkOimAX(L)=F203(.,K)
IF(K .G.TA 11 .GO TO .16
PRO6MIN(L)=PRO54L,K)
GO IC 16

15 IFI.F0i4L,4) RPOdMI4(L)e CO TO 16
PROJM1N(L)=P406(L,K)

16 PF3b(L,K)=2.0*FkOp(L,K)
110 CCNTINUE

RETURN
ENO
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5U3CUT1NE REGRESS
CUMmuN/OATAI/xiAR(4),X59AR,N4AP,NGROUPS,PRO3TIR,..,NPLOT
:.o944,0-9.0-944-.1-24-944+,-4+-1GX,Or.OZ,ZmI4.00A4
CCMmON/OATA3/Fas06(9,9),PCy3m:NO),Pk0911X(3)
OOMMON/GATA4/0(5,6),F(5)0(9,4)
CGMMON/00-.95/0EP(349),CEPPLA9)OEP44-407
CO4mCN/GATA6/NN
CJIMMON/PLT/i:(11E4AIaTHOIELGHT,NCHAk,LAIE,..Sto) vtOJELL.LRATE4LUR

0

00 30 K=1,9
30 40 I=1,NN

40 CF. P(L . K1=0EP(L,K) C(NFLOT,I4.1),Y(<,i).

OEPIL.K)=GEF(1.4K1 +.a(hFLOU.1)
IF(NVAK .E0. 5) OEP(L,K)=OEF(L,() 4 :(NPLOT,610X53AR

C
C

IF(K .ET. I) -G0-10 14'
IF(OEP(L,K) LE. CEPIAX(L)) GO TO 15

_14.DEPhA1(1-).=0E?l1.9K)
IF(K .,T. 1) Gj TO 30
OEPAIN(L)=3EP(L,K)

15 IF(GEP(L,K) .GE. CEPMIN(L)) GO TO 30
OEPmIN(6)=OZP(L,K)
CCNTINUE-
kETURN
END

V.
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APPENDIX E

Documentation of the use of
program SIMROT2 (or ROOTROT, in listing) with

program listing and sample output
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Program Use

SIMROT2 is a simulation program designed to implement the laminated

root rot spread model, described in detail in Results, part B.

Program Input

Data input to SIMROT2 is both conversational and read from TAPE 1.

The variables supplied conversationally are described in Table EI while

those read from TAPE 1 are described below. Only one of the input vari-

ables supplied conversationally requires amplification. VAR(I), as

noted in the table, is the value of the Ith variable used in both the

calculation of probability of contact and the number of contacts for

a tree-pair at a specific time step. The program is designed so that

VAR(1) is always inter-tree slope distance and VAR(2) is always some

function of a pair of trees' DBH's. VAR(3) through VAR(5) presently

correspond with the percent slope, soil gravel contant and effective

rooting depth, respectively (main program, line 28). The order, or

even the choice of these three variables, can be modified providing cor-

responding alterations are made in the equation used to calculate the

number of contacts for a pair of trees (subroutine CONTACT, lines 25,

26, 29, 30).

A 91-element array of DBH's is supplied on TAPE 1. The first ele-

ment should correspond to the 'mean DBH of a 20 year old stand while the

last element should correspond to the mean DBH of a 110 year old stand.

This implies that the sum of the initial stand age (NAGE) and the
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maximum number of timesteps must never exceed 110. The DBH array is read

in F10.2 format.

The coefficients of the discriminant functions follow the DBH array

on TAPE 1. The ordering of the coefficients of a specific function must

correspond to the order of the variables as they appear in the DATA

statement on line 28 of the main program. The format statement (7 F10.4)

allows for a constant, five coefficients and the associated prior pro-

bability of group membership. The coefficient of the NO-CONTACT group's

discriminant function should always be read in first; the order of pre-

sentation of the other two groups is immaterial.

Program Output

A sample simulation run is included following the program listing.

This output should be self-explanatory. Output, as shown here, appears

on TAPE 2. Plots are produced on TAPE 3. The first plot corresponds to

the cumulative distribution of initial infection while the second plot

corresponds to the cumulative distribution and density of time to earli-

est bole infection. The two curves associated with the CDF and the

density are plotted with a "C" and "D," respectively. The plots for

the sample run are not included here.
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TABLE BI. Conversational variables supplied to SIMROT2

VARIABLE TYPE COMMENTS

PROX real the proximal spread rate
of the fungus (direction
is relative to an infected
tree's root crown)

DISTAL real the distal spread rate of
the fungus

DISTMAX real the maximum possible dis-
tance the fungus can spread
distally along a "root"
(see Results, Rart B for
details)

NTMAX integer the maximum number of time
steps

NAGE integer stand age at start of simu-
lation

SPACING real inter-tree slope distance

SLOPE real the percent slope (note
that this value is asked
for twice)

VAR(I) real value of the Ith variable
used in computing the probab-
ility of contacts and the
calculated number of contacts
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1 PROGRAM RCJOTROT (INPJ 7=b4tOuiPUT=64,TAPE1:-.64,TAPE2=64,TAPE3)
COMMUN/DATA1/NUMSUR,JAR(21,NTINUASUR1,S6UPE,CI4TPAX
CON)44llsis DAT 0,21-4Utt-T-4-RLA,J-I-I :SOUR:41-1-4-144JARGZ.T-14-9-44--_
COMMON/OATA3/X (4 1, ( , SPRRAD (4) 1 NOEATritie)

5 COMMON/DATA4/INITO,NEdIT ) IVOTINF (4)
COMMON/OATA5/03HINIT ( 41 , D3M( 4) 'IDEA° (4)
COMMON/DATA6iTREEDI3 14,4)
COMMGN/DATA7/PRO9CON
COMmON/OATA8/C (3 961, Pl 31

10 COMMON/OATA9i NCOIPT (4 ,41
COSMOALICIATA14/4FFIR 4-44 )

COIMON/OsTA11/CON1(4,4)
COMMON/DATA13/C04PIX (4,4,12)
COMMON/DATA14/p4PTY (4,4,12)

15 COMMON/OATA15/ ORTARG(4, 4)
COMMON/OATA18 /NPTINF (4,4,12)
COmmON/OATA19/C0 !ANG44,4 '12)
COmM0m/DATA20/3I NANG (4.4 '12)
COMPIGN/DATA21/ XPINF-1 4-r4-, 12)

20 COmMCN/OATA22/XDINF ( 12/
COMPWN/OATA23/ INF(4, 4,12)
COMMON/DATA24/YDINF 4,4,22)
CCmmON/OATA25imAK ( 4,4,12)
DIMENSION CJMCP (50 ), ,UPIC:2 (50) 'DENSITY (50), XINT (10), INT (10)25 DIMENSION vAPNAME( 4) tNE31.1 HP (5 0) , OiAm (91),PROPINF (50 I
00U3L6 PRECISION J4cc0.PRO3CON,04EEDi
INIEGERR AFFIRM...SIIRT AktikME-
DATA vARNAME/i0IST*,,A034$1,$SLOPEs,sGRAvELt,xSOLOEFs/
NEXT=0

30 NGROUPS=3
NVAR=5

C
OSEED1=0.0

c-1.1453J-lt. Um_Catit 24A TT 3M-
C

PRINT , *ENTER THE PROXIMAL SPREAD RATE *tREAD 4`,PROX
PRINT =ENTER THE DISTA. SPREAD RATE *,

40 READ 'DISTAL
PRINT '4 I *ENTER THE lAXIMUM DISTAL SPREAD* ,
READ ,DIaTMAX
READ 11.4 /DOI 401404-11)-.--1=44311------

100 FORMAT (F10.2)
45 N=NVAR 1

00 30 J=1,NGRuUPS
REAO(1,102) (C(J,K), K=1,H),P(J)

30 CONTINUE
102 FORMAT (7F10.4)

50 1000 PRINT ,=ENTER THE TIME LIMIT X,
READ +AT 4AL
PRINT , *ENTER THE INITIAL TREE AGE *,
READ NAGE
PRINT j :ENTER THE- TREE- SPACIVG (IN 014.1 *,

55 READ 'SPACING
TREEDIS(1,2)=SPE;I hG
TREEDIS ( /, 3) =SPACI NG
TREEOIS (1,4) =SP ACING
IRF cLIS124-114..SPA.7.;_IN-;

60 TREEDIS (4,3) =SPACING
PRINT ,*r.NTER TIE PERCENT SLOPE*,
READ '4 ,SLOPE
CALL PLOTYPE (SPAOING)
CALL OIAMSET (OIA Mt NAGE)

65 DO 40 I=1,50
OUMCP(1) =0.3

CUM CCPLII =A_ 0
DENSIT YU) =0 . 0

70
NE3ITHP(I) =0
PROPINFII1 =0.0

ha CONTINUE
00 70 I =3,NVAR

PRINT ,*VARIA3LE *tit* IS *,111ARNAME(I),$. VALUE IS
70 READ ,VAR(I)

75. P NL__! r_I A_ hi AL11E_F 01__CLSELLI. R.E..111.LREO-PRINT ,*THIS 1.4 USEJ .IN 301N SU3F PICK CON ANL) CONTACT*PRINT ,=ENTER TAE VALUE FOR 3SEEC *,
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READ 4',OSEED
DGEE01=0SLE0

so NR414-204-EX
wRITE(2,104) NRU4

104 FORIAT(A1 RUN t,/2,*
Ixt/5X,sFIxE0 OISCRIM. VARIA3LE LISTx,/,8X.ANAmEro5X,xVALUE*,/1
wK4TE(2,105) (VARNAME(I)tvAR(I), I=3,NVAR)85 105 FORMAT(; F.2X.A10t4K.F7.2)
wRITE(2,107) SLOPEISPAuING

107 FORMAT(x0 SLOPE$98i1F8.2,/.* TREE SPACINGx,1x,F5.2)

90
100 FOMATtx SEED NUM3ER 0FOR SU3ROUTINES PICKCUN ANC GCNTACTst1X201.2)

K

w?ITZ(2.103) Pq0X,DISTAL,NAGE
103 FORMAT(* PROXIMAL SPREAD RATE:,5x,F3.2,/.* DISTAL SPREAD RATE*1.7X,F8.2a.$ INLT/AL TREE AGE$19A,I8)

CO 90 1=1.5
95 90 wRITE(2,108)

106 FORMAT44-)-
DO 120 MMMm=1.50
NT=0
IAGE=NAGE

100 CALL RESET(NOUT)
1002 NT=NT + 1

IAGE=IAGE + 1
CALL 03mINC(DIAMINAGO

----40-140-1s1r444SG4
105 NSOUR6E=ISOUROE1I1

IFlICEAOlNSOURCE) .Ea. 11 33 TJ 130
IF(INCTINF(NSOURJE) .E1. 11 GC TO 130
N=NUmTAK(I)
DO 135 J=1.N

110 IF(AFFIRM(/,J) .EQ. 1) G3 TO 8
CALL CONFR3S(i,J,NEAT,N441,NuF0uPS)
GALL AZGACON-441-4TOSEE34--
IF(AFFIRM(I,J) .c61. 01 G3 TO 135

8 GALL CONTACT(I,J,GONBARIOSEEJ,IAGE)
115 135 CONTINUE

130 CONTINUE
00 140 I=1,NUMS41

ITEST=ISOLACEIII
IF(IDEA0(ITEST) .E.. 11 GJ TO 11-120 IFCINOTIgFAITZST4-.C4A-14-44-T4 144
NOIFF=sT - NESIT(ITEST)
IF(NDIFF .GE. 2 .A4J. J3m(ITEST) .LE. 5.0) GO IC 9
IF(NDIFF .GE. 5 .ANU. 33m(ITEST) .LE. 10.0) GO TO 9
IF(NDIFF .,E. 7 .AND. 313m(ITEST) .LE. 20.0) GO TO 9125 IFCNOJ.FF .GE. 10 .ANC. DimlITESTI .LE. 40.01 GO TO 9
IFINCIFF .GE. 15 .AND. Jam(ITEST1 .GT. 40.01 GO TO 9GO TO 11

9 IDEAO-4-ITE-
NDEATM(1)=NT

130 GO TO 140
11 CALL SPREAO(I,PROX.DISTAL1

CALL INFEGT(I,NOUT,PROPINF.PROA,DISTAL)
140 CONTINUE

NESITmP(mMmM)=NE3IT(3)
135 NUMSOR=NUMSOR1

----1F4NT--.44),-4P4444-43 TG 120
C

GO TO 1002
120 CONTINUE

140 T=0.0
CP=0.0
wRITE(2,109)

109 FCRMATix CUMULATIVE CISTRI3UTION CF INITIAL INFECTION SY VEVA)
145 T=T + PROPINFUl

160 CONTINUE
NEN0=0
00 165 I=1.NTMAX
IF(PRCPINF(I) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 2

150 CP=CP PROP:NFL:A/50.0
2 CUmCF(I)=:P

0RITE42,4101-1r6P
NENO=NENO 4' 1
IF1CP .GT. 0.9999) GU TO 5



155 iFlI .LT. 11) GO TO 165
/F(CuMCP(I) .EQ. CU4CP(I-10)) GO TO 5

165 CONTINUE

155

110 FORMAT(f *t2X,12,5X,F6.4)
5 WRITE(2,114)

160- 114 FORMAT (f0 THERE- WERE $,F5:2-,r OCCURRENCES OF-CONTACT$)
00 180 I=195

WRITE(24106) .

180 CONTINUE
00 240 =- 1.49-465 II=I +1

00 250 J=IIt50
IF(NE3ITIP(J) .GE. MI3iTHP(I)) GO TO 250
ITEMP=NE3ITmF(I)
NE3ITMF(I)=NE3ITMP(J)

170 NE3ITMP(JJ =LTEMP
250 CONTINUE
240 CONTINUE

WkITE(2.111/
111 FOWMAT(f CUM. DISTR. AND DENSITY CF EAFLIEST TiME TO BCLE INFECTIU175 1)4=1/.2X,=TIMEX,7K1=C0Fi.504.20ENSITY*)

J=0
K=1
NETEP=0
CUMCCP(K)=0.0

180 DO 260 1=1.50

IF(J .NE. 1 .440. 4STEP .4E. 1) U0 TO 6
LAST=NE3ITMP(I)
IF(LAST .ME. 0) NSTEP20-

185 IF(LAST .NE. 0) GO TO 250
NSTEP=1
J=J 1
GO TO 26J

6 IF44E8-174P4I)-.44.---LA-4-T---.443--.--7.---.44Z-v---5411---64---TO- 260190 IF(NE3ITMP(i) .EQ. LAST .440. I .EQ. 50) GO TO 7
J=J 1

7 K=K 1
CCP=FLGAT(J) /50.0
CUMCCP(K)=CCP

195 OENS:TY(K-1)=CUMCZP)K) - CJMCCF(K-1)
wR:TEl2,1211 t.ASTICCPOENSITY(K-1)

1-21 FORM1444-4-21.-224SXrFie-.444-
IF(LAST .ECG. NE3ITIP(I)) GO TO 263
LAST=NE3ITMP(I)

200 J=J 4. 1

iFlI .EQ. 50) GO TO 7
260 CONTINUE

KENO=K
00 270 1=1,5

245 mRITE4-24464-----
270 CONTINUE

WRITE(2.115)
110 FORMAT(t OEOILE TA8LE FOR-EARLIEST TIME TO 30LE INFECTIUNtt

II=0
_ DO 230 1=1,5195

II=I II + 1
IFl .NE. GO TO 3
WRI464214-1)94-L-1-,4IT.4041)
GO TO 280

215 3 IF(I .NE. 51) GO TO 4
WRITTO E 2(2.119) IItNEJITMD150GO 80

4 NE3ITAP(I)=INE3ITIP(I) + ME3IT4P(I-1))/2
WRITE(21119) 11,4E31T4P(I)

Z20 280 CONTINUE
11-9-F3RMA-T1t tt2X,124A.124

XX=0.0
XMEAN=0.0
00 190 1=1,50

225 A=FLOAT(NESITMP(/))
IF(A 'EQ. 0.0) GO TO 190xx:xx A+A
AlEAN=X1EAN 4

194-CQUIINUE
230 AMEAN=XMEAN/T

STOEV=SORTI(XA (X4EAN*44EA)PT))/(71))
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.._ _

AMIN=XMEAN - 4.0STOEV
XINT(1)=XMIN
00 24-0- 4-2,4-

235 XINT(I)=XINT(I-1) STDEV
200 CONTINUE

DO 210 I=103"
INT(I)=0

210 CONTINUE
240 00 220 1=1150

A=FLOAT(NEBiTMP(I))

DO 230 J=2.9
IFIA .GT. AINT(J)) .30 T3 230

245 INT(J-11=INT(J-1) 1
GO TO 220

230 CONTINUE
220 CONTINUE

wRITE(2.115) XMEAN.STDEV
__14.5_FORMAT444 4.7AU

*,17x.*STAN04RO JEVIATIONS,2X1F4.2)
wRITE(2,116)

116 FORMAT($0 FREQUENCY TA31.E s,/.* FRO!( TO KO. OCCURRENCES*)
WPITE(2,117) (AiNT(I).AINT(I+1)11.NT(I), 1=1.8)255 117 FORMAT(* *,2X,F5.213X,F5.2,10/(112)

C
CALL PLOTA(CUmCP.NE40)
CAL..-91.041-4.14$40Pr-abt4XEM04.-
PRINT ,$OU YOU WANT TO WAKE ANOTHER RIN (Y U4 N)*,

260 READ 113,ANSI
113 FORMAT (Al)

IF(ANSI .NE. sYS) GO TO 14
NEXT=NEXT + 1
G T

265 14 STOP
O 1030

ENO

1 SUBROUTINE PLOTYPE(SPACIN3)
COMmUN/OATA1/NUMSORpdAR(5) NT,NUMSORIISLOPE,OISTMAX
COmm-444#a4T-44,3444-44-,44-44-,-; Aft-44i
CCMMONiOATA6/TREE0I3(414)

5 ALPNA=45.0SLOPE/5729.58
X(1)=1000.0
1.(1)=1000.0
X1=SPAOINGCOS(0.5235988)
YI=SPACINGS/N(0.52359(18)COS(ALPHA)10 X(2)=X(1) - X1
if(2)-1-10-(-1) r V
A(3)=X(1)
Y(3)=Y(1) SPACINGCOS(ALPHA)
x(4)=X(1) XI

15 Y(4)=Y(1) fl
RETURN.
ENO

SUBROUTINE DIAMSET(3IAM,NAGE)
COMMON/UATA5/03HINLT(4)10BH(i)tI3EA0(4)
0 igENSI0N-01-444 11
DO 10 I=1,4
03HINIT(I)=DI44(NAGE-19)

ID CONTINUE
RETURN



1

10

15

20

25

30

40

45

50

SU3ROUTINE RESET NOJT)
COAMON/DATA1 /NUMSOR0141*(5)14TtNUMSORIISLOFE,DI4TMAX
COMNONA0oT42.(NUAT4444),LSC44;414449-ITAROZT44-r4-)
COMMON/CATA3/X(4),f(4).SPRRAG(4)01C,EATN(4)
CONNON/DATA4/INITO,NESIT(4),INOTINF(4)
COMMUN/DATA5/C3N/NIT(4)p03M(4),ICEADt41-
COMMON/OATA6/TREtOIS(494)
GONNON/OATA7/PRO3GON44,4) _
COMKON/OATA9/NCUNPT(9,4)
COMMON/DATA10/AFFIRM(474)
CONSOWDATA1-1/C341.441,44--_
CONNON/OATA13/CONPU(494,12)
COMMUN/DATA14/jONPTY(4.4912)
COAMON/JmTA15/SORTARG(494)
GOMMON/DATA13/NPTINF(4.4112)
CON4ON/DATA19 /OOSANG(4,4912)
COMMON/DATA20/SINANG(4,4.12)
DCM10N/0,1TA21/APINF(414.12)
CONNGUlamT422/X0INFL0-,4.14,21
COMMUN/DmTA23/YPINF(4,*.12)
COMMON/DATA24/YOINF(494.12)
COMNON/OATA25/4A4(414.12)
INTEGEP1 AFFIEM.SORTARU
DOUBLE PFECISION PRJ3C04
NCUT=0
NRESID=0
NUNSOR-1
NUMSOR1=1
DO 10 I=1,4

ISOURCE(I)=0
NDEATH(I)=0
03N(I)=O04INIT (I)
INOTINF(I)=0
IOEA0(1)=0
NE3,IT 4.-.)--=4
SPRRAD(I)=0.0
00 20 J=1.4

PRO8CON(I.J)=0.0
CON1(ItJ)=0.0
NCONPT(I,J)=0
AFFIRM(IJ)=0
SORTARG(I,J)=0
DO 30- K=1.12

CONPTX(I,J,K)=0.0
CONPTY(I,J,K)=0.0
00SANG(I,J,K)=0.0
SINANG(I.J,K)=0.0
NPTINF(I.J9K)=0
XPINF(I,J,K)=0.0
ADINF(I,J,K)=0.0
YP/HECI-o-44-41-21-4
YDINF(I1J,K)=0.4
NAX(IAJ,K)=0

30 CONTINUc
55 20 CONTINUE

10 CONTINUE
ISOURCE(1)=1
4UNTAR(1)=3

_.1I4Ria-EI14 11 :
60 ITARGET(1,2)=3

ITARGET(1,3)=4
NUNTAR(2)=1
hU4TAR(3):1
ITAPGET(2,1) =3

65 ITARGET(3,1)=3 _

RETURN
Fru)
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SUBROUTINE CONPROB(I,JOE4T,N44R,NGROUPS)
COMMON/D4TAI/NJMSUR,VAR15)0TOUMSOR1.5LOPE,OISTMAX
VIN4ON404T-42444#4;444-44-1-1-5-0447CE1T444E-T441,41
CO1mON/UATA5/0dHINIT(41.03m(4) ,10EA0(41

5 COmMuN/0.445/TREEDIS(4,4)
COMMON/DATA7/PRO3CONC4,4) _
GOmMON/DATA5/C(3,bipP(3)
DIMENSION S(101
DOUBLE PRECISION PROBCON

10 N=ITARGET(I,JI
NSOu40=-IS0OAGE4I

SUM=0.0
DO 30 K=1INGROUPS
S(K)=0.0

15 30 CONTINUE
VAR(11=TliEEDI5INSOJRCE.Ni
VAR(2)AL3(M(r4SOUpcCE 4 33NIN»
30 40 K=1.NGROUPS

20 StiO=StKl CIK,641)4V4R(Ll
50 CONTINUE

SCKI=3(K) f :0(.11
SUm=SuM EKP(S(KWP(K)

40 CONTINUE
25 PRO3CQN(I.J)=1.0 - P(1),E(0(S(1))/Sum

RETURN
ENO

1 SUBROUTINE PICKCON(I,J,3SEED)
COmMON/DATA2/NumTARt4),ISOURCE44),ITARGET(4,4)
GOmmoN4434T4-7/PRO3O4444.44
COmMON/04TA13/AFFIR4(4,4)

5 D3UBLE PRECISION 3SEE013.PR0930N
INTEGER AFFIRM

C=GGuBFS(3SEE0)
IF(PROBCON(I.J) ST. 0)_ AFFIRM (I.J)=1

1 RETURN
10 ENO

1 SUBROUTINE REmRES(I)
COmmON/DATA1/NUMSOR,VAR(5),MTINumS0R1,ELOPE,0ISTMAX
GOMMuN40-Afm2f-NumT-444*+TISOU4;E44)-r4 fAROET41,4e
004NON/OATA4/INITO,NEBIT(4),INOTINF(4)

5 COmmeNZDATA5/03m/NIT141,03H(41,I3E4014)
CONMON/OWT49/NOONPrt4,41
NsouROE=ISOUROE(I)
INOTINFINSOuRCEJ=L_
IDEAD(NSOURCE1=0

10 RETURN
END
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SU8ROUTINE CONTACT(I,J,CON3AR.OSEED,IAGE)
CCNMUN/DATAl/NUNSOkrVAR(6),NT,NUMSOR1,S6OPE,OISTMAX
CON-NON4(DAT412,AmUsZA44-4.1.*14344RCE-44-1-,ITARGr.7-14,41
COMMON/DATA3/Xi4I0t4).SPRR4D(4),NJEATH(4)5 CONMON/OATA5/03HINIT(L),J3N(4),IDEA0(4)
OOMNON/OATA6/TREEDXS(4,4)
OOMNON/DATAVNCOMPT(4,4)
CUMNON/DATA11/CON1(494)
CONMON/DATA13/CONP TX (4,49 12)

10 GUNMON/0ATA14/CONPTY(4,4,12)
CLANON/4AT.1134C0i4-N44-44.4,42)
CONNON/DAT420/GIMNG(4,4.12)
CONNON/OATA21/XPINF(4,4,12)
COMmON/0ATA22/X0INF(4,4,12)15 CONNuN/DATA23/YPINF(4,4,12)
CONNON/UATA24/YOINF(4,4,12)
0003LE PF,ECISION OSEE0
ROIST=300.0
IF4NCOUPT44-9-11---EQ4-421--;4_10-20 mSOURCE=ISCuRCE(I)
NTARGET=IT4RGET(I,J)
VAN(1)=TREEDISOIGUURCE.4TAR;ET)
vAR(2)=a3H(NGOURCE)13m(MTARGET)
IR(NCONPT(I,J) .NE. J) GD T3 2

25 CON1(I,J)=2.3544 + 0.2315 EXPt(VAk(2)4.)1AR(3)+JAR(4))/((vAR(1)4VAR(
1111VAR(5)10.0))
GO TO 3

2 CON2=2.3544 + 0.2386EXP(()/4212) V4R(3)VAR(4))/(014K(1)+VAR(1)))/30 1AR(5)10.0))
CONDIFF=CON2 CON1(I,J)
CONTEST=GGUiFG(OSEE0)
IR(CONTE3T .GE. CON3IFR1 GO TO 1
NCQN2=IFIX(CON2)

3 / E t NCON2--4-G-T - 121 NCnN2=12___
IRINC0N2 NCONPT(I.J)I GO TO 1

KK=NCONRT(I,1) + 1

OIRLOCX=(X(NSOURCE) rAt4TARGET))/2.0
CIRLOCT=lr(NSOURCE) Y(NTARGET))/2.0
DO 30 K=KK00042
RANANG=GGUDFS(DSEED12.0*3.14159

.,E. 40) GO TO 4
014T -5_.-3471.-01T-L.IAGE,1_ it _100 -

4 RA:101ST=RDISTGGUaF3(0SEED)46 CONPT4(I.J,K1=C/RLOCK + RANDI5T4C0S(RANANG)
--CONRTY1I,J,K)=CIR4C-CY R4NDI5T*SINCRANANGI

XPINF(I,J,K)=OUNRTX(I,J.K)
XDINFtI,10()=COMPTXII,J,K)
YPINF(I.J,K)=COMRTY(I.J,K)50 YDINF(ItJtK)=GONRTT(I.J,C)

Gr
3=r(MTARGET) - OOMPTYCI.J.K1
DIST=SORT(A4 + 3491
COSANGII.J.K)=A/D/ST-55 SINANG(/o.J.K)=3/DIST

30 CONTINUE
IF(NOONPT(I,J1- 5---
CON11.1.4)=CON2

5 NCZNETAI.1%=mnilm,
60 1 RETURN

ENO



SU8ROUTINE SPREAO(IIPROXIOISTAL)
CUMNOM/OoTAI/NUMSOirVAR(,),NTLNUISOR1ISLOPE.OITNAX
0M44144-04-T-A-2/-N4444044-*-1-1-1.30442-0e(-4),:TACLET44,4)
COMNON/OATA3/A(4),Y(4),SPRRAO(4),NUEATh(4)
COMMON/OATA4/IN:T0INEdIT(4),INOTINF(4)
COMMON/OATA5/08HIN4T(41,08H(4).,IJEA0(4)
CONMJN/0ATA9/N0ONPT(4141
COMMON/UATA15/SORTARG(4,4)
COMNON/OATA18/NPTINF(4,4,12)

10 COMNON/OAIA19/COSANG(ot4.12)
COKSONA0AFAMASIN446-412)
COMMON/JATA21/XPINF(4,*.12)
COMMON/OATA22/X0INF(4,4.12)
COMMON/OATA23/YPINF(4,4912)

15 GOMMON/OT424/YOINF(494,12)
COMMUN/04TA25/4AX(4.*,12)
INTEGER SORTARG
ALPHA=SLOPL45.0/5729.53

20
-NSOURCE=iSOJR0E(4)---
IF(ICEAO(NSOURCE) .EQ. 1) GO TO
IF(NE3IT(NOURCE) .GT. AT) GO TO 2
IF(NE9/T(NSOURCE) T. NT) GO TO 3
IF(NE3IT(NSOURCE) .E1 NT) SPRkAO(e)=0.0

3 SFRRAO(I)=SPRRAO(I) OIST41.1;OS(ALPPA)
25 IF(ISOURCE(I) .El. 1) GO TO 11

2 NUM=NUMTAR(1)
00 24-4=1.-NUM

NTARGET=ITARGET(ltJ)
IF(NSOURCE .EQ. NTARGET) GO TO 1

30 20 CONTINUE
1 LL=NCONPT(1,J)

00 30 JJ=1.LL
IF(NPTINF(1,J,JJ) .4E. 1) GO TO 30
XFINC=PROXICOSANG(1.J.JJ))
P-D4F-4-1-.4-4441=-AP-X

I F (AA (1, J) .EQ. 1) 40 TO 12
XJINC=-JiSTAL COSANG(1.J.JJ))
X0INF(11J.JJ)=X0/NFt1,J.JJ) XOINC

12 YPINC=PRW(SilANG(19J,JJ)1*COS(ALPHAI
40 YPINFI1ti,JJ)2fP4.4;(11JtJJ) YPINC

IF(MAX(1tJLJJ) .EQ. 1) 40 TO 30
YOINC=-OISTALISINA4G(1,J,JJ))COSIALPHA)
T-0-14W,r4/444-244i4F1-1,4,J41 YO 4C
A=X(hSOUR.E) AOIW:(1.,J,JJ)

45 3=Y(WSOUqCE) YOINF(1.J,J.4)
OIST=4ORT(A*4 305)
IF(OIST .LT. OISTMAA) GO TO 30

30
MAX(1.

CONTINUt
0,JJ)=1

50 GO TO 11
IF4034144.450-U10E) 5.11-40TO 3-LT-
IF(CBM(NSOURCE) .GE. 5.0 .ANJ. OdhINSCLRCE) *LT. 10.0) GJ TO 7

IF(03MINSOURCE) .GE. 10.0 .ANO. 08M(NSOURCE) .LT. 20.0) GO TO 6

IF(0811(NSOUR.CE) .GE.-20.0 .4NO. 00rttN50URCE) .LT.-40.0)-G0 TO 5

55 A=9.60
8=0.0022
GO TO 9

5 A=8.09

60 GO TO 9
6 A=8.84
8=0.0048
GO TO 9

7 A=10.46
65 8=0.0067

GO TO 9
8 4/:-.12.44

3=0.3167
9 NPERIOO=NT - NOEATH(I)

70 SPRINC=A+EXPI-3'NPERIOC).0O3(ALPHAY
SPPRAO(I)=ZPRRAO(I) - SPRING
IFISPRPAJ(I) .LE. 0.01 CALL REMRES(//

/1 RETURN
ENO
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SUOROUTINE INFECT(IINOUTIFFOP/NF.Fri0X.0/STAL)
CUMION/DAT4i/NUMSOR.4AN(5).NILNJMSON1ISLOPE.DISTMAX
Cok:o4M0) 11 a4T42INUMIA4U+1-o-ISOURA.4.4441...LIX.At4ZT14,
CUMMUN/DATA3/A(4).T(4).SPRRA0(4).NGEATM(4)

5 DOMHON/DATA4/INITOoNE6IT(4),INOTINF(4)
COMMON/OATA5/03MINIT(4)06M(4)410EA014)
CONNON/DATA9 /NCJNPT(414)
COMMON/DATA13/CONPTX(4,4112)
GOMMON/DATA14,CONPTY(4.4,12)

10 DOMMON/DATA15/SORTARG(4.4)
CAMMO1N IJOATAIAI1N4114.114F44/4-o4,23
COMMON/OATA1/COSANG(4.4.12)
COMMON/OATA20/SIhANG(4.4.121
COMMON/0A1A21/XP/NF(4,4.12)

15 GOMMUN/DATA22/XDINF(4.4.12)
COMMON/DATA23/YPINF(4.4.12)
COMPION/OATA24/YDINF(*.*.12)
DIMENSION FROPINF(50.4.41
:NTEGER-4ORTARG-

20 ALPMA=SLOPE*45.0/5723.55
NSOURCE =ISOURCE(I)
NTAR=NUMTAR(I)
DO 50 J=lN
MNCONFT(I.J)

R

25 /F(H .E. 0) GO TO 50
NTARGET=ITA!ZGET(I.J)
l'ElNE/IT_ANSOLUe.C.'E.1--.12.1.--471 G3 10 2
00 10 K=10

IF(NFTINF(I.J.0 .EQ. 1) U0 TO 10
30 A=CONPTX1I,J.K1 xtr4S3UR::E1-

3=CONPTY(/oJoK) r(NSOURCE)
OIST=SCRT(AA 3'3)
IF(OIST .GT. SPRRAO(I)) GO TO-10
NPTINF(I.J,K1=1--14 ____A-c.pApT41;444.10___-__44NTA2GEZ1
3=CONPTY(I,JoK) Y(NTAR.GET)
RIGIST=SOiT(A4 3431
NRIT=NT + IFIX(RIDISTf1Pk3*C051ALPHA11 * 0.5)
IF1SCRTARG1I,J1 .EU. 01 GO TO 1

40 IF(NRIT .LT. NE3IT(NT4RGET)) NEdIT(NTARGET)=NRIT
GO TO 10

1 SORTARG4I.J1 =1
'FIKE6I:thiTAGEIL..-E.Q.--aL-NZ-Loi4NTARGET1=NRIT-
IF(NFIT ..T. NE IT (NT41GET)) NEaT(NTAFGET)=NRIT

45 IF(NTARGET .NE. 31 GO TO
iF(NOUT .EQ. 11 GO To to
PROPINF(NT)=PROPINF(NT) 1
NOUT=1

6 GALL AG0S0A(NT4RGET)
50 10 CONTINUE

ro 6
IF1ISOURCE111 .E0. 11 GO TO 6

2 NN=NCONPT(I/i)
IF(NN .EO. 01 GO TO 50

55 NUM=NUMTAR(1)
DO 60 K=1.NUM

IFiNSOURGE--.F.4.ITARGErfl.K11 GC-TO 4
60 CONTINUE
4 N-b4ONEI11.4_1(1_

60 DO 30 LL=loN
IF(NFTINF(11KoLL) .EQ. 01 GO TO 30
DO 40 LLOIloNN

IF(NFTI4F(Io1oLLL) .EO. 1) GO TO 40
A=XPINF(10<o6L) DOVFTX(I.1.L6L)

65 B=YPINF(1.KolL) DOMPTY(T.1.LLL1
OISTA=AA 3°3

c..-xcatiE calier LJ T LL
0=IDINF(1.KtLL) CONFTY(IoloLLL)

DIST3=C°: 04'0
70- EXPINF11.KoLL) XDINF(10(ILL)

F=YPINF11,KILL/ - YOINF(loKoLL)DTC=E F+F
CISOS5ETAE=10I5TA 3IST7 OIST31/t2.0*SURTIOISTOTISTCIT
SETA= ACOS(7,3S3ETA)

75 G=ZORt(aLSTA14IMLBEIA-1
iF(JISTA .GT. 900.0 .AND. DI5T3 .GT. 300.0 G .GT. 30

1.0) GO TO 40
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NPTINFII,J1uLL)=1
A=CONPTA(I,J,L.L) - tiNTAFGET)

0
RIOLST=5ORTI44,4 3eil
NRIT=NT IFIx(RIOIST/IP.RLA*COS(ALPMA)) + 0.5)

-IF(SORTARGUiJ) .e.a. 0) GO TO 7
IF(NRIT .LT. 3E3IT(4TARGET)) NEBIT(NTARGET)=NRIT

85 . GO TO 40
7 SORTARG(I,J)=1

IF(NE3IT(NTARGET) .E2. 0) NE3IT(NTARGET)=NFIT
t31-T 1-)4-T-A4CrET-)-1- T

IF(NOUT .EQ. 1 ) O0 TO 40
90 PROPINF(NT)=PROFINF(NT) 1.0

NOUT=I
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

95 6 RETURN
END-

1 uBOUiItE ADOSOR(NTARGET)
COmMON/DATA1/NUMSOR.VAR(5).NTtNu1SQR1,SLOPE.DISTMAX
-GOmmONiOATAZ/NUmT-AR414-TL-34-4Q-e.44),ITACT-44-,44
IFINTARGET .ED. 3) O TO 1

5 NUMSOR1=NuMSOR1 +
ISOUROE(NUMSORI)2NTARGEr-

I RETURN
END

SU5ROUTINE 03MINC(OIAMINA;E)
CCMMON/DATA1/NUMSORIgAR(5),NTOU4SOR115LOPEOISTmAX
DCMWAiDATA41;414-4444-14TI,UF14.1
COMMON/OATA5/0dMIN:700,0311(41,IDEAU(4)

5 DIMENSION CIAM(91)
00 10 I1,4

IF(INOTINF(I) .EQ. 1) GO TO 10
iF(IDEAO(I) .61. 1) GO TO 10
AH(1)=DIAM(NAGE.NT-20)

10 10 CONTINUE
RETU.IN
ENO

1 SUBROUTINE PLOTA(CUMCP0E40)
DIMENSION CUMDP(50),ICHAlt2),OATA(5091)
DATA IC44.11404-A-p4444-
DO 10 Z=1,50

5 DATA(I,D=CUMDP(I)
-10 CONTINUE

CALL PLOTP(OATA,NEND91.50.ICHAR)
RETURN
END

5

10

SUBROUTINE PLOT3fOUICOP,DENSITY.KEN01
DIMENSION CJMOCP(50),OENSITT(50),ICHAR(3),DATA(50,2)
GAZA- I e; 144R kW:44 140-44-141
DO 10 1=1,50

OATA(.1.1)=CUMCCP(I)
DATACI,2)=0ENSITY(I)

10 CONTINUE
CALL PLOTP(OATA.KEND.2.50,ICHAR)
PETURN
ENO
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RUN 1

FIXED OISCRIM. VARIABLE LIST
NAME VALUE

SLOPE 45.00
- GRAVEL 2500.00--

SOLOEP 80.00

SLOPE 45.00
TREE SPACING 300.00
SEED NUHiER FOR SUBROUTINES PICKCG3 ANU CONTACT
PROXIMA.. SPREAD RATE 30.00
DISTAL SPREAD RATE 30.00
/RIFIAL TREE AGE-------- 20

CUMULATIVE DISTRI3UTION OF INITIAL INFECTION 3Y YEAR

2
3

.0200

.0200

.0600
4 .0800
5

.22040

.10
6 0
7 .200
8 .22400
9 .2600

10 .2600
11 .2800
12 .2800
13 .3200
14 .4000
15 .600
1 .7600
17 .840
18 .9000

0

19 .5200
2 .9800
21 1.0000

THERE NEFE 50.00 OCCURRENCES OF CONTACT

.12009

GUN. DISTR. AND
TIME COF

OENSITY OF EARLIEST TIME TO 30LE INFE;TION
DENSITY

10 .0200 .0200
- 11 .0400 .0200

13 .1000 .0600
14 .160000
15 .2200 .0600
17 .2600 .040
19 .2800 .0200
20 .3000 .0200
21 .6200 .3200

_ 22 .7800 .1600
23 .8800 .1000
24 .9000 .0200
25 .9400 .0400
26 1.0000 .0600



OECILE TABLE FOR EARLIEST TIME TO TOLE INFECTION
1 10
2 13
3 15
4 20

-----5
6 21
7 21
8 22
9 23

10 24
11 26

-- MEAN-TIME TO EARLIEST BOLE-INFECTION 19.92
STANDARD DEVIATION 4.04

FREQUENCY TABLE
FROM TO NO. OCCURRENCES
3.76 .60 0

f- 7.80 11.84 2
11.84 15.88 9

----15.88- 19.92
19.32 23.96 30

( 23.36 28.00 6
28.00 32.04 0
32.04 36.08 0
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APPENDIX F

Data for inter-tree root contact analyses



plot M tree pair
D8H1
(cm)

08112

(cm)

slope
distance

(cm)

relative
slope angle
(degrees)

soil
depth
(cm)

slope
(percent)

l's

No. of contacts

2's 3's 4's Total

1 1 6 26.0 23.5 360.50 70.16 125.0 46.0 0

1 1- 8 26.0 20.0 193.02 44.07 125.0 46.0 2 1 1 4

1 1 11 26.0 20.7 250.35 73.33 125.0 46.0 0
1 6 - 8 23.5 20.0 207.51 86.03 125.0 46.0 0

1 6 - 11 23.5 20.7 579.43 84.98 125.0 46.0 0

1 8 - 11 20.0 20.7 376.44 80.04 125.0 46.0 0

2 1 - 2 25.4 21.4 271.19 7.72 130.0 60.0 1 1

3 1 - 7 31.7 27.5 238.61 25.01 100.0 45.0 4 9 1 14

6 1 - 7 30.8 34.5 286.51 35.20 140.0 44.0 3 3

6 1 - 12 30.8 27.9 276.87 82.36 140.0 44.0 1 1

6 7 - 12 34.5 27.9 230.10 32.42 140.0 44.0 7 4 1 2 14

7 1- 3 45.0 54.0 478.51 90.00 85.0 45.0 1 2 1 4

8 1 - 8 37.0 33.0 252.41 74.56 120.0 45.0 0

8 1- 4 37.0 45.0 268.79 85.99 120.0 45.0 3 1 4

8 4 - 8 45.0 33.0 507.86 84.61 120.0 45.0 0

9 1 - 7 40.5 50.4 610.02 84.60 140.0 52.0 8 8

10 1 - 6 38.6 35.2 281.30 83.98 90.0 41.0 7 2 2 11

10 1 8 38.6 35.2 656.22 47.86 90.0 41.0 0

10 1 - 9 38.6 25.5 354.68 27.79 90.0 41.0 0

10 1 - 10 38.6 30.3 548.55 23.77 90.0 41.0 5 5

10 6 - 8 35.2 35.2 516.30 22.14 90.0 41.0 0
10 6 9 35.2 25.5 359.69 21.20 90.0 41.0 1 1

10 6 - 10 35.2 30.3 531.07 8.35 90.0 41.0 6 6
10 8 - 9 35.2 25.5 340.84 67.92 90.0 41.0 1 1

10 8 - 10 35.2 30.3 259.45 78.72 90.0 41.0 3 1 4

10 9 - 10 25.5 30.3 195.98 16.49 90.0 41.0 11 2 13



plot # tree pair
08111

(cm)

DB112

(cm)

slope
distance

(cm)

relative
slope angle
(degrees)

soil

depth
(cm)

slope
(percent)

No.

l's

of contacts

2's 3's 4's Total

11 1 - 4 30.5 31.0 332.41 18.76 105.0 40.0 2 2

11 1 - 6 30.5 32.7 250.86 44.85 105.0 40.0 4 1 5

11 4 - 6 31.0 32.7 149.23 29.42 105.0 40.0 7 4 4 15

12 1 - 4 29.4 23.0 130.00 87.99 80.0 44.0 5 2 1 8

12 1 - 10 29.4 21.8 390.00 85.37 80.0 44.0 1 1 2

12 1 11 29.4 9.7 250.97 86.60 30.0 44.0 5 2 1 8

12 4 - 10 23.0 21.8 519.35 87.03 80.0 44.0 0
12 4 - 11 23.0 9.7 380.55 87.08 80.0 44.0 0
12 10 - 11 21.8 9.7 148.17 71.60 80.0 44.0 3 1 4

13 1 - 2 24.9 23.7 132.85 46.85 110.0 35.0 2 2 1 1 6
13 1 - 4 24.9 25.0 263.37 69.93 110.0 35.0 0
13 1 - 11 24.9 27.1 300.01 72.56 110.0 35.0 3 2 3 8
13 1 - 12 24.9 15.2 250.80 53.26 110.0 35.0 0

13 1 - 13 24.9 12.6 172.63 43.22 110.0 35.0 1 1

13 2 - 4 23.7 25.0 157.55 87.39 110.0 35.0 8 2 2 12

13 2 11 23.7 27.1 415.22 65.29 110.0 35.0 0

13 2 - 12 23.7 15.2 298.00 76.81 110.0 35.0 0
13 2 - 13 23.7 12.6 209.96 78.42 110.0 35.0 0
13 11 - 11 25.0 27.1 561.35 71.34 110.0 35.0 0

13 11 - 12 25.0 15.2 449.17 82.27 110.0 35.0 0

13 11 13 25.0 12.6 362.50 84.51 110.0 35.0 0

13 11 12 27.1 15.2 255.12 19.73 110.0 35.0 12 2 14

13 11 - 13 27.1 12.6 274.56 38.45 110.0 35.0 3 3

13 12 - 13 15.2 12.6 88.32 72.99 110.0 35.0 0
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APPENDIX G

Simulation Output from Program SIMROT2



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 1
SCATTER,100.0,35.0),200.0,1.0)

LOVER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y= O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
21.59
80.0

VARIABLE PROB
.9500

R=

1

.9201 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

11
Time CDF Density

.7500 1
10 .0200 .0200

11 .0400 .0200

13 .1000 . .0600
14 .1600 .0600
15 .2200 .0600

.5000 17 .2600 .0400

19 .2800 .0200

20 .3000 .0200
21 .6200 .3200

11
22 .7800 .1600

.2500 1 1
23 .8800 .1000

1
24 .9000 .0200

1
25 .9400 .0400

1
26 1.0000 .0600

0. . 1

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TINE
25.90 34.30



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 2
SCATTER11,(0.0,35.0),200.0,1.0)

LOWER BOUND OF Xa 0.

UPPER BOUND OF Xa 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y= O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
21.59
100.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

R= .9822

11

1

1

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 1 12 .0200 .0200
13 .0400 .0200
14 .0600 ,0200
15 .1200 .0600
16 .1600 .0400

.5000 1 17 .1200 .0200
18 .2400 .0600
21 .5400 .3100
22 .1700
23 .7600 .0600

.2500 24 .8200 .0600
1 25 .8600 .0400

1 1 27 .9000 .0400
28 .9400 .0400

0. . 11 1

O. B.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



7
PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 3

SCATTER,1,(0.0,35.0),200.001.0)
LOWER DOWD OF 0 O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Y= O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
21.59
120.0

VARIABLE PROP
.9500 .

Rai .9655 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

11

1 Time CDF Density
11

.7500 11 .0400 .0400

1 13 .0800 .0400
14 .1600 ..0800

1 17 .1800 .0200
18 .2600 .0800

.5000 19 .2800 .0200
20 .3000 .0200
21 .5600 .0700
22 .6400 .0800

1 23 .7200 .0800
.2500 11 24 .8000 .0800

25 .8200 .0200

1 1 26 .8800 .0600
27- .9000 .0200

1 28 .9400 .0400
o. . 1

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TIME
25.90 34.30



PLOT OS SIMULATION RUN 4
T SCATTER1100.0,35.0),2,(0.0.1.0)
LOWER BOUND OF X O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Yu O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
32.36
80.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

Rs .9913 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1 Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1

1 Time CDF Density

.7500 11 .0400 .0400
12 .1000 .0600

1 13 .2400 ,1400
11 14 .3600 .1200

15 .4000 .0400

.5000 16 .4600 0600
1 17 -5600 .1000

1 18 .6200 .0600

1 19 .6400 .0200
20 .6300 .0400

.2500 21 .3800 .2000

1 22 .9400 .0600
23 1.0000 .0600

1

O. 1

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TIME
25.90 34.30



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 5
? SCATTER,100.0,35.0),200.00.0)
LOVER BOUND OF Xx 0.

UPPER BOUND OF X' 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Ts O.

UPPER BOUND OF Ya 1.00000

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

.

. 7500 .

.

.

. 5000 .

.

. 1

.2500 . 1

. 1

0. . 11

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
32.36
100.0

RI' .9754 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1 Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1

1 Time CDF Density

11 .0200 .0200
12 .0400 .0200

1 13 .1200 ..0800
14 .2600 .1400
15 .3400 .0800
17 .4000 .0600
19 .4400 .0400
20 .5000 .0600
21 .6800 .1800
22 .8600 .1800
23 .9400 .0800
24 .9800 .0400

.

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TINE

...

25.90 34.30



1

PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 6
SCATTER,1,(0.0,35.0),2,(0.0,1,0)

LOWER DOWD OF )(2 O.

UPPER BOUND OF X2 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Yit O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
32.36
120.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

R2

1

.9829 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1 Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1 Time CDF Density

1

.7500 10 .1000 .0200

1 11 . .0800
12 .1400 %0400
13 .2400 .1000
14 .2800 .0400

.5000 15 .3600 .0800
17 .4200 .0600

1 1 20 .4400 .0200

1 21 .6000 .1600
22 .7400 .1400

.2500 1 23 .8200 .0800

. 1 24 .8400 .0200
25 .8800 .0400

. 11 26 .9600 .0800

O.

a

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30 -
VARIABLE TINE



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 7
7 SCATTERp1p10.0p35.0/,2,(0.0,1.0)
LOUER BOUND OF Xs O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Ys O.

UPPER BOUND OF Ts 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
46.23
80.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

Rs .9569 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
1 Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1

Time CDF Density
1

.7500 10 .1200 .1200
. 1 11 .4600 .3400

12 .7000 ..2400

13 .8400 .1400
14 .9400 .1000

.5000 15 1.0000 .0600
1

.2500

.1

0.

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TINE
25.90 34.30



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 8
SCATTERp100.0135.0),200.0,1.0)
LOVER BOUND OF Xs O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Ts O.

UPPER BOUND OF Ys 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
46.23
100.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

Rs .9523 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1 Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1 1

1 Time CDF Density

.7500 9 .0200 .0200

1 10 .1400 .1200

11 .2800 -.1400

1 12 .4200 .1400
13 .6200 .2000

.5000 14 .7400 .1200
15 .8800 .1400

1 16 .9000 .0200
17 .9400 .0400
19 1.0000 .0600

.2500 .1

O.

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TINE



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 9
SCATTERF100.0,35.0p200.0,1,0)
LOVER SOUND OF Xs O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Ya O.

UPPER BOUND OF Ya 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

300.0
46.23
120.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

.7300

.5000

.2500

0.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

Ra .9718 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

11 .0800 .0800
12 .2400 .1600
13 .3200 . .0800
14 .4400 .1200
15 .6200 .1800
16 .7800 .1600
17 .8000 .0200
18 .8800 .0800
19 .9400 .0600
20 .9600 .0200
21 1.0000 .0400

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 10
? SCATTER,100.0,35.0),200.00.0)
LOVER MOND OF Ma O.

UPPER BOUND OF X 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Ya O.

UPPER BOUND OF Ya

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

.7500

.5000

.2500

0.

O.

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
21.59
80.0

1.00000

R .9383

1

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

1 1 13 .0200 .0200
14 .0800 .0600
16 .1000 ..0200

1 18 .1200 .0200
21 .1600 .0400
22 .1800 .0200
27 .2800 .1000
28 .4000 .1200
29 .6200 .2200
30 .7600 .1400

1 31 .7800 .0200
33 .3200 .0400

1 1 36 .8600 .0400

1 1

1

1

8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



PLOTOF SIMULATION RUN 11
7 SCATTERp1,10.0p35.03p2p10.0.1.01

LOWER BOUND OF X. O.

UPPER BOUND OF X 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y. O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
21.59
100.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

Re .8846 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

1

.7500 14 .0200 .0200

1 15 .0400 .0200
17 .0600 .0200
18 .0800 .0200
19 .1000 .0200

.5000 20 .1200 .0200

22 .1400 .0200

23 .1600 .0200

1 24 .1800 .0200
27 .2000 .0200

.2500 28 .3800 .1800

1 29 .6400 .2600

1 1 30 .7200 .0800

1 1 1 31 .3000 .0800

11 32 .3600 .0600

O. . 1 1 1

a

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TINE
25.90 34.30



SCATTER,1,(0.0,35.0
LOVER DOUND OF Xs
UPPER POUND OF Xs
LOVER BOUND OF Y=
UPPER BOUND OF Y=

PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 12
)1,2,(0.0,1.0)

0.

35.0000
O.

1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
21.59
120.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

R= .9316

1

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1

1
Time CDF Density

.7500 14 .0200 .0200

1 15 .0400 .0200
16 .0600 .0200
17 .0800 .0200
19 .1000 .0200

.5000 21 -1200 .0200
22 .1600 .0400
27 .2600 .1000
28 .4000 .1400
29 .6400 .2400

.2500 I 30 .7400 .1000
31 .3400 .1000

1 32 .3800 .0400

1 1 36 .9000 .0200

1 1

0. . 1 1 1

0. 8.400 17.50

VARIADLE TINE
25.90 34.30



?
PLOT Of SIMULATION RUN 13

SCATTER0100.0135.0/1200.011.0)
LOWER BOUND OF X6 O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Y6 O.

UPPER BOUND Of Y6 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
32.36
80.0

VARIABLE PROS
.9500 .

10 .9245

1

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1
Time CDF Density

1

.7500 15 .0200 .0200
17 .0400 .0200

1
18 .1200 .0800
19 .1400 .0200
20 .1800 .0400

.5000 21 .2000 .0200

1
22 .2200 -0200
24 .2600 .0400
26 .2800 .0200

1 27 .3200 .0400

.2500 1 1 28 .4800 .1600

1 1
29 .6600 .1800

1 30 .8000 .1400

11 31 .8400 .0400
32 .8300 .0400

0. . 1 1 1 34 .9000 .0200

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TINE



1

PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 14
SCATTER,100.0,35.0),2,(0.011.0)

LOWER SOUND OF X. O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y* O.

UPPER POUND OF Yis 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
32.36

100.0

VARIABLE PROD Rgi .9354 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
.9500 . Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 14 .0200 .0200
15 .0600 .0400

1 1 16 .0800 .0200

11 19 .1000 .0200

1 23 .1400 .0400
.5000 24 .1800 .0400

1 25 .2200 .0400

1 27 .2400 .0200
28 .4000 .1600
29 .4800 .0800

.2500 30 .5800 .1000

1 1 31 6200 .0400

1 32 .6400 .0200
1 1 33 .6600 .0200

11 34 .6800 .0200
O. . 1 1 36 .7400 .0600

O. 1.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 13
T SCATTER000.0.35.0),200.011.0)
LOVER BOMB OF X* O.

UPPER BOUND OF )18 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y. O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y* 1.00000

VARIABLE PROD
. 9500 .

. 7500

.5000

. 2500

0. . 1

O.

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
32.36
120.0

Rs .9246 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density
1 1

1 1 15 .0200 .0200

11 18 .0400 .0200

..06001 23 .1000
27 .1600 .0600
28 .3400 .1800

1 29 .5200 .1800
30 .6600 .1400
31 .7000 .0400
32 .7400 .0400

1 33 .7600 .0200
36 .7800 .0200
38 .8000 .0200

1 40 .8200 .0200
1

1

0.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TINE



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 16
? SCATTER,100.0135.0/p2,(0.0,1.0)
LOVER SOUND OF Xs O.

UPPER SOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOVER DOUND Of Yu O.

UPPER BOUND OF Yu 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
46.23
80.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500 .

Ru .9889 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1

1 Time CDF Density

.7500 1 14 .0400 .0400

11 15 .1200 .0800

11 16 .1600 .0400

17 .2600 .1000

1 18 .3200 .0600

.5000 19 .4000 .0800
20 .5000 .1000

1 21 .5600 .0600
22 .6600 .1000

23 .6300 .0200

.2500 1 24 .7000 .0200
25 .7200 .0200

1 26 .7800 .0600
27 .8600 .0800

28 .9400 .0800

0. . 1 1 29 1.0000 .0600

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TINE
25.90 34.30



7
PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 17

SCATTER,100.0,35.0),200.0,1,0)
LOVER BOUND OF Xs O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Y O.

UPPER SOUND OF Po 1.00000

VARIABLE PROD

.9500 .

.7500

.5000

.2500

0. .1

O.

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
46.23
100.0

1

Rs .9864

1 1

1

1

11

11

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

13 .0200 .0200
14 .0600 .0400
15 .1000 .0400
16 .1600 .0600
17 .2600 .1000
18 .3400 .0800
19 .3800 .0400
20 .4400 .0600
21 .5600 .1200

11

22

23
.6000
.6400

.0400

.0400
25 .6600 .0200

1 26 .6800 .0200
1 27 .7600 .0800

1 28 .9000 .1400

1 29 .9800 .0800
31 1.0000 .0200

8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TINE



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 18
? SCATTERf1p(0.0,35.0),2p(0.0p1.0)

LOUER BOUND OF Xs 0.
UPPER BOUND OF Xs 35.0000
LOVER BOUND OF Ys O.

UPPER BOUND OF 1= 1.00000

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

.7500

.5000

.2500

0. I. 1

O.

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

400.0
46.23
120.0

Rs .97$4

1 1

1

1

1

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

14 .0200 .0200
15 .0400 .0200
16 .1000 .0600
17 .1600 .0600

1
18 .2600 .1000

11 1
19 .3600 .1000

1
20 .4200 .0600

1
21 .4600 .0400

1
22 .5000 .0400
23 .5200 .0200

1 25 .5400 .0200
26 .5600 .0200

1 27 .6600 .1000

1 28 .3000 .1400

29 .9400 .1400

1 1 30 .9800 .0400
31 1.0000 .0200

8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TINE



I

PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN19
SCATTER,1,(0.0,35.0),2,(0.0,1.0)
LOWER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y= 0.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
21.59
80.0

VARIABLE PROS
.9500

R= .9735 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 17 .1000 .1000
18 .2000 .1000

19 .2200 .0200

1 22 .2400 .0200

11 24 .2600 .0200

.5000 1 27 .2800 .0200

1 28 .3000 .0200

1 35 .4000 .1000
36 .4800 .0800

1 37 .5000 .0200

.2500 1 1 38 .5600 .0600

. 11 1 39 .5800 .0200

. 40 .6200 .0400

1

0. 1

... . ...

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30

VARIABLE TIME



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 20
SCATTER,1,(0.0,35.0),2,(0.0,1.0)
LOUER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xx 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Ya O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
21.59
100.0

VARIABLE PROB
.9500

R= .9735 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 . 17 .1400 .1400
18 .1800 .0400

1 20 .2000 .0200

1 1
25 .2200 .0200

. 1 35 .3600 .1400

.5000 . 1 36 .4600 .1000

1 37 .5400 .0800
38 .5800 .0400

1 40 .6000 .0200
41 .6200 .0200

.2500 . 42 .6600 .0400

. 1 1

0.

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



7
PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 21

SCATTER,100.0,35.0),200.0,1.0)
LOWER BOUND OF X= 0.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y= 0.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
21.59
120.0

VARIABLE PROB

.9500

R= .9679 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 17 .0600 .0600
18 .1200 .0600

1 19 .1400 .0200
111 22 .1600 .0200

35 .3000 .1400
.5000 1 36 .4600 .1600

1 37 .5200 .0600
38 .6000 .0800
39 .6200 .0200

1 40 .6400 .0200

.2500 42 .6800 .0400

1

11

1

O. 1

0. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30

VARIABLE TIME



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 22
SCATTER,100.0,35.01,200.011.0)
LOWER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Yot 0.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
32.36
80.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

R= .8701 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 19 .0400 .0400

26 .0600 .0200

1
33 .1000 .0400

11 1
34 .1200 .0200

35 .3200 .2000

.5000 1 36 .4600 .1400

1 37 .5400 .0800

38 .6000 .0600
39 .6200 .0200

1
42 .6400 .0200

.2500 44 .6600 .0200

1 1

1

0. 1 1

0. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUM 23
SCATTER,100.0,35.0),2,(0.00.0)

LOVER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOUER BOUND OF i= O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
32.36
100.0

VARIABLE PROB
.9500

R= .9545

1

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 18 .0200 .0200

1 1
19 .0600 .0400

1
23 .0800 '.0200
24 .1000 .0200

1
27 .1200 .0200

.5000 1
28 .1400 .0200
35 .3600 .2200
36 .5000 .1400

1
37 .5600 .0600
38 .6800 .1200

.2500 39 .7000 .0200

41 .7400 .0400
42 .8000 .0600

1 11

1 1

O. 1 1

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30

VARIABLE TIME



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 24
SCATTER,100.0,35.0),2,(0.0,1.0)
LOWER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LONER BOUND OF Y2 O.

UPPER BOUND OF Ym 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
32.36
120.0

VARIABLE PROB
.9500

R= .9568 Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

.7500 18 .0200 .0200

1 1
19 .0600 .0400

1
35 .2800 .2200

1
36 .4200 .1400
37 .5200 .1000

.5000 1
38 .6400 .1200
40 .6800 .0400

1 41 .7000 .0200
43 .7200 .0200

.2500 1

0. 1 1

O. 8.400 17.50 25.90 34.30
VARIABLE TIME



9

PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 25
SCATTER ,1,(0.0,35.0),2,(0.0,1.0)

LOWER BOUND OF O.

UPPER BOUND OF Xg 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Yg O.

UPPER BOUND OF Yg 1.00000

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
46.23
80.0

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

R= .9202 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1 1
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

1

Time CDF Density

.7500 17 .0200 .0200

1
19 .0600 .0400
20 .0800 '.0200
22 .1000 .0200
24 .1200 .0200

.5000 .
25 .1800 .0600
26 .2200 .0400
27 .2600 .0400
30 .2800 .0200

1
32 .3000 .0200

.2500 1 1
35 .7400 .4400

1
36 .9200 .1800

1
37 .9800 .0600

. 1 1
40 1.0000 .0200

. 1 1

0. . 1 1

.
O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TIME
25.90 34.30



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 26
SCATTER,100.0,35.0),200.0,1.0)

LOWER BOUND OF X= O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Y= O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

. 7500

. 5000

.2500

0.

0.

1 1

8.400

R= .9516

1

1

1

1 1

1 1

1

17.50

VARIABLE TIME
25.90 34.30

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
46.23
100.0

Cumulative Distribution and Density of
Earliest Time to Bole Infection

Time CDF Density

22 .0400 .0400

24 .1200 .0800

25 .1400 .0200

27 .1800 .0400

28 .2000 .0200

29 .2600 .0600

34 .2800 .0200

35 .5600 .2800

36 .3000 .2400

37 .8600 .0600

38 .8800 .0200

39 .9200 .0400

41 .9400 .0200

42 1.0000 .0600



PLOT OF SIMULATION RUN 27
SCATTER,1,(0.0,35.01,200.0,1.0)

LOVER BOUND OF Xs O.

UPPER BOUND OF X= 35.0000
LOWER BOUND OF Ys O.

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 1.00000

VARIABLE PROD
.9500

.7500

.

.5000

.2500

0.

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
inter-tree distance
initial DBH
effective rooting depth

500.0
46.23
120.0

Rs .9869 Cumulative Distribution and Density of

1 1
Earliest Time to Bole Function

1 1

1
Time CDF Density

1

1
18 .0400 .0400
19 .0600 .0200
22 .0800 .0200

1
23 .1200 .0400
24 .1400 .0200
25 .1800 .0400
26 .2800 .1000
35 .6400 .3600
36 .7600 .1200
37 .8400 .0800

1
39 .8800 .0400
40 .9200 .0400
41 .9400 .0200

1 1
42 .9600 .0200

1 I 43 .9800 .0200

O. 8.400 17.50

VARIABLE TINE
25.90 34.30


